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Power, Politeness and 
the Workplace Context

Power, politeness and context

This book explores the complex and fascinating relationship between power 
and politeness in the workplace. Our focus is workplace discourse and we 
examine how people ‘do’ power and politeness throughout the day in their 
talk at work. A good starting point for our exploration is the following brief 
excerpt taken from a meeting of a project team in a multinational organisation 
(Example 1.1).

Example 1.1
Context: Regular weekly meeting of project team in white-collar, commercial 
organisation.1

1 har: look’s like there’s been actually a request for screendumps
2 I know it was outside of the scope
3 but people will be pretty worried about it
4 cla: no screendumps
5 matt: we-
6 cla: no screendumps
7 peg: [sarcastically] thank you Clara
8 cla: /no screendumps\
9 matt: /we know\we know you didn’t want them and we um er/we’ve\

10 cla: /that does not\ meet the criteria
[several reasons provided why screendumps should be allowed]

11 cla: thanks for looking at that though
12 san: so that’s a clear well maybe no
13 cla: it’s a no
14 san: it’s a no a royal no
15 cla: did people feel disempowered by that decision
16 peg: [sarcastically] no
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This excerpt, taken from the middle of the team’s meeting, provides a useful 
means of introducing some of the main themes of this book. First, it is very 
difficult to understand without substantial glossing. Second, it illustrates a 
very blunt and explicit exercise of power and authority, and an apparent 
disregard of the norms of conventional politeness. Third, it demonstrates 
the kinds of things people achieve with words at work: giving instructions, 
disagreeing with and challenging each other, avoiding miscommunication, 
amusing their colleagues, maintaining good collegial relations, and so on. 
We will briefly discuss these points in this chapter, but they will also recur 
regularly throughout the book.

In the meeting from which Example 1.1 is taken, a project team is dis
cussing how best to provide instructions to other members of their organ
isation about a specialised computer process. The group has been meeting 
for several weeks and has developed very good rapport and a sparky style of 
interaction. Example 1.1 revolves around a request to allow people to print 
off material from the computer screen (i.e. to ‘screendump’). Clara is the 
overall manager of the section from which most of this project team has 
been selected; Sandy is the project manager. With this background it is 
easier to understand the referential content of the excerpt: Clara is giving a 
very clear directive that under no circumstances will people be allowed to 
print material from their screens.

A great deal of workplace talk is firmly embedded in its social and organ
isational context in this way. Co-workers typically take a great deal for granted; 
they share common assumptions, a common reference system, and use the 
same jargon or system of verbal shortcuts. They often share extensive 
background knowledge and experiences and may have similar values and 
attitudes towards work and the objectives of their organisation. Together 
these constitute a common workplace culture. Indeed, many workplace groups, 
such as those interacting in Example 1.1, could be described as ‘communities 
of practice’ -  groups who regularly engage with each other in the service of 
a joint enterprise, and who share a repertoire of resources which enables 
them to communicate in a kind of verbal shorthand which is often difficult 
for outsiders to penetrate (Wenger 1998). The community of practice is a 
concept which illuminates a number of aspects of workplace interaction.

Example 1.1 is also a very clear instance of ‘doing power’ at work. Clara 
is the most senior person at the meeting and her uncompromising, explicit 
and repeated directive no screendumps (lines 4, 6, 8) reflects her status in the 
organisational hierarchy. No one else in this meeting, not even Sandy, the project 
manager, could acceptably express themselves in such an uncompromisingly 
direct manner, except perhaps with humorous intent (see Chapter 6). Clara 
is here doing power very explicitly and baldly, apparently disregarding con
ventionally polite ways of disagreeing with her colleagues.

On the other hand, the team’s well-established rapport and its in-group 
solidarity mechanisms enable them to ‘manage’ Clara’s peremptory veto in
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a way that preserves good working relations. Peggy’s sarcastic thank you 
Clara (line 7) provides an initial tension-breaker. Members of the team 
then provide reasons for allowing screendumps, and Clara responds (line 11) 
with a more conventionally polite dismissal of their suggestions thanks for 
looking at that though. Sandy’s internally contradictory suggestion that Clara 
may be wavering so thafs a clear well maybe no (line 12) is deliberately humor
ous, but it leads Clara to restate her position quite explicitly it's a no (line 13). 
Again Sandy defuses the tension with a humorous hyperbolic comment 
it's a no a royal no (line 14), echoing a reference to an earlier episode in 
which Clara’s status had been satirised as queen. Finally, Clara too contri
butes to the defusing of the tension with a tongue-in-cheek comment which 
draws explicit attention to feelings which people usually conceal in a business 
context did people feel disempowered by that decision (line 15). The team’s 
firmly established good relationships thus enable them to ride out Clara’s 
‘bald-on-record’ directives, without irreparable damage to the ‘face needs’ 
of team members.2

This short excerpt illustrates nicely the ongoing negotiations between 
power and politeness which are typical of interactions in many workplaces. 
Effective management of workplace relationships takes account of the face 
needs of colleagues, as well as the objectives of the organisation and the 
individuals involved. Before describing the database used in the analyses of 
workplace interaction in this book, we will briefly discuss the concepts of 
power, politeness and context which underpin the analyses, and in the pro
cess introduce the theoretical frameworks we have found useful.

Power

There are many ways of defining power. From a sociological or psycholo
gical perspective, power is treated as a relative concept which includes both 
the ability to control others and the ability to accomplish one’s goals. This is 
manifest in the degree to which one person or group can impose their plans 
and evaluations at the expense of others.3 A more anthropological and social 
constructionist perspective extends this potential influence to embrace de
finitions of social reality (Gal 1995). Language is clearly a crucial means of 
enacting power, and equally a very important component in the construction 
of social reality. A social constructionist approach analyses every interaction 
as involving people enacting, reproducing and sometimes resisting institu
tional power relationships in their use of discourse by means of a range of 
coercive and collaborative strategies (e.g. Crawford 1995; Davies 1991; Dwyer 
1993; Fairclough 1989; Ianello 1992).

Power in the workplace may be manifested in a number of ways. In 
Example 1.1, Clara’s authoritative position enabled her to define the rules

3
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which others were obliged to follow. But the linguistic manifestation of 
power need not be so blatant. In Example 1.2, a government organisation is 
discussing an issue which is a current hot topic in many New Zealand 
workplaces, namely the extent to which employees’ access to the internet 
should be monitored and, in particular, the organisation’s responsibilities 
and liability in cases where employees gain access to pornography through 
their workplace internet connections.

Example 1.2
Context: Regular meeting of senior management team in white collar 
organisation.'

1 s a l : it’s all too woolly I think in regards values violations
2 I’m more likely to come down on someone strongly and thumpingly
3 for a personal values violation than a minor rules valuation
4 geo : what I said in the beginning was it all depends where you sit
5 in other words whether you think that’s a values violation /and =
6 s a l : /well I guess that depends on what they are\
7 geo: = that’s I m ean\ as I said you know
8  s a l : b u t  i f  i t ’s  t h e  b e s t i a l i t y  i s s u e

9 rob: oh yeah
10 s a l : something which is at the edge of the law there’s the legal side
11 rob: bestiality is not at the edge of the law it’s absolutely black and white
12 illegal

The excerpt illustrates Sally and Georgia exploring the issue of what the 
legislation means and how it should or could be interpreted (lines 1-7). Sally 
then introduces a specific issue, the bestiality issue (line 8) at which point 
Robin enters the discussion, following up her sceptical oh yeah (line 9), with 
an assertive and decisive pronouncement (lines 11-12) which effectively ends 
that particular line of discussion. Robin’s words are influential not because 
she has higher status or authority than others involved in the discussion (she 
does not), but rather because this issue involves her area of expertise and 
responsibility. Robin’s contribution makes it clear that the discussion (lines 
1-7) between Sally and Georgia about whether or not personal values are 
involved, is irrelevant, and the chair brings the whole discussion to a conclu
sion shortly afterwards. This is ‘expert’ power in operation (Spencer-Oatey 
1992, 2000; Thomas 1995). Although Sally and Georgia are superior to 
Robin in the organisation’s status hierarchy, in this area she has the power to 
define the situation and influence the decision reached. The example illus
trates clearly that status is not the only source of power. Relative power 
needs to be assessed not only in the particular social context in which 
an interaction takes place, but more particularly in the specific discourse
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context of any contribution. As Example 1.2 illustrates, the particular topic 
of discussion may be relevant in identifying where power or authority lies in 
a particular section of talk, as well as how it is enacted.

Another dimension of power in the workplace is brought into focus by 
a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) approach (e.g. Fairclough 1995; van 
Dijk 1998). A CDA framework characterises the power of those in author
ity as ‘oppressive’ or ‘repressive’ (Pateman 1980; Fairclough 1995), and 
focuses on ways in which it is, often subtly, exerted in discourse, both 
spoken and written (e.g. see Lee 1992; Talbot 1998). Critical Discourse 
analysts demonstrate that the definitions, values, and attitudes assumed by 
most speakers and writers are typically those of the group in power; 
hence the dominant ideology in a society generally underpins apparently 
‘objective’ descriptions. Taken for granted assumptions tend to go unques
tioned, but they are often a means of repressing challenges and inhibiting 
change, and language clearly plays an important part in encoding (or 
masking) such assumptions. It is easy to see how Examples 1.1 and 1.2 could 
be analysed in these terms, i.e. as examples of ‘coercive discourse’ (Fairclough 
1995). In both cases, the enactment of power through talk is relatively 
explicit, and there is no doubt about whose ‘rules’ and ‘values’ are assumed 
to be relevant. Moreover, in both cases the effect of the contributions of 
those with the relevant power is to bring the discussion to an end. Because 
a CDA approach typically adopts the perspective of those ‘out of power’, 
it provides interesting insights into what is taken for granted by those in 
positions of power.

Politeness

While power may license the use of relatively overt ‘coercive’ discourse 
strategies, our analyses indicate that most workplace interactions provide 
evidence of mutual respect and concern for the feelings or face needs of 
others, that is, of politeness. Politeness is one important reason for modify
ing the blatant imposition of one’s wishes on others (Goffman 1967; Brown 
and Levinson 1987). Example 1.3 illustrates some of the ways in which this 
may be linguistically manifested. The extract is taken from a team meeting 
devoted to allocating responsibilities for a range of tasks, including depart
mental filing which has got severely behind. One solution, proposed by the 
manager, Leila, is to bring in external filers, ‘the flying filers’. However, a 
relatively senior team member, Zoe, is not happy with this suggestion, and 
she raises a variety of objections. Leila could simply insist on her solution, 
but she does not. Rather, as illustrated in Example 1.3, she explicitly re
sponds to each of Zoe’s reservations, and she phrases her responses in ways 
which pay attention to Zoe’s face needs.

5
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Example 13
Context: Planning meeting of policy unit team in white-collar, commercial 
organisation.

1 lei: I think that Kerry and Zoe could do with having a little sit down
2 and just talking through about the fly-
3 whether or not to get the flying filers in to replace Kerry or not
4 and if you got the flying filers in Kerry could come and help with the
5 information but I think you need to work that through it’s gonna be +
6 you know what will work +++
7 cos I mean I think you’ve got a wee bit of a difference here
8 in that you’re obviously a little bit uncomfortable about a new set of
9 people and I can understand that because you’re thinking consistency

While Leila restates the advantages of her suggestion (line 4), she clearly 
does not intend to force Zoe to agree to it (lines 1-3). Rather, she indicates 
that she understands Zoe’s reservations by restating them in a sympathetic 
way (lines 8-9). Concern for Zoe’s feelings is also evident in the extensive 
use of linguistic hedging devices throughout this excerpt.4 These include 
pragmatic particles such as I  think (lines 1, 5, 7), you know (line 6), and I  mean 
(7), which tone down the strength of Leila’s directive, and attenuators such 
as little (line 1), a wee bit of (line 7) and a little bit (line 8) which minimise the 
problematic aspects of the disagreement.

Politeness towards a subordinate can be interpreted as an indication that 
the more powerful protagonist is concerned with constructing good workplace 
relations, and in developing rapport and maintaining collegiality (Spencer- 
Oatey 2000): that is, the expression of collaborative power vs coercive power 
or, in Ng and Bradac’s terms ‘power to’ vs ‘power over’ (1993: 4).

Communication Accommodation theory provides a useful framework to 
account for linguistic and non-linguistic adjustments between participants in 
an interaction in order to maintain good social relations (Giles, Coupland 
and Coupland 1991). As the theory suggests, however, politeness may also 
be politic, since treating others with consideration is more likely to result 
in the cooperation which will assist in achieving workplace goals (see also 
Watts 1992; Eelen 2001).

By contrast, it is self-evidently in the interests of a subordinate to express 
themselves politely or with deference to a superior. Our data provides a 
multitude of examples illustrating deferential politeness.5 Example 1.4 is a 
particularly clear example of the contrast between the pressures on superior 
and subordinate, especially when the subordinate is the supplicant. Kerry 
has obtained a position with a different organisation. Before she leaves her 
current job, however, she wishes to attend a conference without having her

6
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pay docked. T h is  in fo rm ation  very  gradually  em erges in  th e  course o f  an 

interview with her acting manager, Ruth. The excerpt in Example 1.4 illus
trates Kerry’s extensive use of deferential politeness and hesitation devices 
(in bold) to hedge her request, which contrast with Ruth’s very direct and 
unmitigated dem ands for in fo rm atio n  (lines 1, 6, 8, 16).

Example 1.4
Context: Manager in government organisation discussing leave application with 
employee.

1 ruth : when do you finish here
2 ker: well I’m not sure- [voc] well my contract goes till April but
3 [the new organisation] rung me today and they’re trying to negotiate
4 sort of me to go over there and Jamie to come over here
5 and just do a swap while we change over to train each . . .
6 ruth: okay when do you need to make a decision
7 ker: well um /Re- + Re-\
8 ruth : /you need to confirm\ today do you
9 ker: well Rene’s sort of um + doing some negotiations

10 with some people this afternoon about our funding . . .
11 and it’s just that I ’d I said to them not to worry about it
12 cos it + you know  I was changing over and it was gonna be quite
13 difficult time off and da da da da things like this
14 but she said oh no you should go if you can get it
15 so she /said just ask\
16 ru th : /mm\ .. . okay so you need to know today

Ruth, in the position of authority, uses direct questions to elicit the informa
tion she needs to reach a decision. In this context, she does not need to be 
polite. Kerry is clearly aware that her request could be regarded as unrea
sonable; she uses a wide range of strategies to minimise its apparent cost and 
reduce its force, including, finally, even shifting responsibility for making it 
(lines 14-15). Deference is the mirror image or underside of power.

Not all workplace colleagues are respectfu l and cooperative, however; 
there are many alternative responses to authority. Critical Discourse analysts 
draw attention to ways in which people may challenge, contest, undermine 
or subvert power and authority. In the data we examined, we found that 
challenges to authority were typically expressed not with direct and confron
tational strategies, but rather in socially acceptable or ‘polite’ ways, such as 
through the use of humour, including irony and sarcasm. Humour functions 
as a particularly effective politeness strategy, especially in a hierarchical con
text, as demonstrated in Chapter 6. It is very difficult for a superior to react

7
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negatively to a criticism or challenge that is expressed as a humorous com
ment without losing face. Humour provides a ‘cover5 for a remark which 
might otherwise be considered unacceptable in the work context. Example 
1.5 illustrates a subordinate, Ivan, using humour to negotiate the complex
ities of contesting a superior in a polite and cooperative way.

Example 1*5
Context: Meeting between three policy advisors in a government organisation.

1 est: you were supposed to bring coffee and he was bringing croissants
2 ivan: was he

3 e s t : y e a h  w e  h a d  t h i s  d i s c u s s i o n  la s t  w e e k

4 ivan: ah you  should have got it in w riting

[laughter]

Ivan’s remark is an example of good-humoured sarcasm. At the most global 
level, he is sending up bureaucratic procedures generally. At the local level, 
he is also parodying Esther, in particular, who is inclined to want everything 
well documented. In other words, using a CDA approach, this could be 
analysed as contestive discourse from a subordinate to a superior. From 
another perspective, however, Ivan’s remark could be analysed as a good- 
tempered response to a criticism: i.e. a cooperative attempt to amuse, to 
keep the tone light and maintain good collegial relations. This analysis is 
typical in its complexity -  almost every example of authentic discourse has 
several layers of meaning and yields different insights depending on the 
analytical framework adopted.

Context

The examples discussed so far have illustrated that analysing ways in which 
power and politeness are played out in the workplace requires careful atten
tion to context. Moreover, the term ‘context’ applies at a number of differ
ent levels of analysis. The most local context of any utterance is the immediate 
discourse context. The precise location of an utterance in relation to preced
ing and following utterances may be crucial to interpreting its precise mean
ing. So, for example, an agreeing y e s  at the end of a long discussion in which 
one participant is trying to persuade another to approve a particular course 
of action, has very different significance from a quick y e s  in a series indicat
ing routine approval. The interpretation of Clara’s directive no screendumps 
in Example 1.1 required attention to its position in the discourse: her utter
ance gathers weight with each reiteration, as reflected in the efforts of other

8
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participants to defuse the tension by ameliorating Clara’s message with 
humour. Attention to the discourse context underpins all discourse analysis, 
but it is developed to a very high level of specificity by conversation analysts 
(e.g. Psathas 1995; Pomerantz and Fehr 1997; Hutchby and Wooffitt 1998), 
and we draw on such techniques where appropriate in the analyses in this 
book.

A second relevant level of contextual analysis requires attention to the 
relationships between those contributing to the interaction: what are 
their relative roles, where do they fit in the organisational hierarchy, how 
long have they worked together, and so on. While such relationships often 
appear ‘given’, a social constructionist approach emphasises the extent to 
which participants are constantly constructing their social roles as they 
interact with others. Clara is ‘doing power’ in Example 1.1, and in the 
process reaffirming her role as manager. In different social contexts, people 
tend to emphasise different aspects of their social identity. In Example 1.2, 
Robin’s influence depends on the fact that her specialised role in the 
organisation becomes relevant at that particular point in the discussion. In 
Example 1.3, Leila uses linguistic features and discourse devices which 
understate her power, and emphasise collegiality and even femininity. In 
other contexts, with different colleagues, she highlights different aspects 
of her complex social identity.6 Similarly, the deferent Kerry in Example 1.4 
is likely to be considerably more assertive in describing this interaction to a 
friend over lunch. Attention to the social relationships between participants 
is a fundamental aspect of the sociolinguistic analysis of social interaction, 
and is a crucial element in the analysis of workplace interaction throughout 
this book.

Taking account of context also involves considering factors such as the 
physical setting in which interactions take place, and the background 
knowledge participants bring to the interaction. Talk in the boardroom of a 
large commercial organisation has interesting similarities and differences to 
talk between factory team members on the factory floor. The social banter 
which precedes meetings in each of these settings, for instance, has much 
the same range of functions (see Chapter 6), while the ways in which 
the team leader conveys instructions contrasts markedly in the different 
settings (see Chapter 3). Typically, in order to comprehend the succinct 
shorthand and often technical jargon used by those who habitually work 
together, detailed background information must be gathered, using the kinds 
of ethnographic techniques advocated both by interactionist sociolinguists 
(e.g. Gumperz 1982, 1999; Roberts, Davies and Jupp 1992) and by those 
adopting a community of practice framework (e.g. Eckert and McConnell- 
Ginet 1995; Eckert 2000). Such information is crucial in helping the analyst 
to unpack the layers of meaning and interpret the significance of work
place talk. Reading Example 1.6 with minimal background information 
helps illustrate this point.

9
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Example 1.6
Context: Early m orning team  briefing m eeting on factory floor. G inette is team  

manager.

1 gin: they put [product] twelve point five on the running sheet
2 we do two sizes at twelve po in t five boxes and bags

3 w hen youse do these sheets do them  properly [sighs]

4 mar: obviously those people who are no good at cheating [voc]
5 gin: fill them out properly
6 I spent two hours yesterday w ith Isabelle going th rough the sheets

7 over the last um  m onth  and a half

8 and the ones tha t we did were bloody shocking all bullshit

9 we managed to  pack nearly six thousand cases on this line here

10 in three and a half hours 

[laughter]

11 sam: do the do the tem ps know how to fill them  out

12 gin: I don’t know no they don’t
13 sam: no ()
14 gin: the tem ps w eren’t here at three o clock four o clock

15 sam: yeah I know I ’m  j- I’m just saying it could be
16 gin: that’s our people

Some of the interactional complexities of the issue referred to in this ex
ample will be discussed in Chapter 7. Here we simply draw  attention to the 
extent to which meaning is embedded in context, and the crucial status of 
shared background knowledge in comprehending what is going on. Detailed 
ethnographic information is essential to any meaningful analysis. Under
standing Ginette’s message involves, at the minimum, knowing what should 
be recorded on the sheets she refers to and what would be an expected 
number of cases. The fact that line refers to the factory line on which the 
team work, and that temps refer to people brought in to assist in physical 
handling of the cases, is also useful information. It helps to know the signific
ance of the difference between boxes, bags and crates, and the significance of 
the different sizes referred to, as well as the relative status of different con
tributes. This brief illustration indicates that rich ethnographic description 
is clearly an essential analytical tool for providing the contextual informa
tion required to understand much workplace talk.

Finally, it is also important to consider the social meaning of discourse in 
an even wider social context. Any interaction can be regarded as a particular 
instance of more general sociolinguistic patterns. So, at the institutional 
level, the range of appropriate strategies for instantiating power relations 
will be constrained by the dominant ideology and the values it encodes. The 
interaction between Ruth and Kerry, for instance, from which the excerpt in 
Example 1.4 was taken, represents one means of negotiating a potentially

10
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contentious work issue in a New Zealand organisation. The interaction as a 
whole provides an instance of how institutional power is exercised and defer
ence expressed in such contexts. The long discussion from which Example 
1.3 is taken (to which we return in Chapter 4), illustrates an alternative 
strategy: Leila gives collegial relations high priority and adopts a more con
sensual approach to decision making. Example 1.6 exemplifies yet another 
approach. Ginette, the factory manager is direct and explicit in her instruc
tions (lines 3, 5) and reprimands (line 8), leavened only by some dry humour 
(lines 9, 10). Her language is forthright and she directly challenges attempts 
to provide excuses with counter-evidence (lines 14, 16). To what extent are 
these different ways of doing power influenced by the institutional or wider 
societal context within which they occur? To what extent are they instantia
tions of a particular ideological framework which encodes particular atti
tudes to authority and specific values regarding workplace activity? These 
broader contextual issues raised by a CDA framework can be regarded as 
underpinning any sociolinguistic analysis.

Clearly, it is possible to analyse workplace interaction at many levels, each 
of which highlights different aspects of the many kinds of meaning con
structed by workplace participants. The starting point for the exploration of 
workplace interaction in this book is a broadly social constructionist model 
of communication which rests on two broad assumptions, now generally 
accepted in discourse and interactional sociolinguistics. The first, as we have 
outlined above, is that an understanding of the wider context is crucial, 
both for interpreting the discourse at a local level, and for defining social 
identity or ‘who we are’ in any particular encounter. Workplace interactions 
in particular tend to be strongly intertextual in nature, and are embedded 
in the business and social context of a particular work group, as well as in a 
wider social or institutional order.

Our second assumption is that interaction and identity construction are 
dynamic interactional processes where meanings and intentions are jointly 
and progressively negotiated between the individuals involved in a given 
interaction. In the words of Linell:

What is apparent when we take a close analytic look at the practice of 
actual interaction among real persons is that both the persons and the 
situations in which they interact are never fully determined. They are 
continually in production, under construction, through the boot-strapping 
processes of contextualisation, shifts in footing, and adaptation by inter
locutors to each other’s actions.

(Linell 2001: 160)

A social constructionist approach, then, frames communication as a process 
which is instrumental in the creation of our social worlds, rather than simply
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as an activity that we do within them. It emphasises the dynamic aspects of 
interaction and the constantly changing and developing nature of social 
identities, social categories and group boundaries (Weedon 1987; Unger 
1989; Butler 1990), a process in which talk clearly plays an essential part. 
Social constructionism is also basic to the notion of the ‘community of 
practice’ (Wenger 1998), a model which we have found particularly valuable 
in comparing and contrasting how power and politeness are played out in 
different organisations or work teams.

By taking a ‘bottom-up’ approach and looking closely at the micro-level 
of individual workplace interactions, it is possible to see how what Goffman 
(1974) terms the 'interaction order’ intersects with institutionally ordered 
social relationships (Cook-Gumperz 2001: 119-20), including those tradi
tionally analysed by sociolinguists in terms of social categories such as 
gender, ethnicity and status.

The rest of this chapter describes the broader project from which the 
material analysed in this book is drawn, and then briefly outlines the struc
ture of the book.

The Wellington Language in the Workplace Project

The data used to illustrate the analyses in this book was collected as part of 
the Language in the Workplace (LWP) Project, based at Victoria University 
of Wellington in New Zealand.7 The broad objectives of the project are to 
identify characteristics of effective communication in New Zealand work
places, to identify causes of miscommunication, and to disseminate the 
results of the analysis for the benefit of workplace practitioners. Despite the 
recent growth of interest in workplace interaction,8 there has been remark
ably little New Zealand research focused on how people actually communic
ate verbally with their colleagues at work on a daily basis, and how they use 
language to manage the inevitable tensions between their various professional 
and social roles. At the time of writing, our database comprises approximately 
2000 interactions recorded in a wide range of New Zealand workplaces, 
including government departments, factories, small businesses, semi-public 
or non-government organisations (NGOs), and private, commercial organ
isations (see Figure 1.1). This corpus deliberately includes interactions from 
some workplaces with a relatively high proportion of women, some with a 
relatively high proportion of Maori workers, and a number with an ethnic 
and gender balance more closely reflecting the New Zealand norm.9 The 
interactions include both business talk and social talk, informal talk and 
meetings of many different sizes and kinds, with participants from a wide 
range of different levels in the workplace hierarchy.

Much of the data recorded in government departments, for instance, 
comprises small, relatively informal work-related meetings and discussions,
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Fig 1.1 Components of the Language in the Workplace database (1996-2001)

some on the phone, but most face to face, and varying in length between 
20 seconds and 2 hours. Such interactions fulfil a wide variety of purposes: 
to plan, to convey instructions, to seek advice, to check reports, to solve a 
problem or do a task, to provide feedback, to evaluate proposals, and so on. 
A number of larger and generally longer meetings were also tape recorded 
and video taped. For instance, from large commercial and semi-public organ
isations, we recorded sets of more formal meetings, typically involving project 
teams who met regularly over a period of time, and sometimes for several 
months. In the factories, we recorded team meetings, briefing sessions, 
one-to-one interactions between individuals on the-factory floor and in the 
administrative offices, communications over the factory intercom system and 
conversations in a control room. In small businesses, in addition to typical 
work-related interactions, more social conversations at tea breaks and lunch
time were a particular focus.

For all workplaces, a rich fund of ethnographic information was gathered by 
means of meetings, interviews and observations to assist with interpreting the 
data. In some cases, more systematic structured observations of work patterns 
were undertaken before recording commenced. Wherever relevant, written 
documentation was also collected to provide background for the spoken com
munication, including agendas and minutes of meetings, reports, notices, 
manuals, production documents, and so on. Chapter 2 provides a detailed de
scription of the methodology used to collect the material in the LWP database,
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a methodology which was ground-breaking and innovative in a number of 
respects. In all the data collection sites, for instance, the methodology was 
designed to give participants the maximum control possible over the data 
collection process. The LW P corpus thus provides a rich resource for inves
tigating how power and politeness are played out in workplace interaction.

Brief outline of content of the book

Following Chapter 2, which describes the way our data was collected, each 
chapter focuses on a specific aspect of workplace talk. Chapter 3 examines the 
many different strategies people use for getting things done at work, and in 
particular the different ways in which power relations and politeness interact 
in the achievement of workplace goals. Workplace goals include social and 
affective objectives, such as team building and being supportive of others, as 
well as more obvious task-oriented objectives, such as completing a project 
or reaching a decision. The interaction of power and politeness is worked 
out within the wider contextual constraints outlined above, including such 
factors as the physical setting, the length of the relationship between people 
working together, and the kind of relationship and understandings they have 
developed. The difficulty of the task, and whether it is routine or not, are also 
relevant factors. The examples analysed in Chapter 3 demonstrate that in many 
workplaces getting things done is not simply a matter of explicitly telling peo
ple what to do, but often involves subtle and complex negotiations extending 
over sometimes lengthy sections of discourse. It is the latter which throw 
most light on the nature of the interaction of power and politeness at work.

Workplace meetings are the focus of Chapter 4. Meetings take many 
different forms and serve a wide variety of functions from providing feedback 
on a draft report, discussing problems and negotiating a period of leave, 
through to extensive strategic planning. Interestingly, however, at a general 
level, there appears to be a relatively small range of structural patterns among 
the meetings we have analysed. They tend to involve some combination of 
linear and spiral patterning, often reflecting the function of the talk, as Chap
ter 4 illustrates. Problem solving is also characterised by surprisingly regular 
patterns, consisting of identifiable phases which go through successive itera
tions in a meeting. The interaction of power and politeness in meetings is 
most evident in the management of the agenda, whether formal or informal, 
and in decision making, and this inevitably interacts with the basic structural 
patterns identified. Chapter 4 identifies some of the strategies used by those 
in positions of power to take and keep control of talk in meetings, to keep 
participants on track and to reach decisions efficiently. We also consider 
ways in which less powerful participants contribute to meetings, whether 
cooperatively or subversively. Meeting talk typically builds on, exploits,
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constructs and maintains collegiality, and this is often especially apparent 
in the way decisions are reached, or the way problems are explored. Not 
all meetings are smooth sailing, however, and subtly subversive strategies 
are one means by which less powerful participants can undermine or derail 
progress in a ‘polite’ manner. Two contrasting case studies are used to 
illustrate the ways in which managers in meetings from different commun
ities of practice make use of diverse discourse strategies to assert power and 
reduce or maintain social distance, in relation to their colleagues.

The crucial role of small talk and social talk at work has become increas
ingly apparent with the recent growth of research in this area (e.g. Coupland 
2000). Chapter 5 illustrates how small talk assists the transitions between 
interpersonal or social talk and work or task-oriented talk in the workplace. 
Small talk is flexible, adaptable, compressible and expandable. While its 
primary function is to express social affect, these characteristics also make it 
an attractive strategy for managing workplace relationships. Our analyses of 
the various functions of small talk at work clearly demonstrate that, in addi
tion to its obvious contribution, as ‘positive facework’,10 to constructing 
solidarity, it also makes a contribution to expressing and maintaining power 
relationships. So, for example, high status managers often use small talk to 
‘do collegiality’ in contexts where they interact as equals. In unequal en
counters, on the other hand, small talk may be used not only to establish and 
maintain good relations with subordinates, but sometimes as an expression 
of ‘repressive discourse’ (Pateman 1980), with superiors manipulating small 
talk to achieve organisational goals.

Humour is another flexible and adaptable discourse strategy which 
serves a wide range of functions in workplace talk. Chapter 6 illustrates how 
humour can be used to hedge or attenuate face-threatening acts such as 
directives and negatively affective speech acts such as criticisms, thus con
tributing to social cohesion in the workplace. Humour can be very sensit
ively oriented to participants’ face needs, and serve as a dynamic means of 
expressing and constructing solidarity, and is an effective strategy for reduc
ing potential offence. Our data suggests, however, that in interactions where 
relative power is particularly salient, the way humour functions in construct
ing and negotiating relationships is often complex. It may serve as a manage
ment strategy -  a way of attenuating or reinforcing power relationships. 
Using a humorous key, for instance, a risky or unacceptable proposition may 
be skilfully packaged in a superficially innocuous utterance. Or humour 
may license a challenge which subverts overt control, or serve as a ‘polite’ 
strategy for undermining authority. So, while humour appears superficially 
friendly and positive, it also has a dark side, as Chapter 6 illustrates.

Humour can also be considered a distinctive feature of workplace culture, 
with considerable variation in the amount and type of humour which charac
terises workplace interaction in different organisations. Looking more closely 
at the humour of three specific work teams or communities of practice
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revealed interesting differences in the detailed interactional practices of each 
team. In one team, humour was predominantly supportive and positive in 
pragmatic effect, and typically collaborative in style. A much more robust 
style of humour characterised the interaction of the second team; jocular 
abuse was frequent and the boundaries between power and solidarity were 
very fluid, with humour an interesting indication of this. The third commun
ity of practice paid much more attention to status and power distinctions. 
This group specialised in subversive humour, typically conveyed in pithy, 
ironic one-liners. Indeed members of this team seemed to thrive in a com
petitive and contestive context and, not surprisingly, this extended to their 
use of humour. Chapter 6 illustrates how humour can provide an interesting 
clue to the distinctive culture of different communities of practice.

While ways in which people manage challenging situations at work are 
illustrated throughout the book, Chapter 7 turns the spotlight quite explic
itly on more problematic aspects of workplace interaction. Analysing the 
skilful ways in which people manage problematic talk at work helps tease out 
the complex threads of power and politeness in such interactions, and provides 
useful insights into the nature of problematic discourse. Communicating 
successfully with colleagues and clients is obviously crucial for the well
being of working people, as well as for the efficiency of their organisations 
and institutions. The discussion focuses first on examples where the referen
tial or information content of the message is the source of the problem. We 
then turn to consider much more typical and pervasive types of problematic 
talk, namely encounters where considerations of power and politeness are 
relevant in the management of different people’s often competing face needs 
in workplace interaction. The analysis explores the ways in which particip
ants manage the complexities of the dynamics of power and politeness in 
problematic workplace relationships, and the many and diverse strategies 
which they use to skilfully avoid negative outcomes in potentially destruct
ive, explosive or corrosive workplace interactions.

The final chapter addresses the issue of the relevance of socio-pragmatic 
research, such as that described in this book, for practitioners involved with 
training and professional development programmes, especially those con
cerned with workplace communication. We discuss some practical implica
tions of the analyses of workplace communication covered in the preceding 
chapters, and describe some areas of potential application of research on 
workplace talk. Accurately interpreting and effectively conveying directive 
intent, for instance, is central to workplace effectiveness. The crucial import
ance of social talk in the workplace and the ability to manage such talk at 
tea breaks and around the edges of the day is very apparent from our ana
lyses. Skilful management of workplace humour is another area of obvious 
relevance. In fact, learning to manage the affective and social aspects of 
workplace interaction -  the 'polite’ talk -  emerges as one of the most import
ant priorities for communication development programmes and transition
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to work programmes of all kinds. Competence in these areas is at least as 
important as developing abilities in managing power relations at work, or 
the management skills on which many current programmes tend to focus. 
A specific action-reflection model which has been trialled with our particip-
ant workplaces is briefly outlined as one illustration of ways in which our 
research can be applied.

In concluding this chapter, we return to the importance of context 
in every aspect of our analyses. The following chapters provide extensive 
evidence of the very ‘situated* nature of workplace interaction. While some 
messages can be communicated relatively directly, the precise choice of 
linguistic form is always influenced by the relationship between those talk-
ing, and the context of their talk. Getting things done at work is a very 
dynamic process. People typically negotiate their way through the working 
day using complex and sophisticated discourse strategies. Power and polite-
ness provide a volatile and exciting mix at work as we will demonstrate.

Notes

L Transcription conventions are provided in the Appendix at the end of the 
book» Examples have been edited to protect the anonymity of the contrib- 
nting organisations and sometimes for ease of reading where the edited 
features are irrelevant to the point being made.

2. These terms are components of Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness 
theory, which incorporates Goffinan’s (1.967) notion of *face\

3. This definition reflects the influence of Weber (1947). See, for example, 
Leech (1983); Brown and Levinson (1987); Ng and Bradac (1993); Ianello

(19 9 2 ) .
4. See Holmes (1995: Chapter 3), for a discussion of relevant hedging devices.:
5. Deferential politeness is one aspect of what Brown and Levinson (1987) 

call "negative politeness’, a term, that is less transparent and confuses many;
          Readers

6. See Holmes (1997) for a discussion of the variety of features speakers may 
draw on. in constructing a particular social identity*

7. See www.vuw.ac.nz/lals/lwp for further information.
8. See, for example, Drew and Heritage (1992); Roberts, Davies and Jupp

(1992); Boden (1994); Tannen (1994); Sarangi and Slembrouck (1996); 
Bargieia-Chiappini and Harris (1997); Hunston (1998); Sarangi and Roberts 
(1999); Candlin and Sarangi (fc). 

9. Maori are the indigenous people of New Zealand and comprise about
15 per cent of the population. . 
Brown and Levinson designate the addressee’s 'positive face’ as their need 
to be liked and to have their interests, wants and goods appreciated by 
others (1987: 101-2), i.e. an orientation to solidarity with others. 

:

10.



2
From Office to Production Line: 
Constructing a Corpus of 
Workplace Data

Interview excerpt 2.11
Context: Manager in government department.

. . .  the power thing I think is a really interesting one in workplaces . . .  having been 
a staff member and then moving to be a manager. . .  it’s been one of the the 
hardest learnings . . .  um where um you think because you’ve worked here forever 
that you get on with people pretty well and so they must understand where you’re 
coming from and you’re just being your ordinary friendly self and you’re just 
walking round the other side to someone else’s room to ask them what you think’s 
a quite minor question but because you’re not just who you were before but you’re 
actually- you have the capital M manager + title people get into a complete tizzy 
and you don’t see that that’s happening? . .  .

People spend a good deal of their lives at work, and the workplace is a very 
obvious site for exploring the ways in which power and politeness are played 
out in spoken interaction. Until recently, however, sociolinguists and dis
course analysts have paid relatively little attention to this important social 
context. One reason for this may be the complexity of the workplace as a 
social setting. Gathering good data in the wide diversity of places where 
people spend their working day poses a formidable range of methodological 
challenges. In this chapter, we describe some of the ways that we addressed 
these challenges in our research.

In the last ten years, a considerable body of linguistic research has de
veloped which focuses on institutional discourse, but, with some exceptions 
(e.g. Clyne 1994; Neill 1996), this has tended to concentrate on rather 
specialised ‘frontstage’ contexts such as classrooms, courtrooms and doctor- 
patient interactions (Sarangi and Roberts 1999). Moreover, the material which 
has been recorded in these contexts has typically involved interactions in 
which the participants keep relatively still, and the background noise levels 
are relatively low. Data from offices, where people move around to talk to 
different colleagues, or from factories where many jobs entail continuous
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movement and considerable machinery noise, is relatively rare. In the man
agement field, most reported studies on organisational communication use 
material derived from indirect sources such as self-report data, interviews 
with significant personnel and anecdotal observations. There is thus a sur
prising dearth of research based on genuine, ‘real-life’ data, drawn from 
actual interactions in workplace contexts, which is where people conduct the 
day-to-day business of organisations.

In this context, the Language in the Workplace Project team took up the 
challenge of devising ways of collecting data which provided a more realistic 
picture of the ways in which people talk in a variety of different workplace 
contexts. This decision raised a number of interesting methodological and 
ethical issues of a kind which do not usually face researchers engaged in more 
traditional types of sociolinguistic research. In what follows, we first outline the 
various factors which needed to be built into the project design and describe 
the participatory research model developed as a way of addressing these. We 
then illustrate how the approach was adapted to cope with the distinctly 
different challenges posed by the ‘talking conditions’ in different workplaces.

Designing a method of collecting workplace data2

In designing the project methodology, the team had to consider and weigh 
up a number of factors. In the first instance we needed a practical method of 
collecting a reasonably large and representative database comprising high 
quality, natural interaction data from everyday workplace contexts. This data 
had to provide a suitable basis for detailed discourse and pragmatic analysis, 
and allow us to take explicit account of sociocultural factors such as gender, 
culture, and relative status and power relationships. The data collection 
process could not be too intrusive, both in order to avoid ‘tape shyness’ and 
to minimise disruption to the normal flow of work and interaction. It also 
had to meet certain logistical and technical requirements: it could not be 
overly time consuming for either the individuals or organisations involved; it 
had to be achievable within a limited time frame; the technical quality of the 
recordings had to meet a minimum standard so that analysis was possible; 
and each recording had to be accompanied by a certain amount of demo
graphic and contextual information.

Second, we needed to establish an ongoing relationship with our particip
ants, in part because we wanted our analysis to be as accurate as possible, 
but also because we aimed eventually to feed the results into practical appli
cations for the benefit of the participating and other workplaces. It was 
difficult to predict at the beginning exactly what form this collaboration 
might take in a given organisation, and so the methodology had to be suffi
ciently flexible and adaptable to evolve with the project. The process of data
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collection and analysis also had to be managed in such a way that at least 
some applications addressing issues of concern to the participating organ
isations (as well as other potential users of the research results), could be 
developed within a reasonably short time frame. In other words, we had to 
build in some short-term outcomes as well as the longer term results more 
typical of the research process. Even though the participating organisations 
were convinced that the research had the potential to be useful in the longer 
term, most still expected a more immediate, concrete benefit in return for 
their investment of staff time and goodwill.

Third, the research design had to meet a number of stringent ethical 
requirements, the most immediate of which were ensuring that genuine 
informed consent was obtained from everyone who was recorded, and 
guaranteeing confidentiality to the individual informants and organisations 
involved in the project. These are of course quite usual considerations in 
any sociolinguistic research, but they acquired an extra edge in the work
place context, where people are very aware of the need to protect sensitive 
information, and to protect their relationships with their clients and col
leagues. Even though they knew that the content of their interactions 
would not be the focus of the research, our participants were initially very 
wary of losing control over any data that could potentially identify and 
compromise either individuals, or the organisations concerned. Finally, we 
wished the research process to be as open and empowering as possible, and 
to avoid any exploitation or misrepresentation of our informants. We thus 
based our design as far as possible on the action research principle of 
'research on, for and with’ our participants (Cameron et al. 1992: 22).

In order to accommodate both the various design constraints outlined 
above and the project’s objectives, the research team devised a flexible and 
innovative research methodology. Essentially this involved establishing and 
maintaining an ongoing dialogue with the organisations involved, and giving 
participants maximum control over the collection and subsequent uses of the 
data. Consequently, the research team and the participants collaborated 
in setting the research agenda and exchanging relevant information. This 
approach took account of the particular needs identified by each party to be 
addressed, as well as meeting the overall goals of the project, which were 
briefly described in Chapter 1.

Collecting the data

Our main goal in collecting data has always been to record good quality 
everyday talk in a range of different workplace contexts. To achieve this, we 
have used a variety of strategies to obtain both audio and video recordings of 
naturally occurring workplace interaction, along with important associated
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contextual and ethnographic information. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the 
LW P corpus includes workplace talk recorded in a number of large and 
medium-sized government and commercial white-collar organisations, as 
well as in small businesses and in blue-collar factory environments. We have 
recordings of social talk as well as task-oriented talk, of formal and informal 
meetings, and a variety of more casual interactions, together ranging in 
length from short telephone calls and brief interactions of less than a minute 
to long meetings which last more than four hours. In what follows, we 
describe the three main strategies adopted to obtain this rich and diverse 
data set.

Collecting data from office workers

The approach we have used most often to collect workplace talk is a par
ticipatory approach which entails the use of volunteers. This approach was 
developed in the collection of our very first data set from four white-collar 
government agencies. Within these agencies we focused on policy and advisory 
units, environments where talk was integral to the core business of the 
workplace. These were contexts with which we were familiar and where we 
had strong network links. Hence they provided an appropriate and pract
ical context in which to develop our participatory methodology. The basic 
methodological principles of the approach were:

• to give participants as much control as possible over the research pro
cess, and especially the data collection process

• to reduce the researchers’ involvement in the physical collection of data 
to the absolute minimum

• to provide speedy and relevant feedback, as a basis for working with 
organisations to develop useful applications of our findings.

In outline, this model entailed four distinct stages, from making contact, 
through recording talk and collecting ethnographic information, to finally 
providing feedback.

Making contact

We first identified a number of potential organisations with whom we wished 
to work and then used personal contacts (i.e. someone to vouch for us as 
people to be trusted) to gain an entree to the chief executive, from whom we 
sought permission to put our research proposal to the senior management 
group. This initial meeting was crucial in establishing a common area of 
interest and identifying what we could offer to the organisation, as well as 
what we wanted from them. This was followed by an open presentation to 
all interested parties in the organisation in which we provided background
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information on related research, outlined the aims, methods and expected 
outcomes of our project, and gave people the opportunity for questions and 
comments.

Recording the talk

The next step involved asking for volunteers to record data for us. In each 
organisation, a group of volunteers representing a range of roles and levels 
within the organisation agreed to identify and record a representative range 
of their everyday interactions at work over a period of two to three weeks. 
They were asked to record samples of all the different kinds of interaction 
they engaged in at work, including social chat and telephone calls, as well as 
more obvious kinds of ‘work-oriented’ talk. We provided pocket-book-sized 
tape recorders and lapel microphones, and a training session on their use. 
We made sure all those involved were aware of the relevant ethical issues, 
and especially the need to gain permission in advance from anyone who was 
likely to be recorded (Interview excerpt 2.2).

Interview excerpt 2.2
Context: Policy analyst in government department.

. . .  in our staff meeting . . .  we actually discussed that whole issue about consent.. . 
yeah well they had questions and one of them was it had political overtones which 
was + well who benefits from this research and how does it benefit Maori so we had 
a long discussion about tha t. ..

Some people kept the tape recorders and microphones on their desks, or 
took them along to meetings, and switched them on to record a range of 
interactions throughout the data collection period. Others carried the equip
ment round with them in belt bags designed for the purpose. Throughout 
the data collection process participants were free to edit and delete material 
as they wished. Even after they had completed recording and handed over 
the tapes, they could ask us to edit out material which they felt in retrospect 
they did not wish us to analyse or use in any published material.

As people became more accustomed to the recording process, the amount 
of material they edited, or which they asked us to edit, decreased dramatic
ally. One striking example of this occurred when an informant with an 
employment-related grievance recorded a full and frank discussion about 
it with a friend over lunch, and also a subsequent lengthy meeting with 
a senior manager about the same issue. Moreover, because people were 
recording a large number of their interactions within a short space of time, 
we regularly obtained a series of such linked interactions which were par
ticularly valuable from the point of view of undertaking ‘thick’ description 
and qualitative analysis (Sarangi and Roberts 1999).
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Collecting contextual information

Every person recorded (i.e. not just those collecting the data) was asked 
to fill in a sheet providing demographic information, as well as explicitly 
agreeing that the data could be used for linguistic analysis by the project 
team. In each workplace, a fieldworker was available either on site or by 
telephone to assist unobtrusively with any problems that arose, and to 
collect background data which would help in the interpretation of the mat
erial. Ethnographic data was also collected by means of contextual notes 
provided by the participants at the time of recording, notes made by the 
fieldworker, and formal briefing and debriefing sessions with volunteers, as 
well as general background information provided by the management of 
each organisation. During the intensive data analysis phase of the project, 
we also undertook follow-up interviews with selected informants involving 
the reflexive analysis of data extracts and summaries. This follow-up func
tioned as a way of

• supplementing the contextual information
• checking that our interpretations were on track
• trialling some of the ways the project data and our analysis of it might be 

applied
• providing further opportunities for feedback in both directions. 

Providing feedback

Once the initial data collection and some preliminary analysis had been 
completed, formal feedback sessions were held at each workplace. These 
took the form of open forums, including a report on progress and find
ings to date, discussion of any issues arising and an exploration of poss
ible future directions and applications for the research. In fact, liaison with 
most workplaces has continued well beyond the stage of data collection, 
principally through continued contact with people in each organisation 
who developed a particular interest in our project, some of whom agreed 
to become research associates of the LWP team. These people were 
especially valuable in providing guidance on potential applications of our 
research, and in identifying directions which would be most useful to their 
organisations in terms of practical outcomes. Members of the LWP team 
also ran a range of workshops and seminars at participating workplaces, 
based on analyses of ‘in-house’ data. These sessions targeted the evalua
tion and development of selected aspects of workplace communication, 
focusing particularly on areas which had been identified as relevant by 
participants, such as meeting processes, the communication styles of man
agers and the relationship between gender or ethnicity and workplace 
language.3
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Collecting data from larger meetings

Although the basic principles of the methodological design remained the 
same (i.e. to minimise our involvement and maximise that of the particip
ants), the data collection methods needed some adjustments to enable us to 
collect good quality recordings of larger and longer meetings in a range of 
workplaces. When more than three people were involved in a meeting, it 
was impossible to accurately identify and distinguish the voices of particip
ants solely from audio recordings alone. A second data collection strategy 
was therefore developed to collect both audio and video recordings of 
larger workplace meetings. This had the advantage of providing additional 
information on aspects of the interaction, such as the intended addressee, 
gestures, facial expression, gaze direction, body language, and so on. This 
strategy was piloted in the government policy units, but was used most 
extensively to collect material from private sector organisations, where we 
focused on the discourse processes which characterised the interactions of 
specific project teams (see Marra fc). Using this approach we recorded the 
regular meetings of a number of workplace teams over a period of several 
months. Again the data collection involved a number of steps.

Preparatory observation and choice of equipment

Initial observation of the range of contexts in which we aimed to record 
larger meetings indicated that we needed to be able to cope with anywhere 
from 6 to 14 people around a meeting table, as well as considerable variab
ility in the size and shape of both the tables and the rooms where the 
meetings were held. Even one team might hold meetings in different rooms 
on different occasions and we often had very short notice of where a meet
ing was to be held. It was therefore essential to use portable recording 
equipment which could be quickly set up in a range of venues, and which 
could capture the non-verbal and verbal behaviour of a large number of 
participants.

To ensure good quality visual and oral coverage we used both video and 
audio recording. To capture all participants on the video recording, two 
cameras were set up on tripods in different corners of the meeting room. 
Because they were fixed, participants adjusted to the cameras remarkably 
quickly and by the second meeting they were treated as simply part of the 
furniture. For the audio recordings, a Sony Professional recorder, which is 
small, discreet and effective, was used, together with a flat inconspicuous 
soundgrabber microphone.

Recording the talk

Because we needed to set up two video cameras in meeting rooms, it was not 
possible to leave the responsibility for collecting the recorded data entirely
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to the participants in this case. Project team members needed to be on site 
for this purpose. Nevertheless, we wanted to maintain our practice of min
imal intrusion and disruption to the participants’ normal discourse practices 
in order to minimise the participant observer effect. Often, meeting rooms 
were booked for back-to-back meetings so that the amount of time available 
to set up the equipment and withdraw from view was very short. As a result 
team members developed the skills of a pit crew team, moving in and setting 
up the equipment with remarkable speed and efficiency and withdrawing 
before any of the meeting participants arrived.4 This had obvious benefits 
for collecting the kind of ‘face attention’ data, including small talk and 
humour, which typically characterises the beginning of meetings but which 
is often edited out or omitted completely when participants control the 
point when recording commences.

While the video tapes ran for up to four hours without needing attention, 
audio tapes needed to be changed more frequently. Portable digital minidisk 
recorders solved this problem in the longer term, but in the early stages of 
the project it was necessary to ask one of the participants (usually the minute 
taker) to take responsibility for changing the audio tapes as necessary. To 
make this process as easy as possible, the tapes were sequentially labelled in 
advance.

Collecting additional information

One of the advantages of collecting data from larger meetings was the fact 
that a range of written material was often available to supplement the re
corded data. Most meetings had a written agenda and typically a set of 
minutes was provided after the meetings. Often there were background re
ports or profiles which related to the issues under discussion. These were 
made available to us to assist with the interpretation of the data. In addition, 
as with all our recordings, we were able to consult participants to obtain 
clarification where necessary, and we conducted interviews with some con- 
tributers to gain additional perspectives on the data.

Collecting data from factories and small businesses

The data collection methodology was developed in a third direction in order 
to meet the challenges of recording in busy environments where participants 
were engaged in physical activities entailing lots of movement and often a 
good deal of noise. Small businesses such as recycling companies and plant 
nurseries fell into this category, as well as sites such as an Auckland tanning 
plant and the Wellington soap factory where we collected a wide range of 
recorded data on the shop floor, especially from one particular production 
team. By contrast with the white-collar environments where talk was typic
ally the main work activity of those recorded, in these blue-collar workplaces
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talk was generally regarded as a means to an end and tended to be more 
sporadic and intermittent. We describe the process adopted in the soap 
factory to exemplify the distinctive features of this adaptation of the meth
odology» Several stages were again necessary to collect good quality data 
which could be accurately transcribed and interpreted.

Participant observation

Because the factory floor was such a different workplace from any we had 
worked in previously, we decided to use a participant observer in the first 
stage of the data collection process. A fieldworker donned overalls and spent 
several days in the factory just mixing with factory workers in one produc
tion team, observing the factory layout, and noting the range of activities in 
which workers engaged, including their communication patterns. Following 
the advice of an experienced and able team leader, she approached each team 
member individually during this period to talk to them about the planned 
research, to discuss their work roles and practices and generally to establish 
a rapport that would provide a sound basis for the data collection process 
which would follow.

Later, when people were used to her presence around the place, the 
fieldworker began discreetly testing out recording equipment in different 
contexts within the factory environment. She identified a number of factors 
which needed to be taken into account in order to successfully record talk in 
the factory environment. In addition to the obvious problem of obtaining 
good quality recording in a noisy environment, there were physical chal
lenges such as the issue of a safe place to locate equipment and the problems 
of changing and storing tapes in a context where informants moved around 
constantly. It was also crucial that we obtained essential contextual informa
tion about each interaction. Most interactions were very brief and remark
ably context dependent; workers were concise and did not waste words in a 
context where the focus was on the production activity. W ithout someone to 
take written or oral notes, much of the data was likely to be incomprehens
ible to anyone not involved. This in turn highlighted the ethical problems 
of obtaining informed consent from all those involved to all aspects of the 
recording process. The fieldworker carefully negotiated this with each per
son individually to ensure that as far as possible no pressure (managerial 
or peer) was experienced. In this context, one of the fieldworker’s tasks 
involved explaining to potential contributors that other factory staff, includ
ing management, would not be allowed to listen to the recordings without 
the express permission of those involved.

Recording the talk

It quickly became clear that it was not possible to hand over the task of 
selecting and recording interactions to workplace volunteers, as this sort of
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activity is simply not compatible with the nature of work in a factory. The 
data collection process had to be much more 'hands on’ in this context 
which entailed a range of logistical problems. The production team worked 
in two separate areas. One was a manufacturing area, where operations were 
monitored from a computerised control room. People were constantly mov
ing in and out of this room and a radio intercom to the factory floor was in 
regular use. The second area was the packing line where talk tended to be 
intermittent to impart specific information or instructions, and workers moved 
around as they monitored machinery. The staff from these two areas did not 
typically interact physically during the course of the day. Different methods 
of recording were required in each context. Adding to the complexity, the 
team coordinator moved between both of these areas and management 
offices in a separate location, and other workers such as engineers and 
stores staff also moved in and out of the area and engaged in interactions 
with the team on which we were focusing.

In the control room, we found the best quality of recording was obtained 
using a portable digital minidisk recorder and a soundgrabber microphone. 
For particular individuals or for static and less noisy situations, such as the 
morning briefing sessions, the fieldworker set up a minidisk recorder, to
gether with a high quality omni-directional lapel microphone. In this con
text, agreement to record was obtained on every occasion before the recorders 
were switched on. For workers who moved about the factory floor, one or 
two 'key’ individuals carried radio microphones for two to three hours at a 
time, transmitting to a minidisk in a suitable location and monitored by the 
fieldworker. The latter produced good results, especially in situations with a 
lot of background noise, and had the added advantage that the person 'wired 
up’ was not constantly reminded that they were being recorded by the need 
to change disks. In fact, minidisks provided an extended recording time of 
148 minutes, together with a full random access editing capability, which 
proved invaluable in a situation where there were often long intervals be
tween interactions. The changing over of microphones provided a natural 
point at which the fieldworker gathered background information, with 
people generally reporting that they had quickly forgotten about the fact 
they were being recorded. As in all previous recording, participants had 
the right to ask for material to be deleted or to veto the use of any talk they 
did not want used for analysis.

For a variety of reasons, including the fact that they were identified as an 
outstandingly productive team, we focused on one particular factory produc
tion team. Recording and observation of this team was undertaken over two 
separate periods. In the first stage, the fieldworker was present at the factory 
for a rolling three to four hours a day over successive shifts, in order to 
obtain samples from each part of a typical day and each day of a four-day 
shift, and to gather baseline data for a collaborative action research project. 
The second stage of this project, three months later, involved more intensive
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data collection for six fall 12-hour days. (This included recording and ob
serving a complete four-day shift, plus a day at the end of the previous shift 
and one at the beginning of the following shift.) The fieldworker remained 
on site throughout each recording period to change disks and batteries, 
write up interaction notes, obtain ethnographic information and begin data 
processing. She eventually developed considerable skill in balancing the prac
tical requirements of data collection (e.g. servicing equipment, recording 
contextual information) with being as unobtrusive as possible in order not to 
interfere with the team’s usual patterns of work and communication. This 
multicomponent method of data collection, which was developed initially 
for use in the factory environment, has subsequently provided a useful model 
for other busy, noisy and complex workplaces, such as hospital wards and 
small business contexts. It has also produced very rich and multiplex data 
sets, with excellent potential for triangulation and intertextual analysis.

Providing feedback

Because the kinds of data collection undertaken in factories and small busi
nesses were generally framed very explicitly right from the start as action 
research, feedback to the participants and other interested parties (such as 
human resources and supported employment personnel) was an integral part 
of the process. Thus at the soap factory, the fieldworker and principal re
searcher from the LWP team had regular meetings with the team coordina
tor and with training and human resources staff to explore how the results of 
the research could most usefully contribute to team development programmes 
at the factory. The team members themselves also had a number of oppor
tunities to interact informally with members of the research team and were 
invited to two feedback sessions where they were able to hear samples of the 
recordings and discuss how the material might be used. 5

Conclusion

We have outlined in this chapter the essential features of the innovative and 
adaptable methodology which enabled us to collect a wide range of workplace 
data in very disparate contexts. Initially, when we handed over control of 
exactly what data was to be collected, and from whom, we were aware of 
taking the risk that the range and quality of data would be less than optimal. 
But because the recording process was typically spread over several weeks (a 
‘drip-feed’ method), we were able to monitor the data as it came in. We 
were thus able to achieve a representative mix of informants and data types 
over the total period of data collection. Extending the data collection to 
encompass larger meetings led to the incorporation of video tape into the
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recording process. Even so, we managed to minimise the intrusion of the 
research team by setting up and removing equipment before participants 
arrived and after they had left the meeting room. Although not appropriate 
in less formal contexts, video recording provided valuable non-verbal data 
for large meetings, which obviously enhanced our ability to accurately inter
pret what was going on between participants, as well as providing material 
we could easily discuss with people from the relevant workplaces after the 
event. Even in the factory environment, where the logistics of obtaining 
good quality recording were most challenging, the basic principle of a par
ticipatory methodology was maintained. Indeed, the participant observer/ 
fieldworker integrated so successfully into the soap factory that at the end of 
the period of data collection she was offered a full-time job there!

By consulting extensively at every stage of the research process and 
ensuring everyone involved was fully informed of our goals and methods, 
we developed very successful collaborative relationships with the various 
workplaces with whom we cooperated. This approach also allowed us to 
develop a relationship of mutual trust with our informants, so that we were 
able to go back later to ask more questions, get feedback on our interpreta
tions and obtain permission to use extracts for presentations, workshops 
and publications. In the course of this process, we received a great deal of 
positive feedback from informants about the benefits of the data collection 
approach to them personally and professionally. Many reported that they 
had gained useful insights into actual patterns of workplace communication, 
as compared to their perceptions, e.g. the amount of gossip, small talk or 
swearing which occurred; who they tended to interact with, for what pur
poses, and where (Interview excerpt 2.3).

Interview excerpt 2.3

.. . but what was interesting was that because of this project I realised how often 
that happened? it’s just constant you’re working on something and your boss is 
there talking about something completely different and um ++ yeah .. . like when 
Leila say like today she had a management meeting and she’s not in there AT ALL 
you actually get all this work done [laughter] . . .  it wasn’t till I started doing this 
and had to turn the tape on and off that I realised the interruptions?

Participants found it particularly illuminating to have the opportunity to 
look in detail at some of their own interactions during the feedback and 
follow-up sessions, and the research team found it equally valuable to collect 
suggestions from participants to guide the next stage of analysis (Interview 
excerpt 2.4).

Interview excerpt 2.4

. . .  it was really interesting when you came and did that feedback session with us 

. . . it was um kind of like you know lightbulbs go on when you do the explanations
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you suddenly realise- ++ what’s going on here some of it was not unfamiliar + to 
me but to others I think it really was quite a revelation., . yeah and the step 
beyond that which is how you could- what you could do to change the situation if 
you like if you can identify that something’s going on what strategies could you use 
to to get a good outcome .. .

The participatory research model described in this chapter initially evolved 
in response to the particular challenges inherent in collecting a large amount 
of natural interaction data in a workplace setting. However, this methodo
logy clearly has a number of significant advantages over more traditional 
sociolinguistic methods, and as such has the potential to apply well beyond 
this particular project. The model has also produced ongoing benefits for 
the participating workplaces in terms of a range of practical outcomes. Fin
ally, and of direct relevance to this book, the resulting diverse database, 
comprising both recorded interactions of naturally occurring spontaneous 
workplace talk and a large amount of ethnographic information, obviously 
provided an ideal corpus for analysing and illustrating the complex ways in 
which people do power and politeness in workplace interaction.

Notes

1. The examples in this chapter are quotations from interviews, debriefing 
meetings and practical workshops which we held with participating 
workplaces after the data had been collected.

2. See Stubbe (1998a, 2001) for a fuller discussion of the development of the 
LWP research design.

3. See Chapter 8 (also Jones and Stubbe fc) for a discussion of how this action 
research partnership subsequently developed into a more comprehensive 
communication evaluation and development (CED) model.

4. See Marra (fc) for a more detailed description of this process.
5. Subsequently, members of this team were involved in the filming of a video 

produced by the LWP team as part of a training resource kit, aimed at the 
development of effective communication in multicultural factory teams.
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3
Getting Things Done at Work

Example 3*11

• give it to Peter
• go right through this
• send them back to us
• get rid of them now
• check it with Gordon
• throw them straight in the water
• seal off the corners
• salt them
• get a printout
• get him to make the changes

These utterances were taken from recordings made in a New Zealand 
factory (Brown 2000). They are instructions given by a factory manager to 
members of his staff and can be labelled ‘directives’, or ‘control acts’, speech 
acts intended to get someone to do something.2 They are all imperative in 
structure, the canonical form of a directive, and they are direct and explicit. 
Despite this, the actions they prescribe are largely opaque to a reader, since 
the utterances include exophoric and anaphoric references to people and 
things that are clear only in the context in which they were produced 
(e.g. them, it, him). The absence of contextual information also prevents an 
outsider knowing how ‘normal’ such direct instructions are, whether they 
reflect familiarity between the participants, or whether they are instantia
tions of explicit managerial authority.

For rather different reasons, Example 3.2 is equally opaque in the absence 
of contextual information and interpretive comment. The directives are in 
bold.
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Example 3.2
Context: A large meeting in a government organisation focusing on evaluation.

1 le n : how do we- can we capture some of these things that we want to um
2 bar: do you want me to write them down
3 len: can you
4 I mean I just think where we’ve we’ve identified something
5 we want to carry that through
6 cos later on we may want to come back to i t . . .
7 chr: one that I’m am surprised at is [institution] engineering
8 len: hang on can we can we stay in the- do this block first
9 chr: oh okay you want to /do service\ first

10 len: /all right\
11 um + do service first otherwise we’ll we’ll we’ll dart a bit
12 I just want to try and deal with the a-
13 do the scores make sense with people’s perceptions
14 or if there’s a difference big difference in the scores
15 that we’ve got some comment that covers that big difference

This excerpt is taken from an evaluation meeting in a government organisa
tion. Len is the unit manager and his role is to facilitate a wide-ranging 
discussion. In this excerpt he negotiates the group’s approach to the issues 
they have to discuss. In line 3 he uses a modalised interrogative can you, to 
accept an offer from Barbara, and follows this with a justification for getting 
her to keep a written record of the group’s ideas (lines 4-6). The justifica
tion is also modalised using a range of devices including pragmatic particles 
(I mean, I  just think), a modal verb {may), and hesitation phenomena (we've 
we've). At line 8, he uses an imperative hang on, followed by another modalised 
interrogative to prevent Chris taking items in a different order from that on 
the agenda. Again he provides a justification otherwise we'll w e ' l l  w e ' l l  dart a 
bit (line 11). This is followed by a complex and mitigated {just, try and) 
declarative (lines 12-15), with a question embedded within it, to indicate 
what he wants to address first.

This example illustrates the range of structures that can be used to ex
press directive intent (imperative, interrogative, declarative), as well as 
some of the epistemic devices which may be used to mitigate a directive, 
for example, modalised forms, rationalisations or justifications, hesitation, 
and so on. It also exemplifies the negotiation of directive intent which is 
very typical in interactions between professionals in white-collar workplaces 
and in contexts where power differences are played down and politeness is 
paramount.

This chapter explores some of the complexities of the ways people get 
things done at work. Giving directives and making requests are the most
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obvious means by which one person can get another to do as they wish; but, 
as these examples illustrate, there are many different ways of giving direct
ives. While, as we will see, they are not the only relevant factors, power and 
politeness are certainly among the more obvious reasons why people adopt 
different strategies for conveying directive intent.

Being direct downwards

The imperatives in Example 3.1 were collected in a factory where the tasks 
were very familiar and routine and the power relationships clear and uncon
tested. Our analyses suggest that imperatives are more frequent than other 
forms in such contexts (Brown 2000), a finding supported by earlier work
place research.3 Indeed, Bernsten (1998) discusses forms other than imper
atives as ‘marked choices’ on the factory floor in an American car factory. 
Example 3.3 provides a more extended example from a different New Zea
land factory. After an initial I  w a n t  declarative, Ginette uses a spate of 
imperative directives, most of which are ‘bald’ and unmitigated.4

Example 3.3
Context: Ginette, a production team manager, giving her team instructions at the 
early morning meeting.

1 gin: the very last twenty-five cases that you take off that line I want them put
2 aside the very last twenty-five cases put them on a pallet
3 get them stretch wrapped
4 they’re going to be a memento for everybody
5 so make sure you er remember that. . .
6 so just remember the last the very last twenty-five cases put them on a
7 pallet get them stretch wrapped
8 put them aside for er [name] . . .
9 send them through with no glue

Imperative directives recorded in the white-collar workplaces were also 
frequently delivered to subordinates, and typically concerned routine tasks. 
Example 3.4 provides instances of directives addressed by a policy manager 
to her administrative assistant.

Example 3.4
Context: Meeting between policy unit manager and administrative assistant in 
government organisation.
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1 man: check that ou t. . .
2 ring the applicants and say they’ve been shortlisted . ..
3 ring them today . . .
4 make sure that’s booked

Another direct and explicit form of directive is a ‘want’ or ‘need’ declarat
ive, as illustrated in line 1 of Example 3.3, and in the utterances in Example 
3.5.

Example 3.5
Context: Policy unit manager to administrative assistant in government 
organisation.

• I need these by ten . . .
• I need to see that file . . .
• you need to get that to me soon
• that needs to be couriered today

People typically use explicit and direct forms, then, when they hold a 
higher position in the institutional hierarchy than their addressee(s), and the 
addressee’s obligations are clear; i.e. the required action is a routine part 
of their responsibilities, or when the degree of imposition is low (Brown 
and Levinson 1987). These patterns are unsurprising and confirm those 
reported in earlier research.5

More illuminating is an analysis of variations from this pattern and
an exploration of the contextual factors which account for modifications
to such generalisations. First, it is interesting to consider in what contexts 
and in what ways people in authority intensify routine directives to sub
ordinates. When and how do speakers boost the strength of a directive? 
And what can be stronger, more explicit and direct than an imperative? 
Second, in what circumstances, and using what strategies, do those in 
authority select less direct or more mitigated means of conveying directive 
intent to subordinates?

Turning up the heat

Speakers exploit a variety of linguistic and pragmatic devices to intensify 
their directives: increasing the volume of their utterance, using contrastive 
stress, incorporating intensifiers such as very, definitely, just, making use of 
deontic modals such as must and have to and strategies such as repetition, 
and so on .6 Example 3.6 illustrates some of these strategies being used by 
the team leader during the early morning factory team briefing referred to 
in Chapter 1.
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Example 3.6
Context: Regular 6am team  briefing m eeting, G inette  is telling the packers that 
there have been serious delays caused by their mistakes w ith docum enting the 

packing codes.

1 g i n : y o u  m u s t  f i l l  t h e m  o u t  p r o p e r l y

2 the purpose of these sheets is to give information for people up there
3 on how these the efficiencies of these lines
4 when we fill out a sheet that says we nearly packed six thousand cases
5 in three- three and a half hours that’s a load of shit
6 that’s running the machine at five hundred packets a minute . ..
7 f i l l  t h e m  o u t  p r o p e r l y  .. .
8 so make sure you check them properly . . .
9 cos like I said it’s just one person’s stupid mistake

10 makes the whole lot of us look like eggs (5)
11 c h e c k  t h e m  p r o p e r l y  [ la u g h s ]

12 we shouldn’t blame Lesia cos he’s got a good memory
13 and that was the end of the run 

[general laughter]
14 please fill them out properly fuck youse

The problem that Ginette is addressing is serious and potentially very costly 
for the factory. It is important that she gets her message over and that the 
team understands it and responds to it. She is angry and direct because she 
has raised the issue of mistakes on the packing code slips before, and yet 
forms are still being wrongly filled out. Though she suspects the problem 
lies with just one or two ‘slack’ individuals, she wants the team as a whole to 
take responsibility for getting things right.

Ginette uses a variety of means to intensify the force of her basic message 
‘fill out the forms properly’. The opening declarative in line 1 is strength
ened by deontic must, and uses the direct address form you. The whole 
message is delivered with declamatory force. But perhaps the most obvious 
intensifying devices are the regular repetitions of her message (lines 1, 7, 8,
11, 14), and the use of swear words (lines 5, 14), and especially the finale of 
this tirade with the very direct and challenging address form fuck youse (line 
14). This is high energy (but good-humoured) abuse, of a kind regularly 
used by members of this team, aimed here at getting the team to follow 
procedures.

Ginette also supplies logical reasons why the sheets need to be filled out 
(lines 2-3), and reasons why filling them out wrongly has negative conse
quences, not only for the company but also for the team’s image (lines 4-6, 
9-10). In other words, she conveys her message by skilfully combining pragmatic
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intensifying devices, logical arguments and appeals to team solidarity, a point 
discussed further below. This example thus nicely illustrates the kinds of 
factors which lead those in authority to turn up the heat, as well as some of 
the pragmatic strategies available for doing so.

Lowering the heat

If direct and explicit forms typify routine directives from superiors to subor
dinates, in what ways and in what circumstances do those in authority m i t i g a t e  

directives to those working for them? Again speakers draw on a variety of 
linguistic and pragmatic devices to decrease or attenuate the force of directives: 
modal verbs, modal particles, tag questions, pragmatic particle hedges, rising 
intonation, and so on. Example 3.7 is an excerpt from an interaction follow
ing up the team meeting from which Example 3.6 was taken.

Example 3.7
Context: Ginette, the production team leader, is talking to Sam, a team member 
who has made an error of the kind she had been warning about at the morning 
team meeting.

1 sam: no er well yeah I did I know it was my- that was my mistake
2 g in: yeah

3 sam: yeah
4 gin: no the way you did it this morning is good
5 that’s what we’re supposed to do (9)
6 see how important important the checks a- are
7 you know if you do them properly
8 sam: well I yeah I’m usually pretty good on on that sort of thing now so-
9 gin: yeah

10 sam: if you go by the book you can’t go v/rong
11 g in: that’s right just rem em ber that w hen you ’re doing the check list

12 you put down what YOU find not what it should be
13 so you’re checking against what it should be
14 if it don’t match then there’s something wrong

Ginette is giving the same message as in Example 3.6, ‘fill in the forms pro
perly’, but in this one-to-one interaction she greatly modifies the directness 
of the instruction and her delivery is quite different. The message is attenuated 
in a variety of ways: it is preceded by praise (lines 4-5) and it is hedged with 
phrases which reduce its force, e.g. just remember that (line 11). Moreover, 
the message is delivered over several turns with positive reinforcement (that's 
right line 11) when Sam provides evidence (line 10) that he has got the
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message. Finally, Ginette summarises (lines 11-14), spelling out very clearly 
for Sam what ‘fill in the forms properly’ means for him in his particular job. 
In this one-to-one interaction with a cooperative employee who hasn’t quite 
got the message, we see a very different style of delivering directives from 
the declamatory in-your-face presentation illustrated in Example 3.6. There 
would be little to gain from engaging in such directly face-threatening beha
viour in a one-to-one encounter, and much to lose, both in terms of Sam’s 
goodwill and in terms of persuading him to do the task in the required way.

Context and dynamics

As indicated by this analysis, we repeatedly found that it was very important 
to take account of the relevance of the surrounding discourse context in 
interpreting the force of a directive. At the end of a long discussion of the 
best strategy for dealing with a problem, for instance, one manager said to a 
colleague right you send those out today. Out of context this looks like a very 
peremptory directive which could cause offence between status equals. How
ever, it was evident from the preceding discussion that this line of action had 
been agreed between them. Indeed, the following utterance and 17/ prepare 
the agenda, indicated clearly that the imperative simply confirmed their 
understanding of the division of responsibilities. It was quite common for 
explicit directive forms to be softened in this way, not by any specific and 
identifiable linguistic device, but rather by virtue of their position in relation 
to preceding or following ‘supporting moves’.7

In another white-collar organisation, an interaction, illustrated in Example 
3.8, between a section manager, Hera, and her administrative assistant, Ana, 
highlights further reasons why even routine instructions from a superior to a 
subordinate might be mitigated or hedged, as well as indicating the import
ance of taking account of the dynamic nature of any interaction. Ana is a 
newly arrived and temporary appointment, and hence a peripheral member 
of the tightly integrated community of practice in which Hera works. The 
directives in Example 3.8 are from the first section of their interaction.

Example 3.8
Context: Hera is giving instructions to Ana about organising job interviews for 
the following week.

1 hera: I wondered if you wouldn’t mind spending some of that time in
2 contacting + while no one else is around contacting the people for their
3 interviews what we might need to do is send down a confirmation note . . .
4 if we just tell them exactly where it is .. .
5 what I suggest you do is read through . . .
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In this initial encounter with her new assistant, Hera uses a range of devices 
to soften her directives. The choice of the pronoun w e  rather than you, for 
instance, functions as a softening device (cf Jones 1992). The use of modal 
verbs ( w o u l d ,  m i g h t )  and hedged syntactic structures, as in I  w o n d e r e d  i f  y o u  

w o u l d n ’t  m i n d , w h a t  w e  m i g h t  n e e d ,  and the use of an illocutionary force- 
indicating device w h a t  I  s u g g e s t  y o u  d o , all function to reduce the strength of 
the directive. Hera’s use of these softening devices reflects both the lack of 
familiarity between the two women and the fact that, as a ‘temp’, Ana’s 
responsibilities are not as clearly defined as they would be if she had been 
in the job longer.

As the interaction progresses, however, the directives become gradually 
more direct, with Hera using more imperatives and fewer hedging devices. 
In the directives in Example 3.9, for example, you rather than we is the 
explicit pronoun in line 2, and the implicit pronoun in lines 1, 2, 3, 4 is 
also you.

Example 3.9
Context: Later in the same interaction.

1 hera: ring the applicants and say tha t. . .
2 see if you can ring her first. . .
3 check to see what time the plane actually lands . . .
4 just write down the list of their names . . .

This change in the pattern of directive strategies may be attributed to 
at least two dynamic aspects of the interaction. First, the participants are 
obviously becoming more comfortable with one another as the interaction 
proceeds. Second, some urgency develops as the interaction progresses and 
the time for Hera’s next meeting approaches. This is a nice illustration of 
how the forms of directives can reflect and indicate participants’ sensitivity 
to changes in alignment or ‘footing’ (Goffman 1981), and the increasing ease 
of the relationship as the interaction develops.

Our data set allowed us to contrast Hera’s directives to Ana with the way 
she interacted with her usual executive assistant, Kay, on her return from 
leave (Example 3.10). In this interaction Hera used very explicit directives, 
reflecting the fact that these two women had worked closely together for a 
long time and could afford to dispense with elaborate politeness strategies. 
Instructions were frequently expressed with very direct strategies such as 
‘want’ and ‘need’ statements and deontic modals such as should and must.

Example 3.10
Context: Hera sorts out tasks with Kay, her usual executive assistant.

1 hera: all the other letters should go on the file . . .
2 that needs to be couriered up to X today. . .
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3 I need a master sheet. . .
4 you need to just check the travel booking . . .
5 will you let me know what the story is . . .

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that even these relatively direct 
instructions are realised by a range of linguistic forms other than simple 
imperatives, including declaratives (lines 1, 2, 3, 4), personal and impersonal 
‘need’ statements (lines 2, 3, 4) and modalised interrogatives (line 5).

However, as illustrated in Example 3.11, at times Hera uses indirect 
rather than direct strategies for giving instructions to Kay (e.g. line 15, you  

might need to check). This is not a case where indirectness reflects social 
distance (i.e. lack of familiarity) as in the previous example with Ana. Rather 
Hera’s use of indirect strategies in Example 3.11 illustrates the ability of 
Kay, the well-established administrative assistant, to infer what is required 
without Hera always needing to be explicit either about the tasks themselves, 
or the fact that she is in the position of control. The mix of direct and 
indirect strategies, together with the informality of their style in this inter
action, illustrates the close and relaxed relationship between Hera and Kay, 
which allows them to make reliable inferences about each other’s intended 
meanings. The same point is evident from the fact that Kay is confidently 
proactive in working out what needs to be done (e.g. lines 4, 9, 11, 13).

Example 3.11
Context: Hera sorts out tasks with Kay, her usual executive assistant.

1 hera: yeah somehow I have to try and get the the scholarships done
2 kay: oh that’s right
3 hera: I don’t know how the hell I’m gonna do that
4 kay: um is this one oh yeah it is you too + the briefing
5 hera: which briefing oh yeah no I’m not going to be going to that
6 you can cross me off for that
7 kay: oh okay
8 hera: so that’s there it’s in it what’s this five thirty to seven thirty ++ oh
9 kay: yours is five fifteen to five thirty

10 hera: yeah and then there’s five thirty to seven thirty David Hooper
11 kay: no not on yours that’s um Marcie’s that one there
12 hera: oh oh just- good [clears throat] (8) [sighs]
13 kay: and the election briefing
14 hera: [clears throat] yeah oh (7) I think we’ve cancelled that ++
15 you might need to check I’m fairly sure that’s been cancelled
16 kaye: yeah

In response to Hera’s statements that she faces a problem organising her 
time (lines 1, 3), Kay states clearly how events need to be reorganised in
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order to facilitate and support Hera's activities, e.g. yours is five fifteen to five 
thirty (line 9), and the election briefing (line 13). This is a good example of two 
professionals working together to get things done. Kay’s role is to support 
Hera and she takes the lead at various points in suggesting how this can be 
achieved. The success of the various indirect strategies and the frequent 
elliptical forms used by both participants reflect the close and effective working 
relationship that these two women have developed. This interaction nicely 
exemplifies the complexity of the ways in which people get things done at 
work. Although Hera is technically 'in charge’ and has the right to tell Kay 
what to do, the reality is clearly much more complex.

The examples analysed so far have suggested a number of reasons why 
those with power and authority in an organisation do not always give in
structions in direct and explicit ways when they want something done. Con
siderations of setting and context, the nature and length of their relationship 
with the person they are talking to and the nature of the required task are all 
relevant in interpreting the complexities of how people get things done at 
work. Underlying every interaction, and accounting for the form in which 
directives are expressed or dynamically negotiated, is the delicate balance 
between the pressure to get the job done well and efficiently on the one 
hand and affective considerations of collegiality and concern for people’s 
feelings, i.e. politeness, on the other. Managers turn the heat up or down as 
a result of their assessment of the relative weight of such factors in the wider 
context of the ongoing relationships between people who work together. 
The sophisticated skills involved in achieving this balance are even more 
apparent when we turn to a consideration of interactions involving status 
equals or near equals.

Mitigation and management between equals

Getting a fellow worker to do something when you are both at the same 
level of the institutional hierarchy clearly requires attention to considera
tions of politeness. Overtly direct forms do occur on occasions between 
equals: when there is a recognised emergency or unexpected deadline, for 
instance or, as mentioned above, at the end of a discussion where the next 
steps have been negotiated and agreed. In such contexts, one manager might 
say to another, so you write that up and YU arrange the follow-up. But generally 
imperatives are not frequent in this kind of situation. Much more typical, 
even at the end of a discussion, is a declarative such as so you will write that up 
then. The simple phrase you will indicates that the speaker is checking an 
agreed next step, rather than issuing a directive. Example 3.12 illustrates the 
strategy that Jocelyn uses to tell her fellow manager, Kim, to add a late 
application to their short list.
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Example 3 «12
Context: Jocelyn and Kim, senior managers in a white-collar organisation, are 
discussing job applications.

1 joc: there's one more late application
2 k i m : okay
3 joc: so we might as well put that in mightn’t we

Instead of saying directly put that in, Jocelyn uses three different means of 
hedging or mitigating the force of her directive. She uses the epistemic 
modal verb might, she invites Kim to agree with a tag question mightn't we, 
and she uses the pronoun we emphasising this is a joint decision, rather than 
simply Jocelyn’s decision. Jocelyn is certainly paying attention here to the 
need to avoid causing offence to a status equal.

In general, then, attention to politeness concerns tends to increase as the 
‘right’ of one person to give directives to another decreases. In Example 
3.13, the same two managers negotiate their respective responsibilities around 
the interviewing process.

Example 3.13
Context: Jocelyn and Kim are discussing the interview process for appointing 
someone to a position in Kim’s section.

1 joc: okay + and what role do you want me to play
2 do you want me to play do you want me to play just a recorder role +
3 do you want me to ask some questions
4 what do you want me to do
5 kim: well how do you want to play it?
6 /I  mean\
7 joc: /oh I’m easy I’m easy\
8 I mean I’m happy to ask some questions
9 but you know it depends how you you and the rest of the panel

10 view my role there I’m happy to play either role
11 kim: well I’ll think about it
12 joc: yeah
13 kim: I did see you as a as as a recorder and a d- and an advisor type
14 joc: yeah
15 kim: in a more independent advisor in between the
16 joc: that’s probably I probably could
17 kim: when we’re when we’re doing the discussion in between
18 when we need to
19 joc: mm I’ll probably feel more comfortable about that
20 kim: okay
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Because of her position as human resources manager, Jocelyn could, in prin
ciple, take a prominent role in the appointment process. However, this is an 
appointment to a position in Kim's section, and Jocelyn makes it clear that 
she is willing to play a supportive role, taking a back seat and simply record
ing, or alternatively taking a more active role asking questions (lines 1-4). 
Her offer makes it much easier for Kim to tell her what she wants her to do, 
but even so Kim first offers Jocelyn the opportunity to select her role, well 
how do you want to play it? (line 5). It emerges that Kim actually does already 
have an idea of what role she wants Jocelyn to play (lines 13-15, 17-18). She 
clearly does not want Jocelyn to ask questions. She would prefer her to take 
a back seat during the interviews and act as recorder, so that she can be 
available as a more independent advisor at a later stage in the process. Since 
Jocelyn twice asserts her willingness to ask questions (lines 3, 8), Kim faces 
a somewhat tricky task. Asking Jocelyn to take a more subordinate role as 
recorder involves some facework. This is apparent from a number of mitig
ating devices in Kim’s discourse. First she says she will think about it (line 
11), although it is apparent from her later utterances that she already has a 
preference. Then when she indicates her preference, she verbally hesitates as 
a as as a (line 13) before producing the word recorder, and then quickly adds 
a more responsible role and a d- and an advisor type. Jocelyn’s rather muted 
and unenthusiastic responses yeah (lines 12, 14) lead Kim to elaborate this 
second role further (lines 15, 17-18), eliciting a hedged agreement from 
Jocelyn to the proposed role thafs probably 1 probably could. . . mm 111 probably 
feel more comfortable about that (lines 16, 19). This interaction continues with 
further evidence at several points that, despite her offer (lines 1-4), Kim 
feels the need to ‘mollify’ Jocelyn for suggesting she take a back seat in the 
interview process. Clearly, trying to get an equal to do something when 
the required action is not consistent with her status requires considerable 
attention to politeness considerations.

This interaction is typical of many, many others in our data, where equals 
or near equals carefully manage the interaction in order to reach agreement 
on their respective responsibilities in relation to a course of action. Polite
ness considerations or concern to protect their addressee’s face are evident 
throughout such negotiations. Example 3.14, a short excerpt from a long 
interaction in another organisation, illustrates the range of strategies used by 
one manager to a slightly lower level manager, to indicate the direction she 
thinks he should take in managing his staff who have not been performing 
well. Heke, the lower level manager, has indicated he intends to ask his team 
to work harder, including evenings and weekends. Jan wants to convey to 
him that he should not go overboard. She therefore opposes his suggestion, 
while simultaneously indicating that she appreciates his good intentions. She 
achieves this by expressing her instructions in a form that are themselves an 
illustration of linguistic soft-pedalling.
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Example 3 »14
Context: Jan, the branch manager, and Heke, a policy manager in a gov
ernment organisation, are in Jan’s office discussing how to improve the 
performance of his team.

although 1 mean I can appreciate the that sort of message but on the 
other hand um + don't sort of + sort of say that as something 
that sh- that should be the norm like that’s 
mm
really you know when things are really 
from time to time
from time to time that it’s not a good way of them expecting to 
organise their work all the time 
ae yeah
that they need you know it’s the old work smarter sort of stuff 
yeah
and we need to- to sort of be aware of we being a (friend-) family 
friendly workplace

1 JAN:
2
3
4 heke:
5 Jan:
6 heke:
7 JAN:
8
9 heke:

10 jan:
11 heke:
12 jan:
13

Jan negotiates the directive meaning very carefully. She is clearly taking 
account of Heke’s face needs as a manager himself, but in addition her 
message is a complex and subtle one. On the one hand, she does not want to 
undermine her earlier message that the team needs to work harder, but on 
the other she does not want Heke to go too far in making unreasonable 
demands on his team. Her directive to Heke, to manage the situation with 
moderation, is skilfully conveyed using a range of linguistic devices which 
serve as softeners, such as the pragmatic particles you know, sort of I  mean 
(lines 1, 2, 5, 10, 12), repetition (lines 2-3, 7-8), and echoing devices, e.g. 
from time to time (lines 6-7). At the same time, Jan makes an appeal to the 
organisation’s policy of being a family friendly workplace (lines 12-13), and 
a strategic assumption that Heke understands the concept of ‘working smarter’ 
rather than harder, to reinforce her message indirectly.

Getting the boss to cooperate -  requests and indirectives

The preceding discussion has drawn attention to the crucial importance 
of contextual considerations in accounting for the complexities of the way 
people get things done at work. While routine tasks are typically realised in 
the form of relatively direct instructions, non-routine tasks and special requests 
require more mitigated and less direct forms. Asking someone to perform a
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task which is not part of their defined duties requires commensurate attenu
ation of the strength of the directive. This often involves a finely balanced 
assessment of relative rights and duties in relation to work objectives, as well 
as politeness considerations or attention to both parties’ face needs.

Not surprisingly, the same range of factors is relevant in considering how 
subordinates ‘manage’ their bosses. But politeness considerations typically 
weigh even more heavily when directives are targeted upwards. The research 
literature uses many different labels to identify what people are doing when 
they use language to ‘get someone to do something’. Recognising the delic
ate nature of directives ‘upwards’, some analysts label such utterances as 
‘requests’, underlining the fact that generally subordinates have no formal 
right to direct a superior.8 However, there are situations where the work 
responsibilities of subordinates do entail their having to give instructions to 
a superior. In organisations where we recorded, for instance, administrative 
assistants were typically expected to look after their managers’ appointments 
diaries. This meant that at times they needed to indicate to their managers 
in explicit and clear terms what they should do next: don't forget that lunch 
engagement with John Taylor; you need to be at the Ministry o fX  by 2pm remem
ber. Similarly, an assistant’s responsibilities often included getting their 
manager to sign papers or plan meetings. Example 3.15 illustrates directives 
uttered at different times by a pay clerk, Leola, to her manager, Phil.9

Example 3.15
Context: Factory pay clerk to accountant.

• can you sign these for me
• have a look at this for me please
• can you scribble here for M W wages paid cash
• can you sign this cheque for V for last week’s wages
• can you authorise the wages please Phil

Even though her job requires her to get her superior to cooperate, Leola 
very rarely uses bald imperatives for this purpose. Softeners such as please, or 
the use of the manager’s name, typically accompanied her directives. The 
most frequently selected form for these task-oriented directives was the can 
interrogative, as illustrated in Example 3.15.

More interesting and more complex are transactions where a subordinate 
has an objective which involves getting a superior to do something which is 
not self-evidently part of their obligations. There are many such interactions 
in our data set and in some cases achieving the objective takes most of the 
interaction. Example 3.16 is taken from an interaction between two policy 
analysts from different sections within a government organisation. The more 
junior analyst, Nicola, has asked Claire for a meeting to discuss a particular
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Parliamentary Bill, and Claire has agreed, expecting to provide information 
and advice. During the course of the interaction, however, it emerges that 
Nicola wants to persuade Claire to take responsibility for briefing the 
Minister on the Bill. This problem of sorting out who should take respon
sibility for particular tasks is a common challenge for staff working in large 
organisations.

Nicola begins with some general questions about the dates of the reading 
of the Bill and its current progress which Claire answers. Nicola then moves 
to her real purpose.

Example 3.16
Context: Nicola is junior to Claire and they are from different departments. The 
discussion takes place in Claire’s office.

1 Nic: well + um + the thing is that the minister needs to be briefed
2 remember we talked about that
3 cla: yeah
4 n i c :  and that you did the original brief
5 and Tom’s not wanting me to do the brief because it’s not our work
6 c l a :  OH and you want to bring it over /here\
7 nic: /yeah \ and so we were wondering if you could do the brief
8 because + we’re not going to +
9 and because /you’ve got the first\ one

1 0  c l a : / [ d r a w ls ]  o h \

11 nic: and we were just hoping you could whittle down
12 what you wrote last year and just [inhales]
1 3 c l a :  problem I’ve got is that um that um . . .

This is Nicola’s first attempt to get Claire to agree to write the briefing 
paper. Her main strategies are first to minimise the task and second to 
appeal to a higher authority. She reminds Claire that they have already 
agreed that a briefing paper is needed (lines 1-2) and that Claire has written 
the original brief (line 4), implying that this could serve as a basis for the task. 
She then indicates that her manager, Tom, has told her that she, Nicola, 
should not be writing the brief (line 5). Only at this point (after more than 
two minutes of talk) does Claire realise that Nicola has not come simply for 
advice and information, but has another objective. Claire’s surprise is sig
nalled by the stressed OH which introduces an explicit statement of what she 
has inferred (line 6). Nicola quickly confirms the inference, overlapping 
Claire’s final word, and then makes her request explicit (line 7), constructing 
the task as a minimal imposition on Claire (lines 9, 11-12). Claire gradually 
takes in the import of Nicola’s words (line 10) and begins to outline why it 
will not be possible for her to take on this task (line 13).
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The main mitigating strategy Nicola uses throughout this attempt to get 
Claire to cooperate is to minimise what is being asked. This is reinforced by 
many features of her discourse. She introduces her main point with three 
discourse markers, each of which signals her awareness that what follows 
may not be welcome: a qualifier well, a hesitation marker um surrounded by 
brief pauses, and an introductory tag the thing is. The statement of the 
directive itself is introduced with the attenuating phrase and so we were won
dering if, and it includes the epistemic modal could (line 7). After a clear 
restatement of the reasons (lines 8-9) in reverse order (cf lines 4-5), Nicola 
restates the directive, again phrased in ways which minimise the task: we 
were just hoping you could whittle down what you wrote last year and just [inhales] 
(lines 11-12). The pronoun we strengthens the directive by associating it 
with her manager, but the words hope, just and could are attenuators or 
hedges, and reduce its force. Claire’s response (line 13) indicates the ploy 
has not worked, however, and in fact, the remainder of this seven-minute 
meeting consists of variations on these themes, with Claire firmly resisting 
what Nicola wants her to do.

There are many similar interactions, though with different agendas, where 
a subordinate tries to get a superior to cooperate in doing something to the 
subordinate’s advantage. They are routinely characterised by deferent dis
course, involving a wide range of hedging devices and attenuation strategies 
and, in general, - deferential politeness becomes increasingly important, as 
status differences increase.10

These interactions also illustrate the fact that the multifunctionality of 
discourse permits participants considerable flexibility in simultaneously 
pursuing a number of objectives, some more overt than others and some 
more ‘acceptable’ than others. So, for example, in relation to the interaction 
between Claire and Nicola, seeking advice was an ‘acceptable’ objective for 
Nicola from the perspective of her superior. In another interaction, in which 
this time it is Claire who is the subordinate, Claire uses the same strategy of 
presenting one ‘acceptable’ objective, while simultaneously pursuing others. 
Examples 3.17-3.19 are excerpts from a 40-minute interaction between Claire 
and her superior, Tom, in which Claire successfully achieves a number of 
interactional objectives.11 Like Nicola she has sought the interview and, like 
Nicola, her ostensible goal is to obtain advice on various issues, and espe
cially individual staff development. She is concerned that she is not being 
given opportunities to gain experience which will enhance her promotability. 
Quite specifically, she has not been appointed as joint acting manager of her 
section while her immediate boss is away, despite a promise that she would 
be, and she is very annoyed about this (as we know from ethnographic 
information and from interactions she recorded with others). The decision 
to appoint someone else was Tom ’s. Example 3.17 is an extract from the 
beginning of the interview where she presents her ostensible reason for 
seeking the meeting.12
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Example 3.17
Context: Claire has sought a meeting with Tom, the overall manager of the area 
in which Claire’s section is located in a government organisation.

1 cla: well I’ve been overlooked quite a few times
2 but I wanted to find out specifically how
3 what I could do to help myself be considered next time .. .
4 well I just want to talk to you about it
5 and I suppose I just want to get some ideas on what I could do
6 to actually be considered favourably next time . ..

Rather than confronting Tom with accusations that his decision was unfair, 
Claire presents the issue as a personal staff development matter. She is 
seeking advice and she phrases her request in very deferential language, 
including minimisers such as well (lines 1, 4), just (lines 4, 5), and I  suppose
(line 5).

After exploring the issue thoroughly, and eliciting a statement from Tom 
that the reason for appointing someone else was not that he had any doubt 
about her capabilities, but was rather based on logistics and simplicity (what 
was practically easy that would create the least amount of hassles at that point in 
time), Claire pursues her goal of getting Tom to promise she will not be 
overlooked again. First she restates her ostensible objective in terms very 
similar to those with which she opened.

Example 3.18
Context-. Later in same interaction as Example 3.17.

1 cla: I suppose that I just + I suppose I wanted you to sort of
2 look more closely at it from the point of view
3 of opportunities for me as well
4 tom: yeah
5 CLA: because I mean if you go on precedent
6 and if I don’t get any any opportunities
7 then I don’t get considered next time
8 TOM: mm
9 cla: and basically otherwise I don’t see myself moving much

10 if I don’t get any experience myself
11 tom: mm
12 cla: so that’s that’s really what I wanted to sort of talk to you about
13 and if there was anything I could do just to- just to
14 um [tut] develop my own ability to be able to like that

The deferential attenuators and minimisers that characterised Claire’s first 
approach to the issue are again evident in the opening and closing lines 
of this excerpt: I  suppose (twice in line I), just (lines 1, 13), sort of (lines 1, 12),
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I  mean (line 5), together with a hesitant style evident in the repetition of just 
to followed by a voiced hesitation um (lines 13-14). But enclosed within the 
deferential packaging, there is a core of rational logic in the form of an 
explicit and direct proposition, which is clearly stated (lines 5-7), namely, 
if precedent is relevant, as Tom has already stated, Claire cannot possibly 
qualify unless she is given opportunities to gain relevant experience. In other 
words, she is in a Catch-22 situation. Claire follows this succinct summary 
of her argument with a statement of its promotion implications (lines 9-10). 
This argument is the platform for her complaint and the lever for eliciting a 
promise from Tom with respect to future decisions.

Example 3.19 is taken from the final section of the discussion of this 
issue. After eight minutes, the discussion has reached the point where Claire 
can, without causing offence, give her boss a directive.

Example 3.19
Context: Later in same interaction as Examples 3.17 and 3.18.

1 cla: so next time if a you would you’ll consider me as /the same as X\
2 to m : /oh  yeah I  mean I \  th ink what you’re raising is quite valid . . .
3 you know and I um well as I say
4 I didn’t er qualify my decision other than look at the precedent
5 cla: oh
6 to m : so now- I mean + next time it happens and if it does happen again
7 then yeah sure no difficulties
8 cla: all right then oh good

Between lines 2 and 3, for reasons of length, we have omitted 22 lines in 
which Tom recycles yet again the points he has made and Claire politely 
acknowledges them. At the end of this complex argument, she has (on tape!) 
a commitment from Tom that next time she will be seriously considered for 
the position of acting manager, together with a statement that she has the 
necessary abilities and an acknowledgement that precedent is an inadequate 
basis for such a decision. This is a nice example of the construction of the 
discourse of power and politeness by skilled participants. Getting one’s 
superiors to do something may require the skilful employment of indirect 
strategies and sophisticated discourse devices.

Getting the boss to do something that is in one’s interests is more of a 
challenge when one’s interests do not obviously coincide with those of the 
organisation. In Chapter 1, Example 1.4, we discussed an example where an 
employee, Kerry, was attempting to persuade her acting manager, Ruth, 
to approve leave with pay for a conference, despite the fact that Kerry was 
about to leave the organisation. Kerry made extensive use of deferential 
politeness to hedge her request, indicating her awareness that it was not a 
straightforward one. Another feature of Kerry’s request was the aura of
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imprecision and vagueness around the work activities in which she was 
currently involved, and the precise timing of the conference in relation to 
the date when she would be leaving the organisation. In response to Kerry’s 
stream of repetitious, imprecise discourse, fall of unfinished phrases and 
changes of grammatical direction, Ruth put a series of precise questions 
to Kerry which required a simple yes or no answer: e.g. so you haven't got 

that much longer here?, so you basically need to have Thursday and Friday off?, you 
need to confirm today do you? However, Ruth’s strategy for keeping Kerry on 
track and eliciting the precise information she needed was repeatedly 
subverted by Kerry.

Example 3.20 provides one illustration of how Kerry managed in this 
interaction to reframe her request in a way that constructed her, not as a 
devious young woman attempting to obtain funding to which she was not 
entitled, but rather as a cooperative young professional assistant making a 
reasonable request.

Example 3.20
Context: Meeting between library assistant, Kerry, and her acting manager, Ruth, 
in Ruth’s office in a white-collar organisation. (Hedges and hesitations in bold.)

1 RUTH: okay when do you need to make a decision
2 ker: well um /Re- + Re-\
3 ruth: /you need to confirm\ today do you
4 ker: well Rene’s sort of um + doing some negotiations
5 with some people this afternoon about our funding and that stuff
6 and um she’s going to cos the money’s there
7 and /it’s just that I’d\
8 ruth: /yeah oh that’s good\
9 ker: I said to them not to worry about it

10 cos it + you know I was changing over
11 and it was gonna be quite difficult
12 time off and da da da da things like this
13 but she said oh no you should go if you can get it
14 so she /said just\ ask and
15 ruth: /mm\
16 ker: see what they say and I said because if the-
17 if I’m not gonna get paid while I’m doing it then I’m not gonna go
18 and she said okay that’s fine but just ask anyway [laughs]
19 so /that’s what I’m doing\ yeah
20 ruth: /yeah true\

In this excerpt, Kerry recounts a dialogue with a colleague from the organ
isation to which she is moving (lines 9, 11-14, 16-18) in order to make it
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clear that the suggestion to ask for funding originated with someone else. 
Again there is a certain amount of apparently irrelevant detail (lines 4-7), a 
feature typical of Kerry’s contributions throughout the interaction, although 
in this case it is clear from Ruth’s positive response (line 8) that, although 
irrelevant to the point at issue, it creates a useful (for Kerry) positive effect. 
In lines 17-19, Kerry is suddenly, and somewhat startlingly, in the context of 
the preceding discourse, extremely clear and direct, and she again succeeds 
in eliciting from Ruth a positive acknowledgement yeah true (line 20).

Kerry effectively combines in this extract the deferential language appro
priate to a less powerful supplicant (the relevant strategies are signalled in 
bold), with the construction of herself as a young, sensible, professional 
seeking advice from a more experienced mentor. As a result, she successfully 
resists for a considerable time Ruth’s repeated attempts to keep her on track, 
and Ruth’s efforts to cut through her vagueness, imprecision and mass of 
referentially irrelevant detail.

Hints

We have discussed how the extent to which people pay explicit attention to 
the feelings of others, or demonstrate considerations of politeness at work, 
tends to vary with a range of factors, including, in particular, the power 
relationships between the person issuing the directive and its addressee. 
While, as we have illustrated, many contextual factors modify the generalisa
tion, it is nevertheless useful to note that routine directives from a person in 
authority are more likely to be relatively explicit, while directives ‘upwards’ 
tend to include signals of deference and to be less direct. W ith similar 
reservations about the modifying effect of social and contextual factors, it 
is also noteworthy that the greater the benefit to the recipient, the more 
likely a directive will be encoded indirectly, or even carefully negotiated, as 
demonstrated in the examples above. In this final section, we examine the 
least direct category of directives, namely ‘hints’, illustrating some of the 
forms they may take at work.

Hints are utterances where the directive intent is not directly or conven
tionally derivable from the words uttered.13 Rather, addressees must ‘infer 
what is required from their knowledge of the rules of appropriate behaviour 
in the context’ (Holmes 1983: 106). However, in some contexts these rules 
allow a rather wider range of potentially appropriate responses than in others.

In our data, it was possible to identify a continuum from situations where 
the addressee could safely ignore the directive intent of the hint without 
incurring any penalty, to situations where the required action was so pre
dictable that ignoring it would be regarded as at least rude and, in the context 
of workplace relationships, potentially insubordinate. Example 3.21, where the
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participants are both of relatively high status and where the action requested 
could be considered something of an imposition, illustrates a case where it 
would have been possible for Fay to ignore the directive intent of the hint.

Example 3.21
Context: Fay and Paula are planning for a meeting of relatively senior personnel 
in a. white-collar institution.

1 pau: well I guess w e’ll need a record of the meeting
2 fay: yeah that would be really useful
3 pau: it’s really important everything’s in writing around this issue

4 fay: mm
5 pau: since I’ll be chairing ++
6 fay: would you like me to do it this time
7 pau: well if  it isn’t too much I mean if you could
8 fay: okay
9 pau: that would be great

Paula wants Fay to take the minutes of the meeting they are planning. 
However, since they are of equal status and taking minutes is often regarded 
as a clerical task, this has to be carefully managed. The directive is realised as 
an extended hint (lines 1, 3, 5) which is negotiated between Paula and Fay 
over several turns, and the significance of the pause (marked ++) at line 5 
should not be underestimated. Nevertheless, Fay could have chosen to 
remain silent, or to suggest an alternative solution to the problem Paula 
has raised.

Example 3.22 occurred in a hospital meeting where experts from a range 
of disciplinary backgrounds were assigning patients to different doctors.

Example 3.22
Context: Kath is a senior nurse. Judy is a registrar.

1 kath: we got another referral from doctor X
2 he’s one of your neighbours Judy
3 judy: no I can’t [general laughter] (Mooney 1980: 15).

Kath’s directive in line 2 takes the form of a hint which requires some 
inferencing. Since Judy is a neighbour of the client, the implication is that it 
will be less costly for her than for others to take him. Given her higher 
professional status, Judy could have ignored the directive intent and treated 
the utterance as information. However, her non-compliant response indic
ates she has opted for an alternative method of responding.

Hints clearly fit Brown and Levinson’s (1987) category of face-threatening 
acts which are done 'off record’, the most indirect strategy they identify. 
Factors which lead to the adoption of this strategy include a power disparity
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where the speaker is the subordinate, a degree of social distance between the 
participants (e.g. relatively new colleagues or colleagues who do not work 
together regularly), or a situation where the request is very costly to the 
addressee (in Brown and Levinson’s terms the ranking of the imposition 
is very high). Asking the boss for the use of her laptop, asking the office 
administrative assistant to go out and buy your lunch, or directing a col
league from another department to deliver a file to you are examples which 
could satisfy these conditions. We did not record many examples of this kind 
of hint, since most of our participants worked together routinely, and hence 
social distance was typically low.

Routine relationships are much more likely to produce examples of hints 
at the other end of the continuum, i.e. where the required action is so 
predictable that it can easily be inferred by the addressee. These were 
much more frequent in our data set. Ervin-Tripp (1976: 44) notes that such 
hints are typically associated with ‘high solidarity closed networks’ and may 
involve irony or humour. You make a better door than a window is an example 
used in the workplace by one colleague to get another to move out of the 
light.14 Another colleague’s wry comment I  must get that hearing aid! was 
interpreted (correctly) as a routine request for his softly spoken colleague to 
speak louder. (Chapter 6 provides further examples of the use of humour to 
soften directives.) A similar example involved a manager saying to a senior 
member of her team now I  need to get that up to them today, meaning ‘read it 
and get it back to me quickly’. Hints which required such routine inferencing 
occurred in our data set between people who worked together regularly, as 
illustrated in Examples 3.23 and 3.24.

Example 3.23
Context: Manager Ruth to policy analyst Kelly with whom she has worked over a 
long period.

1 ruth: um now I’m not gonna be back until about bit after three
2 kel: okay well I’ll revise the publication proposal
3 ruth: so I can look at it then
4 kel: yeah

Ruth provides a time of return in line 1, rather than any explicit directive. 
Kelly correctly reads this information, in the light of the preceding discus
sion, as an indication that Ruth would like a revision of the document they
have been working on to be ready by the time she is indicating. The message
of the directive is totally predictable and thus easily inferred by Kelly from 
the context. We found many such cases where directive intent was inferred 
without any problem by the addressee, despite, in some cases, the apparent 
obscurity of the directive message to an outsider. Example 3.24 illustrates 
this point even more clearly.
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Example 3.24
Context: Manager Helen to executive assistant Fay with whom she has worked 
over a long period. They are discussing what needs to be done to follow up the 
gaps left by a temporary replacement while Fay was on leave.

1 hel: correct it once and then somehow copy it /down into the other\

2 fay: /okay yep\
3 hel: bits
4 fay: that’s possible
5 hel: um and also putting it as an appendix is easiest probably the easiest

6 way
7 fay: okay

The directives in line 1 are quite explicitly expressed using imperative forms. 
By contrast the directive to include the material in an appendix is expressed 
as a declarative, but in the context of the discussion Fay picks it up immedi
ately and responds to it as a directive. There are many examples of such 
indirect directives in the data. The directive intent is easily inferred from the 
social context (role relations, rights and obligations of participants) and the 
discourse context (preceding and following supporting moves).

Conclusion

People at work simultaneously achieve many different workplace objectives 
which include getting things done efficiently while constructing and main
taining collegial relationships. These two demands, sometimes labelled trans
actional vs interpersonal, social or affective goals, are frequently perfectly 
compatible, since good workplace relationships facilitate many aspects of 
work. However, as politeness theory predicts, there is sometimes a degree of 
tension involved in negotiating a pathway through situations where concern 
for the face needs of participants conflicts with the need to get things done 
quickly, or where the demands being made go beyond what is appropriate in 
the light of the addressee’s work role or position.

Power and politeness are important considerations in accounting for the 
way people get things done at work. But they are clearly not the only 
considerations. In this chapter we have illustrated ways in which different 
kinds of directive reflect participants’ relative weighting of a range of differ
ent factors. Direct and explicit directives tend to be most frequent in routine 
instructions from superiors to subordinates, unless the superior is asking for 
something out of the ordinary or ‘beyond the call of duty’. Asking your PA 
to do your shopping, or even to stay on at work beyond normal working 
hours, generally requires more sensitive and subtle negotiation. Mitigated
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and indirect directives instantiate politeness in action in the workplace and 
are typically found in interactions between status equals or new colleagues, 
or in transactions where a subordinate is trying to persuade a superior to do 
something. However, not surprisingly, the examples in this chapter have 
only hinted at the wide range of contextual factors that may influence the 
complex ways in which a directive is realised or negotiated.

In addition to factors such as the relationship between the people in
volved, the length of time they have been working together, the setting of 
their discussion, the speaker’s assessment of the likelihood of compliance, 
many other factors may also be relevant. Different workplaces develop dif
ferent cultures, for instance, a point illustrated more fully in Chapter 6. 
Hence directives couched in bald unmitigated form are much less frequent 
in some workplaces, while extensively negotiated directives are unusual in 
others (cf Bernsten 1998). Addressing a group rather than an individual may 
be a relevant factor in how a directive is framed, as illustrated in Examples 
3.6 and 3.7. Particular aspects of participants’ social or professional identity 
may also be relevant at different points in an interaction and thus affect the 
way a directive is expressed.

Directives, including indirect directives or requests, are of course just 
some of the many ways people get things done at work. Vine (2001), for 
instance, draws attention to the category of ‘advice’, which she defines as a 
control act which typically benefits the addressee rather than the speaker. 
There are many other strategies which can be used to manage a situation 
and achieve workplace objectives. Those who set the agenda for a meeting 
or discussion, for instance, influence the direction and structure of workplace 
talk for that period. Similarly, by summing up at strategic points throughout 
a discussion, and especially at the end, a person can very effectively impose 
their perspective or ‘take’ on what has been decided. These are strategies for 
getting things done at work which are the focus of the next chapter.

Notes

1. Bullet points indicate the examples are taken from a range of interactions. 
Line numbering indicates the utterances come from the same interaction.

2. There is an extensive literature on directives dating back at least to the 
1970s (e.g. Sinclair and Coulthard (1975); Ervin-Tripp (1976); Bellinger 
(1979); Craig, Tracy and Spisak (1986); Brown and Levinson (1987)). Vine 
(2001) provides an excellent summary and critical review. ‘Control act’ is a 
more recent, broader and more comprehensive term which includes requests, 
favours, advice, prohibitions, invitations, and so on (Ervin-Tripp, Guo and 
Lampert 1990: 308). Following Clyne (1994: 63), we use the narrower 
term ‘directive’ since our focus is workplace instructions and requests.
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3. See, for example, Pufahl Bax (1986); Weigel and Weigel (1985); W est 
(1990); Clyne (1994); Bernsten (1998).

4. Brown and Levinson (1987: 60) describe such directives as ‘bald on record’.
5. See, for example, Ervin-Tripp (1976); Mooney (1980); Pschaid (1992); 

Clyne (1994).
6. See Holmes (1984) for discussion of strategies of hedging/attenuation and 

boosting/intensification and Holmes (1995, Chapter 4) for a discussion of 
their relationship to politeness.

7. This point is extensively illustrated in Vine (2001). See also Blum-Kulka, 
House and Kasper (1989); Blum-Kulka (1997).

8. See Vine (2001) for a thorough discussion of definitions in this area.
9. These examples are analysed in more detail in Brown and Robertson 

(2000).

10. Chapter 7 on problematic discourse provides further examples of this 
■ pattern.

11. See Stubbe et al. (2000) for a detailed analysis of a larger excerpt from this 
interaction from a number of different theoretical perspectives.

12. T om ’s contribution to this interaction is analysed from a CDA perspective 
in Chapter 7.

13. See, for example, Clark and Lucy (1975); Ervin-Tripp (1976); Holmes 
(1983); Blum Kulka et al. (1989).

14. C f Ervin-Tripp’s example ‘You make a fine door Sal’ (1976: 43).



4
Workplace Meetings

Introduction

For many white-collar organisations, meetings are the very stuff of ‘work’. 
Meetings also make a crucial contribution to the achievement of workplace 
goals in blue-collar workplaces, such as factories and industrial sites. In both 
contexts, meetings provide many opportunities for the expression of institu
tional power and authority relationships. Indeed according to Mumby (1988: 
68), meetings ‘function as one of the most important and visible sites of 
organisational power, and of the reification of organisational hierarchy’. As 
this chapter illustrates, meetings also provide sites for the manifestation of 
politeness, respect and disrespect, collegiality and solidarity, i.e. various as
pects of ‘rapport management’ (Spencer-Oatey 2000).

Researchers have examined the discourse of meetings from a variety of 
different perspectives. A number of studies have described the discursive 
strategies used in the management of meetings (e.g. Barbato 1994; Bargiela- 
Chiappini and Harris 1997), while others have explored how status is discur
sively realised in meetings (e.g. Craig and Pitts 1990; Sollitt-Morris 1996), 
or the complexities of how things get accomplished interactionally through 
meeting talk (e.g. Drew and Heritage 1992; Willing 1992; Boden 1994; Firth 
1995; Sarangi and Roberts 1999). The function of interruptions as manifesta
tions of power in meetings has attracted particular attention (e.g. Edelsky 1981; 
Woods 1989; Craig and Pitts 1990), and the amount of talk contributed by 
different participants has also been analysed as an indication of dominance 
(e.g. Swacker 1979; Edelsky 1981; Holmes 1992; Sollitt-Morris 1996). There 
is also some research on the extent to which politeness considerations appear 
to influence participants’ contributions to meetings (e.g. Pearson 1988; 
Scheerhorn 1989; Morand 1996a, 1996b). Overall, however, there is not a 
great deal of research which examines in detail the ways in which power 
and politeness are manifested in workplace meetings, or the relevance of 
power and politeness behaviour in crucial decision-making contexts.



WORKPLACE MEETINGS

The data we draw on in this chapter comprises 80 meetings from 9 dif
ferent workplaces, involving a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 18 particip
ants, and ranging in length from 7 minutes to several hours. As described 
in Chapter 2, the meeting data comprises both audio and video recordings, 
almost all of which were recorded by the participants themselves. A large 
proportion of earlier research on meetings has been based on self-report data, 
interview or questionnaire responses and relatively unsystematic observation 
(see Williams 1988) or, at best, on data collected in rather artificial settings, 
such as interactions between student participants in laboratories responding 
to simulated situations (see Mott and Petrie 1995). Where more naturalistic 
or ‘genuine’ meetings have been recorded, they have often involved aca
demics and teachers in department meetings, conferences or seminars (e.g. 
Swacker 1979; Edelsky 1981; Holmes 1992; Sollitt-Morris 1996). The LWP 
database of authentic meetings provides an unusually large and varied, and thus 
a particularly rich and valuable, research resource.

Example 4.1 concisely illustrates many of the features of workplace 
meetings which will be explored in this chapter.

Example 4.11
Context: Meeting in a large commercial organisation chaired by section 
manager, Clara, since the usual chairperson is absent. Seth has gone to collect 
the minutes from the previous meeting which he didn’t realise he was supposed
to circulate.

1 cla: okay well we might just start without Seth
2 he can come in and can review the minutes from last week
3 ren: are you taking the minutes this week
4. cla: no I’m just trying to chair the meeting
5 who would like to take minutes this week
6 ren: who hasn’t taken the minutes yet
7 ben: I haven’t yet I will
8 cla: thank you /Benny\
9 ren: /oh Benny\ takes beautiful minutes too

10 ben: don’t tell them they’ll want me doing it every week
[general laughter]

11 cla: it’s a bit of a secret
12 okay shall we kick off and just go round the room um doing
13 update and then when Seth comes in with the the minutes
14 we need to check on any action items from our planning
15 over to you Marlene

There is no doubt who is in charge. Clara declares the meeting open, we 
might just start (line 1), even though one of the members is not present. She
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deftly ducks Renee’s attempt to get her to take minutes by asserting her role 
as Chair (lines 2-3), and then asks for a volunteer for this task (line 5). She 
approves Benny as minute taker, thank you Benny (line 8), and sets the agenda 
for the meeting (lines 12-14). Finally, she allocates the first turn, over to you 
Marlene (line 15). Meetings are clearly prime sites for doing power.

On the other hand, in this very brief interaction in which she ‘does 
power’ in all the ways described, Clara also pays attention to politeness 
considerations and affective factors. Her expression of thanks to Benny not 
only ratifies his role as minute taker, It is also a politeness strategy Indicating 
approval and paying attention to his face needs. And she implies approval of 
the relational work expressed in the side sequence consisting of Renee’s 
comment Benny takes beautiful minutes (line 9), and Benny’s humorous re
sponse don't tell them they'll want me doing it every week (line 10), by adding 
her own collusive contribution it's a bit of a secret (line 11). In other words, 
she participates in, and thus implicitly endorses, the relational humour which 
typically marks the opening of a meeting.

Renee, on the other hand, takes a couple of opportunities in this short 
exchange to inject an element of subversion into the proceedings. Her en
quiry (line 3) about whether Clara is taking the minutes is not guileless. 
While minute taking is shared among team members, it is apparent from a 
range of non-verbal signals that Clara intends to chair this meeting. More
over, she then takes over from Clara the responsibility for allocating the role 
of minute taker by asking for someone who has not already undertaken this 
duty (line 6). Finally, her compliment to Benny is suspiciously double-edged, 
since minute taking is not self-evidently a valued skill in such a high- 
powered team, and this interpretation is further supported by her use of the 
adjective beautiful which is sufficiently ‘feminine’ to cast doubt on her sincer
ity. So, although overtly Renee effectively conveys an impression of positive 
politeness, the arch tone of her ‘compliment’, together with its ambiguous 
content, seem likely to raise suspicions about her motives. This brief excerpt 
thus illustrates some of the complex ways in which power and politeness 
considerations are inextricably intertwined in a speech event which is often 
regarded as the core of workplace interaction -  the meeting.

In this chapter, we first describe some of the different types of meetings 
identified in our workplace corpus and the dimensions along which they 
differ. We then examine the discourse structure and strategies of these meet
ings in relation to both their transactional and interpersonal functions. In 
the final section, we use two case studies to illustrate in more detail how 
power and politeness are manifested through the various features of meet
ings. The meetings selected for these case studies contrast on a number of 
dimensions and further exemplify some of the specific discourse strategies 
which are used to effectively ‘manage’ meeting processes and to develop 
rapport, while highlighting the complex ways in which managers instantiate 
power and politeness in interaction.
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Types of meetings

Defining a meeting

Some researchers avoid defining what qualifies as a ‘meeting’, arguing that 
we can all ‘commonsensically recognize a meeting when [we] see it’ (Cuff 
and Sharrock 1985: 158; see also Atkinson, Cuff and Lee 1978: 134). In an 
informal non-technical sense, any interaction between two people can be 
described as a ‘meeting’, but such a definition is too broad to be useful for 
our purposes. Bargiela-Chiappini and Harris define meetings as ‘task- 
oriented and decision-making encounters’ involving ‘the cooperative effort 
of two parties, the Chair and the Group’ (1997: 208). This suggests a rela
tively formal encounter involving at least three people and with reportable 
outcomes, but none of these factors is crucial. In our data, informal meetings 
were often an important way in which workplace business got done and not 
all meetings reflected cooperative effort.

We have opted to focus instead on the function of the interaction as 
our fundamental criterion in distinguishing meetings from other kinds of 
workplace encounters, and use the term ‘meeting’ to refer to interactions 
which focus, whether indirectly or directly, on workplace business. This ‘business’ 
may or may not be consistent with official workplace goals -  after all, for 
various reasons, employees sometimes have meetings aimed at subverting 
their organisation’s objectives, perhaps because they consider them to be 
badly formulated, misguided, or whatever. Moreover, while most of the 
meetings in our database were prearranged, this too is not an essential crite
rion. Some meetings occurred spontaneously when people encountered each 
other fortuitously and took the opportunity to discuss an issue of common 
interest and concern. The meetings in our data set therefore vary greatly in 
terms of their relative formality and the goals and purposes of the particip
ants. In the next section, we consider the variable characteristics of the 
meetings in our database more closely, before discussing the relationship 
between these features and aspects of power and politeness.

Variable features of meetings 

Formality

A number of features influence the relative formality of a meeting. The size, 
length, location and composition of meetings are highly variable and inter
act with other characteristics such as the style of interaction, the structure of 
the meeting and the relationships between the participants. These features 
are most usefully analysed in terms of dimensions or scales, as the frame
work provided in Fig 4.1 suggests. While not intended as a comprehensive
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Large in size 
Formal setting
Starting time specified 
Finishing time specified 
Participants specified 
Formal procedures 
Explicit structured agenda 
Tightly integrated group 
Mixed gender group

Small in size (2 -4 )  
Unplanned location 
Occurs by chance 
Finishes 'naturally' 
Open to anyone 
Informal style 
'Rolling' agenda 
Loosely connected 
Same-gender group

Fig 4.1 Useful dimensions for comparing meetings

model, the dimensions identified provide a useful comparative framework 
for our purposes in describing the diverse ways in which power and polite
ness are instantiated in the discourse practices of participants in workplace 
meetings.

While very large meetings obviously occur at times in organisations, in 
practice, 18 was the largest number of participants present in the meetings 
in our corpus, while the smallest meetings comprised just two people. The 
smaller meetings tended to concentrate at the less formal end of the scale 
in terms of interaction style, as well as on a number of other dimensions 
related to how tightly or otherwise the meeting was structured. Unsurpris
ingly, larger meetings tended to be more formal according to a number 
of different criteria, although this was not always the case and we often 
observed variation in the degree of formality between different parts of the 
same meeting.

At one extreme there were meetings which were prearranged, usually by 
or at the direction of a senior person in the organisation, for a specified time 
and sometimes length, in a specified and often dedicated formal committee 
or boardroom, with a ratified group of participants. Such meetings typic
ally followed formal meeting procedures and an explicit formal, structured 
and predetermined agenda (cf Bargiela-Chiappini and Harris 1997: 207). 
At the other extreme were meetings which occurred by chance in a range 
of possible ‘accidental’ locations, such as the corridor, the tearoom, or the 
office of one of the participants, meetings set up on the spot by mutual 
(often implicit) agreement or negotiation between the participants. Some 
meetings had no specified finishing time, but simply continued until one or 
more of the participants declared or negotiated an end.

By contrast with meetings where those with the right or obligation to 
attend were clearly specified, other meetings had a more open potential 
membership. For example, anyone interested could attend a meeting arranged 
to discuss the organisation’s annual Christmas picnic (December is summer 
in New Zealand), or anyone from the workplace might attend a meeting 
organised by management to inform workers of new policy initiatives. Again
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contrasting with meetings that followed formal accepted meeting procedures 
and where the agenda was structured and explicit, some meetings had a 
much more flexible and fluid agenda, with topics emerging gradually and 
‘naturally' and with no explicit, formal control over topics or procedures. 
Some of these features are discussed In greater detail below. It is important 
to emphasise that they are in principle independent of each other and are 
best conceptualised as a range of potential points on a scale or continuum, 
as Fig 4.1 suggests.

There are, of course, many other features which differ from one meeting 
to another and which bear a less direct relationship to the formality of the 
meeting -  the relationship between the participants, the roles and relative 
experience of different participants, the range of topics to be covered, and 
so on. Here we mention just two additional features which proved relevant 
in our analyses, namely, participant relationships and gender.

At one extreme, there were meetings in our data which involved people 
who knew each other very well, who worked together and met daily, and 
who interacted socially outside work. At the other extreme were meetings 
which involved participants brought together for a single project who met 
weekly for no more than two hours for only six weeks, and who then had 
little or no further contact. Characterising these end points as ‘tightly inte
grated’ and ‘loosely connected’ adequately captures this contrast. This factor 
affected the amount of small talk, social talk and humour in different meet
ings. Tightly integrated groups, for example, were more likely to catch up 
on personal news at the beginning of meetings and tended to generate more 
humorous sequences (see Chapters 5 and 6).

Some meetings comprised all men or all women, while others had various 
proportions of each gender. For descriptive purposes we usually simply noted 
whether meeting participants were the same gender or not, but again in 
principle, one could assign a meeting to a point on a scale depending on the 
proportions of women and men in the group. Gender is clearly a relevant 
variable in the analysis of some aspects of workplace interaction, such as 
humour and small talk and turn-taking patterns, though this is not an issue 
explored in any detail in this book. In general, as we illustrate below, overt 
manifestations of power and authority tend to be most easily observed in 
more formal, structured meetings; but the ongoing process of constructing, 
developing and maintaining workplace power and rapport is an aspect of all 
meetings. It is simply less explicit and overt in small, informal meetings and 
typically requires more detailed analysis.

Goals and purposes

Although they may not always be explicitly articulated or even acknow
ledged, every meeting has goals or objectives. Indeed, a common understand
ing of the purpose of a meeting, and agreement about the roles of different
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individuals attending, are important factors in accounting for how effectively
a meeting runs. Typically, the people attending the meetings in our data set 
knew in advance why the meeting had been set up -  either because they had 
received a formal agenda, or because its purpose had been articulated when 
the meeting was arranged. This norm was highlighted when, unusually, 
someone arrived at a formal meeting unclear about its goals, as illustrated 
in Example 4.2.

Example 4.2
Context: Four people preparing a board paper.

1 sel: Brett knows the purpose of this meeting um I’ve talked to Dereck a
2 bit I presume Brett’s talked to Vera a bit
3 bre: I really asked her what the [laughs] purpose of it was
4 /actually as a matter of fact\ [laughs]
5 vera: /[laughs] ( )\
6 bre: and we discussed it briefly at lunchtime [laughs] but I no I had a
7 vera: and we discussed it briefly at lunchtime [laughs]
8 bre: I had a [voc] we wr- we do basically know um
9 sel: right

10 bre: but I’m I have some concerns about the project about +
11 the thing that I not sure exactly the purpose of the meeting but
12 sel: okay

13 bre: we should deal with the purpose of the meeting
[Selene, the manager and Chair, here provides an extended account of 
the background to the meeting, ending as follows]

14 sel: + um and + after much shillyshallying I volunteered to write it
15 as long as it was written in a collaborative way
16 such that I wasn’t [drawls] the + author of it +
17 and that’s what this meeting is about and that’s why it needed to be
18 done before I went away

In addition, of course, meetings have various implicit goals which also relate 
to the organisation’s business, such as making the required decisions, achiev
ing the meeting’s goals within the allotted time, ensuring the relevant deci
sions are implemented, and so on (processes which are illustrated below). 
Our database also includes many smaller and/or less formal meetings where 
the task-related or ‘business’ goals are often not made explicit, but are none
theless what the participants would regard as the reason for the meeting. 
Thus there were meetings to discuss the draft of a report, for example, or to 
review the structure and wording of an important letter; there were meet
ings to bring someone up to date on what had happened at a meeting they 
had missed; there were meetings to plan the back-up procedures required
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while someone was away; and there were many meetings reporting back 
on other meetings or activities, or planning for subsequent larger, more 
important and formal meetings.

Even in very small meetings, participants sometimes quite explicitly 
articulated what they saw as the purpose of the meeting. In Example 4.3, 
for Instance, Claire Indicates that she has sought this meeting to discuss a 
problem relating to her career development. She is seeking an explanation 
for the appointment of someone other than her as acting manager.

Example 4.3
Context: Claire with a section manager In his office in a government organisation.

1 cla: yeah um yeah I want to talk to you about. . .
2 well I- the decision to make um Jared acting manager while Joseph is
3 away

In Example 4.4, Bruce seeks advice with a problem.

Example 4.4
Context: Bruce enters Joan’s office in a government organisation.

1 br u : Yvette gave me these and said . . .
2 um + our er portfolio’s supposed or should be doing something with
3 these . . .  and er she said you might know something about them
4 so to come and have a chat to you '

These are examples of ‘on-record’, task-related statements, where the par
ticipants make at least one of their goals for the meeting explicit.

While some analysts have distinguished many diverse functions of meet
ings, in broad terms, we found it adequate to classify meetings into three 
distinct types according to their overt primary or ‘business’ goals and ex
pected outcomes:

• planning or prospective/forward-oriented meeting
• reporting or retrospective /backward"-/backward-oriented meeting
• task-oriented or problem-solving/present-oriented meeting.

Many meetings in fact had elements of all three functions (see Fig 4.2).
The category Planning or forward-oriented generally includes functions 

such as assigning tasks, requesting action and requesting permission (Dwyer 1993: 
606), while the category Reporting or backward-oriented obviously covers 
the function of reporting back, as well as most instances of more detailed 
functions such as giving feedback, requesting information and updating (Dwyer
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* Planning or prospective/forward-oriented meeting
(e.g. assigning tasks, requesting permission or action, strategising, making 
decisions)

* Reporting or retrospective/backward-oriented meeting
(e.g. reporting, clarifying, giving feedback, requesting information, updating)

* Task-oriented or problem-solving/present-oriented meeting
(e.g. problem-solving, collaborative task completion, information exchange)

Fig 4.2 Main purposes of meetings in LWP database (adapted from Dwyer 1993: 
606)

1993: 606). Both of these meeting types tend to be planned in advance. 
However, meetings in the third category, Task-oriented or present-oriented are 
more likely to arise spontaneously or at relatively short notice.

In one organisation, for example, the overall purpose of the majority of 
the meetings we recorded could be classified as ‘planning’. Although, inevit
ably, their meetings involved some review components too, the team had 
been brought together for a period of two days precisely to undertake 
strategic planning for the next three years. By contrast, the main purpose of 
the regular weekly meetings of another team we recorded was to review 
progress. Their meetings consisted predominantly of reports from each 
member concerning their progress with their area of the team’s joint project. 
Another pattern was illustrated by the daily meetings recorded in one of the 
factories, which typically had aspects of all three purposes: the team leader 
generally reviewed the previous day’s achievements, set out the objectives 
for the current day, and addressed any problems that had arisen since the 
last meeting (see Chapters 3 and 7). We also recorded many short meetings 
between two or three people which focused on a specific task or problem, 
such as organising a large meeting or preparing for an overseas business trip, 
or which concentrated largely on conveying information from a subordinate 
to a superior who needed to be brought up to date on an issue.

As indicated in Chapters 5 and 6, in addition to these transactional or 
‘business’ goals, meetings also typically have less obvious, frequently unac
knowledged and perhaps relatively unconscious politeness functions and 
social objectives. These include improving rapport and relationships between 
staff, strengthening solidarity, ‘creating team’ (Fletcher 1999), and generally 
paying attention to various aspects of participants’ face needs; or, alternatively 
in some cases, emphasising power and authority and the hierarchical rela
tionships between coworkers, by more clearly demarcating status divisions 
and employment responsibilities and increasing or maintaining social distance 
between participants.

In some meetings, for instance, the chair used strategies which empha
sised his or her authority, such as very formally marking the opening and
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closing of the meeting, signalling explicitly each of the steps in the progres
sion of the discussion through the agenda and stating and ratifying each 
decision overtly and ‘on record’. In other meetings the chair downplayed 
their authority and emphasised the collegial nature of the decision-making 
process. Different degrees of attention to face needs and rapport mainten
ance were also apparent. In some meetings, people’s contributions were 
explicitly acknowledged and even praised or provided with positive feedback; 
in others, there were simply no explicit positive comments in response to 
contributions. In some meetings, conflict was minimised and disagreement 
was typically attenuated using hedges and mitigating strategies, while 
in others conflicting views were expressed more directly, with little verbal 
evidence of concern for face needs. The case studies below illustrate some of 
these patterns.

It should be noted that although all participants were sensitive to some 
degree to these more social or affective goals of meetings, and even to their 
importance in facilitating the achievement of more referential or task- 
oriented goals, when asked many of the participants in our research con
sidered that the only ‘real’ objectives of meetings in work settings fitted 
into categories such as those identified in Fig 4.2.

How are meetings structured?

Three-phase structure

We turn now to a more explicit analysis of how meetings are structured 
in terms of their topical organisation (the management of the formal or 
informal ‘agenda’). Our examination of the structure of meetings identified 
the three phases of meetings which have been validated in many previous 
analyses (e.g. Fisher 1982; Sollitt-Morris 1996; Bargiela-Chiappini and 
Harris 1997):

• opening or introductory section
• central development section
• closing section.

Each of these components could typically be identified both in the struc
ture of the meeting as a whole and within subsections embedded within 
the overall structure. In the opening section participants typically agreed on 
their agenda or identified the problem to be solved:

• well I just thought we needed to talk this through a bit further
• right we need to make some decisions about where we go next
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The central section often comprised an exploratory phase where the 
issue, or a series of issues, were more hilly developed in an open-ended
way. In the closing section, the problem was usually resolved, or sometimes
‘parked5 as too hard, or a course of action was agreed on, or a decision was 
reached:

• right so that’s agreed then . . .
• okay so we’re clear on what’s needed

Typically, both agenda setting and the decision about when a discussion 
was complete were strongly influenced by those in positions of power or 
authority, while other participants contributed more, and on a more equal 
footing, to the development component.

The following specific example of an interaction between just two people, 
Ruth, a manager and Barbara, a senior member of her staff, illustrates all 
three phases clearly (Examples 4.5a, 4.5b, 4.5c). In Phase 1, Barbara opens 
the discussion by stating the purpose of the informal meeting she is request
ing. The women then spend a few minutes clarifying the exact nature of the 
problem Barbara needs help with.

Example 4.5a
Context: Barbara seeks guidance from her manager, Ruth, in a government 
organisation.
(Phase 1: Opening phase)

1 barb: hey Ruth
2 ruth: yeah
3 barb: I’ve got a little problem
4 I’ve finally just had a look at these questions and .. .
5 I’ve discovered a few difficulties . . .
6 a number of the questions are very leading
7 ruth: mm.

After several minutes of discussion they begin to explore possible solutions, 
thus entering Phase 2.

Example 4.5b
(Phase 2: Exploratory phase)

1 ruth: I hadn’t realised the questions were quite so loaded
2 do we have to present the information orally or do we have the
3 opportunity to just provide responses in writing
4 barb: we can but it would be an awful lot of work
5 ruth: mm
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6 barb: and w e still don ’t have any control over how  it’s used

7 ru th : or the way in which it’s interpreted?

8 barb: no
9 ruth: I mean that’s a real worry

10 barb: see cos I mean this question I could do a thesis on that
11 ruth: mm.

It is noteworthy that the participants actively collaborate in attempting 
to resolve the problem. Both cooperate in evaluating Ruth’s suggestion to 
provide only written responses (lines 4-7). This exploratory phase proceeds 
in this style for quite a while longer. The participants’ engagement with the 
issue is signalled by the fact that they speak more quickly in this section, 
with shorter turns, overlapping speech and a great deal of encouraging and 
positive feedback. Finally, they reach Phase 3.

Example 4.5c
(Phase 3: Closing phase)

1 ruth: so where are we at? I mean you’re inclined to want to pull back a little
2 bit
3 barb: yeah
4 ruth: but to find out a bit more from Ray about expressing our concerns
5 about the way in which the questions are framed
6 barb: mm
7 ruth: and secondly about what control we’ll have over the way
8 in which the information might be used
9 barb: mm

10 ruth: those are the two main things we need to get back to Bob on
11 barb: rightio I’ll ring him then
12 ruth: okay

In this phase the problem is finally resolved. Ruth sums up their position, 
they agree on the action to be taken and the meeting draws to a close. 
Though Barbara, the subordinate, initiated the meeting and set the agenda 
(I've got a little problem), it is Ruth who determines its subsequent structure. 
Her questions shape the direction of the exploratory thinking and it is she 
who sums up (so where are we at) and closes the meeting. The exchange is
pleasant in tone and cooperative in function. The two women treat each
other with respect, but there is little explicit linguistic ‘facework’. It is a very 
focused, task-oriented and efficient interaction. While Ruth’s input clearly 
assists Barbara to take the matter forward, she avoids giving the impression 
that she is taking over.
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Linear and cyclical patterns

Topic management and turn taking within formal meetings are typically 
controlled by the chair who has the authority to control the meeting struc
ture, while in less formal meetings they are more likely to be jointly negoti
ated. However, in the course of analysing both formal and informal meetings 
in our data, we identified two broad types of topical structure which we 
describe as ‘linear’ versus ‘spiral’ or cyclical (see Fig 4.3). Many meetings 
had elements of both structures within them, and moved between the two.

Typically, linear sections of meetings tended to follow an explicit or 
implicit agenda relatively closely, while spiral sections were more explorat
ory. Not surprisingly, reporting back or information gathering meetings (or 
sections of meetings) tended towards a more linear structure, which often 
went hand in hand with a greater degree of formality in terms of turn taking 
and interaction style. The linear structure reflects most closely the ‘tradi
tional’ approach to such meetings, where topics are ordered according to a 
written agenda. Progression between topics occurs in a ‘logical’ and uniform 
manner. This pattern is clearly illustrated in Case Study 1 below (p. 78).

In some cases such meetings merely provide a forum where issues are 
agreed quickly or ‘rubberstamped’, as in the following excerpt where the 
chair reads out a series of recommendations and simply confirms the group’s 
agreement (Example 4.6).

Example 4.6
Context: Large meeting in a government department.

1 chair: okay can we go over the recommendations
2 er recommended that we note that capital expenditure is still trailing
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3 the capital programme okay
4 er b note the business groups have returned two hundred and seven
5 thousand dollars to the capital pool
6 er c happy to agree to the new capital projects in table five be approved
7 for ninety nine two thousand okay

The influential role of the chair is very apparent in such instances.
However, meetings may also take other forms. One common pattern was 

a digressional pattern: a basic linear sequence could still be identified, but 
the participants and/or chair tolerated or actively initiated lengthy side se
quences (Jefferson 1972) or ‘off-topic’ talk. This was particularly common 
in situations where people met frequently and were accustomed to working 
together collaboratively on a range of interrelated tasks. As already noted, 
another pattern was a spiral or cyclical topic organisation. In this style of 
discussion, the same point often recurred several times, each time receiv
ing a little more discussion and taking the argument a little farther. Plan
ning meetings often adopted or developed this kind of spiral or cyclical 
structure, as did meetings which involved ‘brainstorming’ or creative prob
lem solving.

In one such example, the group explored a range of possible directions for 
their activities over the next few months. Several possible directions were 
initially outlined by the manager. The discussion then ranged freely picking 
up different possibilities and returning to some options more and more 
often, until finally a set of agreed preferred objectives emerged. Although 
this may seem messy and unnecessarily time consuming to those who are 
accustomed to or prefer a more linear approach, it was apparent that in 
some cases this pattern of topical organisation facilitated the achievement of 
other goals, such as greater involvement from the group in the decision
making process, or a more thorough and creative exploration of the available 
options, both of which resulted in a higher level of ‘buy-in’ from a team.

Nevertheless, most meetings in our database included elements of both 
linear and spiral structure, with the precise pattern often depending on the 
specific topic being discussed. So, for example, a discussion in the staff 
tearoom about in which restaurant to hold the staff dinner at might be 
initially predominantly cyclical in structure, with lots of suggestions elabo
rated in varying degrees of detail and regular return to particular people’s 
preferred choices. But a discussion of when the dinner should be held might 
be more linear, logically exploring a series of consecutive potential dates. 
The same group in the boardroom discussing the management of a publicity 
campaign for the organisation might also follow a predominantly linear 
style, allowing the logical steps in the campaign to determine the structure 
of the discussion. On the other hand, the group might use a more explora
tory, cyclical approach to the issue of which advertising company to hire.
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While many meetings have elements of both linear and cyclical patterning 
within them, there is nevertheless an Interesting correspondence at a very 
general level between the functions or purposes of a meeting, the nature of 
the relationship between the participants and the predominant structural 
pattern which characterises It. As discussed In Chapter 3, the ways in which 
different types of control acts tended to characterise dyadic Interactions was 
closely related to factors such as the authority relations or status gap be
tween the participants. Thus forward-planning discussions with more senior 
team members typically involved more advice seeking, for instance, and the 
managers in the Interactions analysed by Vine (2001) regularly diverged 
from their linear agendas. The discourse structure became more cyclical and 
the Interaction entailed more technical ‘digressions5 as both parties explored 
particular points more fully.

A corresponding pattern was observed In meetings between participants 
who were equal in status and tended to engage In more extended exploratory 
talk. By contrast, Interactions between managers and administrative assistants 
or more junior staff tended to be characterised by more explicit Instruction 
and requests for action. In these cases, a planning session was more likely 
to proceed in a relatively linear manner, driven by the manager’s agenda, 
and only in exceptional cases (e.g. where the two had developed a close 
personal relationship) would this be disrupted by extended explorations of 
peripheral points.

The overall structure of task-focused or problem-solving meetings also 
depended very much on the type of problem and the approach adopted by 
the chair. So, for example, where the problem required logical analysis and a 
systematic consideration of the steps to be taken in a process, the structure 
tended to the linear, as in Example 4.6. When the problem required creative 
thinking and innovative solutions, then brainstorming was a more usual 
strategy, with the consequence that the meeting structure was more likely to 
be spiral or cyclical for large sections.

Interestingly, participants themselves were often unaware of the underlying 
structure revealed by our schematic representations of topic sequencing. They 
were typically very surprised when we provided evidence of structure in a meet
ing which they had felt was ‘all over the place’. Some found even more surpris
ing our evidence that many so-called ‘digressions’ served important functions 
in relation to overall workplace objectives, while other digressions reflected 
participants’ awareness of the importance of politeness considerations, such 
as the maintenance and strengthening of collegiality and rapport at work.

It will be clear from this discussion that the chair of a meeting or the 
person of superior status or authority in a small meeting or two-person 
interaction typically has a great deal of influence on the way the structure of 
the meeting develops. Some chairs tended to return regularly and explicitly 
to a basically linear structure after brief cyclical episodes, while others en
couraged cyclicity and reimposed linear structure much less often. Other
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participants influenced the structure too, of course, by introducing digres
sions or encouraging the detailed exploration of a particular suggestion, 
or by opposing a particular suggestion and insisting on the exploration of 
alternative options (see Case Study 2 below for an illustration of this 
point). People who are 'experts5 or who have particular responsibilities or 
seniority in particular areas are especially likely to be able to influence the 
direction of the discussion when it relates to their areas of expertise or 
responsibility. Influence over the structure of a meeting is thus one way in 
which power manifests itself in meetings.

Attention to relationships and face or rapport management is also evident 
in some aspects of the structure of meetings. As we will see in Chapters 5 
and 6, small talk and humour typically mark the opening and closing phases 
of meetings. In meetings of groups receptive to humour, eruptions of hum
our also tend to occur sporadically during the discussion phases of their 
meetings. Collaborative humorous episodes typically developed, for instance, 
around the solution to a tricky problem -  sometimes as the solution was just 
beginning to emerge, sometimes just after it had been articulated (see Marra 
fc). Humour was also a marker of tension release after difficult discussion 
sections in meetings, especially in workplaces where participants’ face needs 
and work relationships were given attention.

Managing interaction in meetings

Meeting management is a dynamic process in which all participants play a 
part, whether cooperative or resistant. In this section we briefly survey a 
range of strategies used by participants to manage the complexity of verbal 
interaction in meetings and how these strategies contribute to the construc
tion of power and politeness in workplace meetings.

Generally speaking, seniority is an important factor in meeting manage
ment. Whether overtly or covertly, those with more status and authority 
generally have greatest influence on the content and style of meetings, their 
general structure and the direction taken in the discussion. This applies to 
meetings of all sizes. When the most senior participant is also the chair, 
evidence of this influence is relatively easy to identify. In many of the larger 
meetings we recorded, the chair was also the section manager and thus the 
person with most organisational authority in this setting. In some contexts, 
however, the chair rotated around participants week by week, or the meeting 
was chaired by a project manager who was not also the section manager. 
This provided an opportunity to observe strategies for meeting management 
across a range of different roles. We illustrate here just a selection from the 
range of meeting management strategies we observed, focusing mainly on 
how they instantiate ways of ‘doing power’ in meetings.
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Setting the agenda

As illustrated above, one of the most obvious ways in which someone can 
influence the content addressed at a meeting is by determining what goes on 
the agenda. Managers set work agendas not only in terms of their section’s
work programme over a period of time, but also at a more specific level for
particular meetings. They often made explicit at the beginning of a meeting 
what they expected to cover and in what order, as in Example 4.7.

Example 4.7
Context: Regular weekly meeting of six men in a commercial organisation.

1 bar: okay
2 cal: okay

3 bar: we’re going to do a focus session and
4 cal: yeah we’re um it’s a focus session this week. . .

This strategy of agenda setting can be observed in meetings of all sizes. In 
Example 4.8 Hera, the manager of a section in a government department, 
sets the agenda for discussion with her PA, Ana, right at the beginning of 
the interaction.

Example 4.8
Context: Hera, section manager, in her office talking to her PA, Ana.

1 hera: okay um now we’re about to start with the um + development
2 session this afternoon we’ve got an outside speaker
3 ana: okay

4 hera: which means that you’ll be + out here by yourself
5 and I wondered if you wouldn’t mind spending some of that time
6 in contacting + while no one else is around contacting the people
7 for their interviews and setting up the appointment times for their 

interviews

Other typical utterances in the data which signalled agenda setting included 
statements such as:

• what I’d like to do is . . .
• I’ve got a couple of things . . .
• I just wanted to finish off where we got to yesterday
• . . .  and that’s what this meeting is about

These utterances indicate that the speaker is organising the discourse to suit 
their objectives. Explicitly stating the agenda for a meeting is an effective
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way of controlling the discourse, and though it was typically used by the 
chair and/or manager in our data, it is important to note that it is also 
available as a strategy to others, who may or may not be successful in impos
ing their agenda. Attempting to set an alternative agenda is one means of 
resisting sanctioned authority or subverting established power structures. 
Case Study 2 below provides an example where one participant success
fully diverts the discussion for a considerable time to the exploration of her 
preferred options to resolving a problem.

Summarising progress

Another relatively explicit strategy typically used by more senior participants 
to manage a meeting was to summarise progress at regular intervals. The 
devices used for this purpose included making decisions explicit at regular 
points throughout the meeting with utterances such as the following:

• okay we’re going to confirm the policies
• okay so we’ve dealt with that
• right so we can confirm those recommendations

Again this strategy was used in meetings of all sizes. For instance, in Ex
ample 4.5 c, after talking informally for some time about the issues involved, 
Ruth begins to wrap up the discussion by checking her interpretation is 
shared by Barbara: so where are we at? I  mean you're inclined to want to pull back 
a little bit. In this one-to-one interaction, Ruth pays explicit attention to 
Barbara’s face needs. So, even though Barbara provides minimal responses 
(lines 2, 5, 8) to signal her agreement with each point, Ruth explicitly checks 
that Barbara agrees with her summary (line 9) those are the two main things eh, 
before moving on to the next topic. By contrast, in Case Study 1 below (see 
Example 4.15), in a larger and much more formal meeting, the chair sum
marises an objection from a senior manager in a way that minimally takes 
account of her seniority, and does not encourage her to persist with her 
complaint.

These examples illustrate how meeting participants, typically the chairs 
and/or the managers ‘do power’ explicitly by controlling the development 
of the interaction. They state the agenda and monitor the progress of the 
discussion by summarising, reformulating and confirming understanding. 
D urng  the process, different managers pay greater or lesser attention to the 
face need" of other participants.

Keeping the discussion on track

One aspect of the chair’s role is to take responsibility for ensuring the 
agenda is fully covered in the time available. This often involves moving a
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group back to the agenda topic during or after a digression. This topic control 
strategy is typically signalled by a discourse marker such as rights so, anyway, 
okay, or even more explicitly, to get back to the point, or getting back on track. A 
related strategy is the use of crisp, businesslike statements and responses to 
contributions from others, a strategy which signals very clearly the speaker’s 
wish to move the discussion along or to deal with a particular issue briskly. 
In Example 4.9, Selene, the section manager, indicates her perception that 
the matter under discussion requires quick decisions and urgent action by 
her brief and concise responses to her staff’s comments and suggestions.

Example 4.9
Context: Discussion of the need to brief the Minister.

1 alex: well he’s er Warren just called me and suggested that we go over
2 and brief him personally
3 sel: yes if he’s here I agree
4 alex: and suggested that that you come as well but the trouble is
5 we don’t actually know what the implications of this thing are
6 because we don’t know enough about what’s actually happening
7 sel: okay but we’re gonna have to go in and say it to him clearly

Selene’s contributions (lines 3, 7) are pithy and focused and serve to minimise 
discussion and keep exploration of the problems they face to a minimum. 
The group knows each other well and overt attention to politeness factors is 
minimal.

Another related strategy involves keeping the discussion on track by 
ensuring people thoroughly cover a topic before moving on or making 
sure they do not digress. In one meeting, for instance, the manager took a 
relatively low-key role in the discussion, facilitating contributions from 
others, but not himself contributing very much. However, at one point he 
clearly considered that the discussion was moving to a new topic too soon 
(Example 4.10).

Example 4.10
Context: Large evaluation meeting in a government organisation.

1 cel: one that I’m am surprised at is [institution] engineering
2 len: hang on can we can we stay in the- do this block first
3 cel: oh okay you want to /do service\ first
4 len: /all right\ um + do service first otherwise we’ll we’ll we’ll dart a bit
5 I just want to try and deal with the a- do the scores make sense
6 with people’s perceptions . . .

In line 2 the manager, Len, who has been silent for some time listening to 
the discussion, intrudes to prevent the discussion moving on to the new
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topic before he is satisfied they have covered all relevant points in relation to 
the current topic.

Reaching a decision

In many meetings it was important for those involved to reach decisions on 
issues, and indeed in some cases this was the primary function of the meet
ing. Decision making is a vital component of meeting management and 
directing the decision-making process is an important and complex aspect of 
workplace interaction.2 Below we provide some brief illustrations of how 
decisions are arrived at and ratified.

The most overt and simple strategy for managing the decision-making 
process was to simply state the desired decision. Example 4.11 illustrates how 
managers and chairs often used this strategy when working with their regu
lar teams and sections and dealing with routine and uncontentious issues.3

Example 4.11
Context: Regular weekly meeting o f project team in white-collar commercial 
organisation.

1 san: [drawls] um ++ and there’s a new issue here
2 which is ongoing training needs
3 is this being examined in the career development project ++
4 so we’ll put that against + ms banks shall we
5 who is running the ++ train- er the career development project
6 and is not here to defend herself (4)
7 jolly good

In this example, Sandy, the manager, raises the issue requiring a decision, 
namely, ‘who will be responsible for training?’ (lines 1-3), proposes a solution, 
namely, ‘Clara Banks will be responsible’ (well put that against Ms Banks, 
lines 4-6), pauses to allow for a response, and then ratifies the decision jolly 
good (line 7), all in one turn.

The next example provides a nice contrast to Sandy’s use of legitimate 
power above. Example 4.12 illustrates a collaborative decision reached at the 
end of some discussion about buying a new laptop.

Example 4.12
Context: Discussing the purchase of a laptop.

1 joe: well i’d just buy it /i me.anX to me it it’s
2 wen: /yeah \

3 joe: /an essential item\
4 wen: / ( )  essen\tial and
5 mart: Brett said that if it’s over three thousand his approval is needed
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6 but he said he’d give it ( )
7 joe: is that our group decision then +
8 der: do it
9 joe: fine okay

The different participants all contribute to reaching the decision made 
explicit by Derek’s do it (line 8) and ratified by Joe in line 9. Again the par
ticipants have worked together for some time and this is reflected in the 
speed and succinctness of the talk.

More problematic were decisions which had to be made in the context of 
group dissension and a range of incompatible viewpoints. In such cases, we 
observed two main alternative strategies: (i) one person made a unilateral 
declaration or (ii) the decision was negotiated, often at great length.4 
In some meetings, the manager simply stated what was going to happen, 
despite expressed opposition. Examples of this process occurred especially 
when it was clear that the manager would be responsible for the downstream 
consequences of a decision. Clara’s direct and non-negotiable declaration no 
screendumps, discussed at the beginning of Chapter 1, exemplifies this point 
well. However, it is also important to note (as discussed in Chapter 1), that 
following her veto, some subtle affective ‘repair work’ was subsequently 
undertaken, both by the deputy manager and by Clara herself.

Even more dramatic examples of this kind occurred where an expert or a 
non-chairing manager behaved as a relatively unobtrusive participant until 
the group appeared to be about to make a crucial decision with which they 
disagreed (Example 4.13).

Example 4.13
Context: Regular meeting of project team of six men in commercial organ
isation discussing some new back-up software.

1 cal: what we’v- what we’ve actually decided to do is
2 er test it by asking by losing some data or pretending to lose some
3 something significant like everything that’s in p v c s
4 like all our documents and all our code
5 bar: [laughs]
6 eric: yeah but d-
7 cal: and then asking them to restore it

8 eric: no don’t do that

Eric is the expert in this area and in line 8 he explicitly, directly and unam
biguously opposes the decision that Callum announces in lines 1-4.5

When a person other than the manager made a unilateral declaration of 
the desired decision, the ratification of the manager was usually required 
(explicitly or implicitly) before the decision was firmly recorded, making it
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clear where the ultimate power and authority lay. Explicit ratifications were 
sometimes marked with a discourse particle such as right or okay followed by 
a positive confirmatory statement:

• okay that sounds really good
• okay so we think two weeks seems realistic then
• okay we’re going to confirm the policies
• okay so weVe dealt with that
• okay um well I support the paper, the recommendations

However in many cases, the ratification of a decision simply took the form 
of its explicit restatement by the chair (see Marra fc). Similarly, in cases 
where a decision was negotiated, sometimes at considerable length, between 
those who proposed it and those who contested it, the chair’s ratification was 
generally again required before it was regarded as a final decision (see Case 
Study 2 below).

Analysis of our data also clearly indicates that attending to the face needs of 
others and nurturing good workplace relationships also play a part in processes 
like decision making. Participants in a workplace where authority relationships 
and relative statuses are emphasised and regarded as paramount will more 
readily accept a unilateral decision on a contentious issue, while workplaces 
with a more egalitarian work ethic and an emphasis on participation will be 
more likely to engage in negotiation in such circumstances. As illustrated in 
Chapter 6, humour is a frequently used strategy to attenuate the face threat 
of a veto, a contestive or disagreeing statement, or a contentious decision.

Before leaving this topic of the varied strategies used to manage interaction 
in meetings, it is important to recognise that management strategies may be 
very subtle and sophisticated as well as overt and explicit. Summarising the 
discussion, for instance, gives the summariser a good deal of influence over 
what is overtly recognised as having been agreed, or what is noted as import
ant, as opposed to what is quietly dropped. While the manager and the 
chair are the most obviously influential roles in relation to meeting manage
ment, others also make contributions which may be important in some con
texts. Someone explicitly or implicitly recognised as the ‘expert’, for instance, 
on a particular topic, may wield considerable influence in a discussion re
lated to their area of expertise. They may veto or dissociate themselves from 
a decision with which they do not agree and which would reflect badly upon 
them. So when the team took no notice of Eric’s opposition, illustrated in 
Example 4.13, he (semi-humorously) asked for his dissent to be put on 
record: please put it in the minutes that Eric does not think this is a good idea.

Contributions from less powerful meeting players may ‘seed’ ideas that 
are later developed and endorsed by more statusful and authoritative parti
cipants. This facilitative role could be seen as a manifestation of deference 
or politeness, or perhaps as a collegial gesture to assist the team to resolve a
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problem or decide on a course of action. Conversely, less overtly powerful 
players can influence the progress of a meeting by initiating digressions, 
contesting ideas that appear to have general agreement, or to which there is 
some underlying opposition. The extent to which such behaviours are sue- 
cessful in subverting the goals of the meeting and delaying progress on 
agenda issues varies in different workplace cultures and depends to no small 
extent on the management strategies of the chair as well as the tolerance of 
others for such resistant behaviours.

POWER AND POLITENESS IN THE WORKPLACE

Doing power and politeness in meetings: two case studies

The discussion so far has indicated that meetings typically serve myriad 
functions, some conscious and some unconscious, some relating directly or 
indirectly to high-level objectives and outcomes, and some to more specific 
short-term goals, some to maintaining or developing strategic collegial rela
tionships, and some to expressing solidarity and support for workmates. The 
precise balance between these different purposes varies in different workplaces, 
in different workplace teams and in different meetings of any group. Indeed, 
the time of year or the day of the week can sometimes influence this balance 
-  typically around budget time meetings tend to be much more goal-focused 
than just before Christmas, for instance. In this section we take two specific 
examples to illustrate briefly how power and politeness interact in two par
ticular meetings in contrasting workplaces or communities of practice.

Case Study 1

The first illustrative meeting took place in a government department and was 
chaired by the chief executive officer. Most of the meeting participants did not 
engage in regular interaction with each other outside such meetings. They were 
brought together as 'experts’ and senior managers specifically to consider 
the high-level issues requiring a decision from the executive senior manage
ment team. They in no sense formed a tight-knit community of practice. 
On the other hand, from the perspective of the wider society, these people 
shared many social characteristics. They were similar in age, ethnicity and 
level of education and they shared similar views about the functions of the 
meeting, the way it should be run and the way decisions should be reached.

Meeting structure and the chair's role

An explicit agenda had been circulated in advance. The agenda indicated a 
start time and a finish time for the four-hour meeting and included not only
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the ten items to be reported on and discussed, but also the time to be 
allocated to each item, the time (15 minutes) allocated for afternoon tea and 
the person responsible for providing the report or leading the discussion of 
each item was identified.

The chair ensured that the meeting followed this agenda very closely, 
with a predominantly linear structure and few digressions. Each topic was 
addressed in turn and any issues relating to it resolved and relevant decisions 
made, before moving on to the next topic. Progression between topics 
occurred in a logical5 and uniform manner, with the transitions clearly 
marked with topic-management discourse particles:

• okay anything else
• okay final item email policy
• okay well let let’s um er if during the course of that discussion you you

continue to be uncomfortable let’s um discuss it at the time

Moreover, within each topic, the discussion also followed a linear pattern.
Similarly, there was a predominance of one kind of decision-making process 
within the meeting. Generally, an ‘expert’ in the relevant area presented a 
recommendation or set of recommendations to the group and the group 
then approved them, or sometimes briefly discussed and amended them and 
then approved them. The chair presented the recommendations for the 
group’s approval and then ratified the decision.

Throughout the long meeting, then, the chair focused very consistently 
on the agenda items, the official topics of the meeting. His style was very 
businesslike and goal directed. For example, seeking agreement with the 
recommendations made by the group, he was both very explicit about what 
was being approved and also very succinct (Example 4.14).

Example 4.14

1 chair: are you happy to agree that the reprioritised projects in table 6
2 be approved for ninety nine two thousand
3 er I’ll take it that that was yes
4 and so can we have a a new recommendation e
5 which is er direct the er chief finance officer to advise [department]
6 on what further measures may be appropriate in terms of our capital
7 planning in management to minimise the recurrence in the future of
8 under-expenditure problems

Another strategy used by the chair to maintain control of the discussion was 
to summarise regularly. For example, early in the first meeting a participant
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expressed her frustration at not having had a report to read in advance. In 
response, the chair summarised and clarified the implications of her com
plaint for the benefit of the rest of the group (Example 4.15).

Example 4.15

1 c h a i r : what I understand you’re registering your concern about that
2 but not asking for us not to consider the paper is that right?
3 s e l : you’ve summed it up correctly that I’m uncomfortable

This example nicely illustrates that the focus in this meeting is predomin
antly on moving the ‘business’ along. The chair’s summary clears the way 
for the discussion to proceed, thus skilfully containing a potentially time- 
wasting digression. Nevertheless, at the same time, there is indirect, though 
minimal, attention to Selene’s face needs. The chair indicates that he has 
noted her concern and he gives her at least the opportunity (though no 
encouragement) to challenge his obvious desire to proceed with the discus
sion of the report. This attention to her face needs could be interpreted as 
strategic, given Selene’s seniority, but it is nevertheless an example of a 
relational as well as a transactional discourse move.

Interpersonal dimension

As suggested by this example, relatively little explicit attention was paid 
in this meeting to the interpersonal aspects of interaction, to the overt 
maintenance of warm collegial relationships and to the positive face needs 
of individuals. The discourse was predominantly ‘transactional’ in func
tion, with no social or off-topic talk, and very little humour during this 
meeting.

A very rare exception to the general pattern of proceeding from item to 
item with little non-referential discourse is provided in Example 4.16 where 
the chair provides some affective comment.

Example 4.16

1 chair: okay um well I support the paper the recommendations
2 I think you’ve done an excellent job well done
3 ah 11 think we should be explicit about our goals
4 and certainly that’s the regime that the government’s establishing
5 what the employee relations book was all about
6 laying it all on the table and being explicit
7 I think that Gerald’s on to a good point though
8 also about um the need to be clear about
9 what are the higher order goals are here
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10 and make sure that we’re we’re connected into that
11 so perhaps we can craft some recommendation
12 that actually does that linkage Paul

Here the chair explicitly compliments the writer and presenter of the report:
I  think you've done an excellent job well done (line 2), before going on tactfully 
to express a reservation about the wording of the recommendation (lines 3- 
6). This is followed by another appreciative comment I  think that GeraWs on 
to a good point though (line 7) introducing further suggestions for improve
ment, and ending with an indirect request that Paul recraft the recom
mendation (lines 11-12). By avoiding a direct criticism, the chair addresses 
the face needs of the presenter and saves his face. At the same time, this 
phrasing could also be interpreted as a strategic move, since it is much more 
likely that the person responsible will feel positive about what has been 
decided and will respond to the suggestion if his face needs have been con
siderately addressed.

Thus even in this case study where the authority of the chair is mani
fested in such a way as to provide a paradigmatic example of a meeting 
which is determinedly transactional in its focus, remarkably linear in its 
structure and businesslike in its style, there is some attention to considera
tions of politeness and the interpersonal dimension of workplace interaction. 
The very minimal nature of this attention, however, is brought into focus by 
our very different second case study.

Case Study 2

The second example is taken from a small organisation whose meetings at 
the time of our recording were run very democratically, and embedded in 
a very egalitarian workplace culture with a consensus-seeking, negotiative 
approach to decision making. Participants interacted daily and frequently in 
many different work contexts and some also socialised with each other out
side work. By contrast with those involved in Case Study 1, the communica
tion patterns in this superficially similar, white-collar, professional workplace 
could be characterised as ‘high involvement’ and heavily context embedded, 
with a strong emphasis on face-to-face interpersonal talk. The boundary 
between personal and professional life was much ‘fuzzier’ than for those in 
Case Study 1 and personal and social talk was frequent, even in ‘work’ 
meetings.

The meeting which we consider here contrasts with Case Study 1 most 
obviously in that it did not follow such a strictly linear pattern of topical 
organisation and decision making. The purpose of the meeting was to plan 
the work of the section over the next few months and allocate responsibil
ities for tasks in the light of anticipated staffing changes, illnesses and some
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specific problems which had arisen, such as a backlog of filing. In contrast to 
the other two meetings, the chair in this meeting encouraged wide-ranging 
discussion and exercised relatively light control over the meeting’s progress 
through the issues on the agenda. As a result the meeting structure is best 
described as spiral; digressions and shifts back and forth between different 
topics were common throughout the meeting.

This very different structure from Case Study 1 can be illustrated in 
relation to the specific topic of the filing backlog which first arose near the 
beginning of the meeting and then resurfaced regularly throughout. In the 
course of the meeting, a number of possible solutions to the problem were 
discussed, some involving a complicated reassignment of duties. As men
tioned in Chapter 1, one possible solution, first proposed at a relatively early 
point in the meeting by the chair, Leila, who was also the section manager, 
was to bring in external filers, the ‘flying filing squad5. A relatively senior 
team member, Zoe, was clearly not happy with this suggestion and through
out the discussion she raised a variety of objections whenever it re-emerged, 
as it regularly did.

Rather than imposing the solution she had suggested, Leila, the manager, 
encouraged extensive discussion of the issue and its impact on related tasks. 
Examples 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 illustrate with excerpts from throughout the 
meeting how she explicitly sought the views of the participants at various 
points in the discussion.

Example 4.17

1 lei: I mean we may not be able to find a solution but that
2 I mean you’re the people who are in the best situation for knowing
3 that what’s your feeling? .. .
4 I want people to be honest about whether they
5 if they don’t you know even if things come up again
6 now if you don’t feel comfortable say so . . .
7 you need to work that through it’s gonna be +
8 you know what will work +++ cos I mean
9 I think you’ve got a wee bit of a difference here

10 in that you’re obviously a little bit uncomfortable about a new set of
11 people and I can understand that because you’re thinking consistency.
12 does this feel okay I mean I don’t want anyone to feel that (6)
13 records are ()

[general laughter] .. .

Leila clearly states and restates contentious issues (lines 9-11), requests people 
to make explicit their reservations (lines 4, 6, 7) and overtly seeks agreement
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before proceeding (lines 3, 12). Similarly, her first response to Zoe’s altern
ative to the ‘flying filers5 is positive and encouraging (Example 4.18).

Example 4*18

1 zoe: mm but okay but hang on what are our other options here
2 um weVe also got Hannah
3 lei: mm yeah that’s a good suggestion

Leila then allows Zoe to express at some length the reasons for her reserva
tions. Leila’s management style, and especially her consultative strategies for 
assisting the meeting to reach a satisfactory decision, contrast markedly in 
this respect with those of the chair in Case Study 1.

However, there is extensive evidence that Leila is also a capable and 
authoritative manager, who controls the discussion and ensures decisions 
are reached. After the issue has been extensively canvassed, for instance, 
she firmly but constructively draws the discussion to a close (Example 4.19).

Example 4.19

1 lei: I think we have the solution here
2 I think the good news is that Pll-
3 I probably don’t have to think about recruiting someone else
4 zoe: oh right

Leila affirms a positive solution, while also explicitly invoking her authority 
as a manager by referring to her responsibilities for staffing. Her repetitive 
/-statements, illustrated in Example 4.19 but extending well beyond this 
brief snippet, make it clear that, while she is happy to consult, this type of 
planning nevertheless falls within her prerogative as manager. She also uses 
discourse strategies, such as those discussed above, which explicitly control 
the way in which the interaction develops. She summarises, ratifies deci
sions, brings the topic back on track from digressions, and so on. In other 
words, she very effectively ‘does power’ in meetings, but she does it in a style 
that is responsive to the features of the particular community of practice in 
which she is operating.

Leila’s sensitivity to the distinctive workplace culture in which she oper
ates is also evident in the attention she pays to interpersonal and relational 
factors, group dynamics and the face needs of other participants. In addition 
to more overt strategies, such as complimenting participants on their work 
and their professional attitudes, Leila also uses humour, and especially self- 
deprecating humour, to ease tension in meetings.6 At one point, for example, 
she tells a humorous anecdote about how she first identified the flying filers 
by following their van. She presents herself in a slightly ludicrous light, as
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stretching her head round desperately trying to see their telephone number 
(Example 4.20).

Example 4.20

1 lei: and I was trying to sort of /edge round
2 and I was [laughs] \  stretching this way in the car [laughs]

/[all laugh]\
3 lei: I was a wee bit like ( ) [laughs]

[all laugh]

This apparent digression serves a number of useful purposes, by fostering 
good collegial relationships and reframing her proposed solution in a non- 
threatening way. Leila closes her short narrative with Yd found these funny 
people and Zoe tracked them down thus subtly pointing out that she and Zoe are 
a team, and also implying that Zoe must have been open to the flying filers idea 
at that time.

Towards the end of this meeting, Leila again uses humour, including self- 
deprecating humour, to reduce the tensions that have arisen in the course of 
the discussion. She first threatens two people who are about to move from 
the library section to another section with the fact that they will have to 
work harder, and then pretends that her own skills are limited to making 
coffee (Example 4.21).

Example 4.21

1 l e i :  /you have to work hard you two\
/[all laugh]\

2 l e i : no I mean round there [laughs]
/ [ a l l  l a u g h ] \

3 e v a : /as opposed to the libraryX
4 l e i : [ la u g h s ]  a b s o l u t e l y

/[all laugh]\

5 xx: /there’s a benefitX I- the coffee’s constant round there
6 eva: [laughs] this is a constant

7 l e i : the coffee is con- yeah I can make coffee
8 /it’s one thing I know I can do [laughs] \
9 e v a : /lot of very strong black coffee goodX

10 l e i : cos it’s one thing I feel confident about
11 /in my cool competencyX making [laughs] coffee [laughs]

/[all laugh]X
12 lei: it’s one thing I really got a good performance on [laughs]

This humorous sequence provides light relief and tension release at the end 
of the long meeting in which feathers have been ruffled and people have had
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to negotiate and sometimes agree to a compromise. The overlapping talk 
and laughter Indicate that the participants are relating well to each other. In 
particular, it is noteworthy that Leila puts herself in a one-down position, 
after a meeting in which she has needed at times to be assertive and overtly 
managerial (cf Kotthoff 1997).

This meeting thus provides a contrast to Case Study 1 along a number of 
dimensions. First, the discussion is much more democratic, in that all par
ticipants5 views are explicitly sought, and their reservations and concerns are 
brought out explicitly and addressed systematically. Second, the strategies 
used by the chair to exert control over progress through the agenda, the 
direction of topic development and the decision-making process, are much 
less overt and more indirect and subtle than in Case Study 1. Finally, in this 
meeting, a range of politeness strategies is used to pay attention to collegial 
relations and to the face needs of others, including compliments, expressions 
of appreciation and self-deprecating humour. So while the chairs in these 
two case studies both operate effectively in their contrasting communities of 
practice, they use rather different discourse strategies to run their meetings 
and to instantiate power and politeness in their different workplaces.

Conclusion

People love to hate meetings and regularly bemoan the fact that there are 
too many of them, that they go on too long and that they get in the way of 
their ‘real’ work. Nevertheless, in many workplaces, especially white-collar 
workplaces, meetings are the basic forum for communicating information, 
for planning and organising work schedules, for making decisions and 
for engaging in collaborative tasks. They are therefore, inevitably, also an 
important context for ‘relational work’ (Fletcher 1999) of various kinds. 
This chapter has explored how meeting participants, whether managers or 
ordinary workers, balance the sometimes competing demands of doing power 
and politeness in a variety of different workplace contexts.

We looked first at the big picture -  the variable dimensions of meetings 
and how these interrelate with features such as the degree of formality, the 
instrumental and affective goals of participants and the discursive patterns 
and structures of meetings. Some of the ways in which power and politeness 
interact in the context of meetings were then considered. We illustrated how 
managing interaction in meetings involves strategies such as agenda setting, 
summarising progress, keeping the discussion on track and reaching and 
ratifying decisions, with managers from different workplaces taking more or 
less account of the face needs of participants in the process. Finally, two 
case studies were used to illustrate the very different ways in which man
agers from contrasting communities of practice managed the turn-by-turn
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interaction in more formal meetings, making use of a combination of 
linguistic and discourse strategies to assert power and reduce or maintain 
social distance vis-à-vis their colleagues.

The analysis has highlighted the fact that while there are definite and 
clear patterns in how meetings are structured and the ways in which people 
manage the relational aspects of meeting discourse, it is also true that each 
group is a unique mix of individuals and their experiences, and each group 
evolves its own particular practices. These practices encompass not only 
agreed ways of running meetings and reaching decisions, but also include 
ways of doing relational work and paying attention to politeness considera
tions at work. In the next two chapters we focus more specifically on affect
ive aspects of workplace interaction, namely, the important contributions of 
small talk and humour to talk at work.

Notes

1. This example is analysed from a different perspective in Marra (fc).
2. See Marra (fc) for a comprehensive review of the relevant literature on 

decision making.
3. This example is analysed from a different perspective in Marra (fc).
4. A detailed discussion of one such negotiation is provided in Holmes (2000c). 

See also Case Study 2.
5. This example is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, where we focus on 

problematic talk.
6. Further examples of the humour in this meeting are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Example 5*1
Context: Participants are gathering for a meeting of a project team in a large 
commercial organisation. Vita, Tess and Sandy have arrived and are chatting. 
Sandy is chairing the subproject and meeting. Clara is the section manager.

1 vita:
2 tess:
3 vita:
4 tess:
5 vita:
6 tess:
7

8 vita:
9 tess:

10 vita:
11 tess:
12 vita:
13 san:
14 vita:
15

16 vita:
17 ange:
18 vita:

19 vita:
20 cla:
21 vita:
22

when did you last go home 
I just /got back\
/Christmas\ oh have you just come back 
yes
what was it like is it really hot
twenty six twenty seven degrees thirty over thirty degrees 
on Friday about thirty two 
it goes up and down eh 
yeah
cos I’ll be there in about two weeks
really?
yeah
are you going on holiday
and up yeah well it’s to a wedding and um bad time of year to have it
I mean February the fourteenth and things . . .
[weather talk continues for another minute]
[Ange arrives]
look at you Ange where are your summer clothes
I know I don’t really have anything much 
don’t you I need to go and buy some more . ..
[Seth and Clara arrive] 
cas casual day tomorrow 
yes
is bike shorts too cas bearing in mind it’s going to be too hot for 
jeans
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23 cla: I don’t care I don’t care what people wear they can wear whatever
24 they like
25 vita: as long as their eggs er oh eggs legs are not too ugly [laughs]

[laughter]
26 cla: if they want to wear bike sh- pants that’s just fine . . .
27 san: is today going to be a fun meeting Seth?
28 seth: it must be Sandy is looking smart

[Peg arrives]
29 peg: Sandy disgraced himself on the weekend
30 tess: yes what’s this story about your um stag party

[laughter]
31 peg: now you’ve upset him /Tessa\
32 cla: /how are you feeling now Sandy\
3 3 san: well I’m feeling a bit sore still but I’m fine . . .

[others arrive]
34 san: today seeing as Clara has had um three lovely weeks of holiday . . .

[several seconds of banter about how long Clara has actually been 
away]

35 um it’s a really good chance for everyone to give her a um briefing
36 or a more detailed briefing perhaps of what’s happened in the last
3 7 three weeks um so if we could go round the table um looking to review
38 the subprojects

Example 5.1 provides a paradigmatic illustration of small talk in the workplace. 
These instances of small talk occur as team members wait for everyone to 
arrive at the beginning of the first meeting of this project team for the year. 
As the excerpts illustrate, this team’s small talk covers a wide range of topics, 
including the weather, people’s holiday activities, clothes and recent and 
future social events. There is a good deal of humour and lighthearted banter 
(e.g. lines 25, 29, 30, 34), as the participants re-establish contact after a 
period away from work. Finally all the participants have arrived and Sandy, 
the chair, gets the meeting underway.

Despite the efforts of anthropologists and sociolinguists over many 
decades, small talk is popularly disparaged; indeed its very label suggests it 
is trivial and not worth taking seriously.1 This negative perception of small 
talk, and more generally of social chat and gossip, as marginal and purpose
less reflects the fact that such talk is often defined, explicitly or implicitly, as 
talk which is not concerned with serious information and which is not task 
oriented. Social talk is, at least officially, banished to the peripheries of work 
time and formally confined to breaks. Yet, things are often more complic
ated. It is not generally possible to parcel out meaning into neat packages 
of referential or transactional meaning on the one hand and social or affective 
meaning on the other. Talk is inherently multifunctional. Every interaction
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simultaneously expresses both propositional or referential content and social 
or affective meaning (Holmes 1990a: 254).

As suggested in earlier chapters, a social constructionist framework 
highlights the dynamic implications of this observation in ongoing interac
tion and specific workplace practices. In every social encounter participants 
are unavoidably involved in constructing, maintaining or modifying the 
interpersonal relationship between themselves and their addressee(s). Adopt
ing this perspective, social talk, including small talk, cannot be dismissed 
as a peripheral, marginal or minor discourse mode. Though often treated 
as invisible and ‘disappeared’ or erased from the official record (Fletcher 
1999), social talk is an important means by which we negotiate the dimen
sions of politeness and power in interpersonal relationships at work; a 
crucial function of talk with significant implications for ongoing and future 
interactions.

The analysis which follows is in two sections. First we discuss features of 
the distribution, structural positioning and extent of small talk and social 
talk in a variety of workplace contexts,2 and the relevance of these features in 
the analysis of power and politeness at work. Then we explore the complex 
functions of social talk at work, describing its obvious contribution as a 
politeness device and suggesting a less obvious role in the construction and 
maintenance of power relationships.

The distribution of social talk in the workplace

Where and when does social talk occur at work? One answer to this ques
tion is that it occurs at times and in spaces which are officially designated for 
non-work or social activities, activities when workers are free to develop and 
strengthen collegial relationships. But, as indicated by Example 5.1, this is 
clearly not the whole story. While it is true that social talk occurs at work 
breaks (‘smoko’, coffee breaks, lunch, etc.), it is not the case that it only 
occurs in such intervals; nor is it the case that only social talk occurs in such 
times and places. Our data suggested that non-work-related social topics 
(family, sport, TV, weekend activities, health) were more likely to predomin
ate at social breaks such as morning tea and breaks between meetings. But 
even in these contexts, work-related topics such as leave eligibility, preferred 
shifts or overtime often infiltrated the interaction. In organisations where 
talk (as opposed to practical activity) was core business, this was even more 
common. We have one recording, for example, where the topic of a sticky 
interview with the boss occupied most of a lunch break between two close 
work colleagues, and many more examples where talk about colleagues and
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work-related events dominated the tea break. We focus here, however, not 
on the invasion of social time by work talk, but rather on the distribution of 
social talk within official work time, where it clearly functions as a positive 
politeness or solidarity oriented strategy.

Small talk as a boundary marker

Small talk is typically, but not exclusively, found at the boundaries of 
interaction, as well as at the boundaries of the working day. In this position 
it serves to soften the transition to work by attending to the addressee’s 
positive face needs. Greeting and parting exchanges which occur in the 
opening and closing phases of interactions are obvious manifestations of 
small talk. Our data indicates that the first encounter of the day between 
work colleagues can be considered an obligatory site for small talk. Its 
absence at this point is marked, justified only by an emergency requiring 
urgent attention to a specific task. (The boss who entered the office issuing 
orders first thing in the morning was rare -  and unpopular.) Initial encoun
ters were typified by references to the weather {lovely day), recent shared 
activities {great concert last night), and ritual enquiries after well being {how’s 
things?). Such exchanges between work colleagues occurred in passing, as 
well as at the beginning of planned activities. Though formulaic they served 
a ritual face attending function, a point elaborated in the next section.

When people gathered for meetings, small talk was common, as illus
trated in Example 5.1. In addition to its social functions (discussed below), 
such talk filled in time while participants waited for the meeting to begin. 
The management of small talk in this context provided many opportunities 
to observe the manifestation of power relations in the workplace. Calling a 
meeting to order or halting a digression from the agenda were ways in which 
managers and meeting chairs exercised their authority and met their workplace 
responsibilities. As illustrated in Example 5.1, as soon as a sufficient number 
of people had arrived, the social talk was usually interrupted by the person 
chairing the meeting. Example 5.2 illustrates this same pattern in a different 
organisation.

Example 5.2
Context: People are gathering for a meeting in a government department. Monica 
is the chair. Helen is to do a presentation.

1 les: I met your um friend Marie Cross last night
2 mon: oh good + how is she
3 les: she’s fine really lovely
4 mon: what was that at
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5 les: that was at that thing um the international institute thing ++
6 mon: [inhales] okay + this is everybody isn’t it except Gavin when he comes
7 hel: just tell me Monica when you think you’re ready for my bit
8 mon: yeah really I just wanted to sort of + um sort of just use this opportunity
9 to get a bit of a review on where we’re at with . . .

Monica, the chair, has the right to declare the meeting open, but she is 
dependent on a certain critical mass to make it worthwhile to begin. Thus 
one of the main functions of Monica’s exchange with Leslie is to fill in time 
until enough people have gathered to justify starting the meeting. This is 
evident from Monica’s inhalation followed by a framing discourse marker 
okay (line 6) which signals a shift from pre-meeting talk to the opening of 
the meeting (cf Stenstrom 1994). Similarly, in the soap factory where we 
recorded, workers chatted while waiting for the team leader to formally start
the morning briefing meeting. In Example 5.3, an accident on the previous
day (where powder was sent down into clean machines in error) provides 
the topic.

Example 5.3
Context-. 6am team briefing meeting. Helena and Sam discuss previous day’s 
disaster until team leader Ginette opens the meeting.

1 hel: that was a shit of an afternoon wasn’t it +
2 sam: could’ve been worse
3 hel: do you think + . . .
4 gin: Weka half an hour late ++ okay (4)
5 good morning everybody it’s just lovely to see you all this morning

In line 5, after enough people have arrived, Ginette asserts her authority, 
ends the small talk and declares that the meeting has begun.

Small talk is also common at the end of interactions. After a short inter
action, it typically takes the form of a brief see you later or give us a bell 
(‘phone me’). Longer discussions sometimes lead to more protracted 
disengagements, serving a range of functions, especially attention to ad
dressees’ face needs (see below for discussion of some extended examples). 
Here small talk provides a transition assisting people to ‘come back to earth’ 
as one contributor put it, after a session of hard work, or serve a positive 
politeness function of re-establishing cordial relations following intense and 
occasionally heated debate. (Humour can serve the same purpose, as illus
trated in Chapter 6.) Even after a mundane, regular session of delegating 
tasks, small talk can reorient participants to their personal rather than their 
role relationship, as Example 5.4 demonstrates.
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Example 5.4
Context: Helen, the section manager has been delegating jobs to Rebecca, her PA.

1 reb: I finally got + the the names transferred from the CVs onto the +
2 ont- onto the labels to send out the thank you letters yesterday
3 h e l : oh good let’s get that one done . . .
4 reb: okay
5 h e l : o k a y

6 reb: and how’s Sam?
7 hel: he’s just fine

The preclosing sequence (lines 4-5) okay okay signals that the work is com
pleted. Rebecca starts to leave and as she gathers up her papers she asks 
about Helen’s partner (line 6), a typical example of small talk at the end of a 
meeting. In this position small talk has the potential for development into 
more extended social talk, but equally it can be brief and formulaic, simply 
marking the end of the encounter with ritual positive politeness.

Another point at which small talk occurred was when the personnel 
involved in an interaction changed -  when someone left or someone new 
arrived to join an interaction. In some respects, these change points parallel 
openings and closings; they are internal boundary points. However, because 
they were often technically ‘interruptions’ to the business of the continuing 
participants, small talk was generally minimal and confined to routine phrases 
(how's things?, how are you?) which in this context elicited routine minimal 
replies (fine, good), or, in some cases, no overt response. Small talk is thus 
typically distributed at the boundaries of workplace interactions. It serves 
the discourse function of marking transitions between different phases of an 
interaction, while also functioning as a formulaic politeness device.

Boundary marking is a typical function of small talk at work, but it is not 
obligatory -  at least within the confines of the working day. This optionality 
distinguishes transactional discourse from discourse in many other contexts. 
While we must beware of making assumptions in this respect because of the 
limitations of our data, there is some evidence that work interactions may 
begin without preamble, as illustrated in Example 5.5.

Example 5.5
Context: Kate, a relatively senior person in the organisation, addresses Anne, the 
computer adviser, as Anne walks through the office.

1 rate: can I just talk to you?
2 anne: yeah
3 kate: I got your message saying that you’d set up the Turner ID for me
4 anne: yep
5 kate: but I can’t log on to it yet cos I don’t have a + code number
6 or anything
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The preamble, checking availability, satisfies minimal politeness require
ments. The discussion then continues with Anne explaining how to resolve 
the problem. Clearly small talk is not obligatory in some types of work 
transactions. Most obviously in our data, initial ‘greeting’ small talk seemed 
to be treated as dispensable in transactions which were signalled as brief 
requests for assistance or information, or where an agenda had been set 
in advance, and/or where participants were working according to agreed 
explicit time constraints. Initial small talk was also dispensed with when 
participants had made contact earlier in the day. This feature thus distin
guishes small talk in the workplace from its occurrence in other contexts.

Interestingly, however, when initial small talk was dispensed with in this 
way, attention to face needs sometimes surfaced later. For instance, later in 
the interaction above, Kate apologised for having accosted Anne so per
emptorily at the opening of the encounter, saying, sorry Tm a bit mean doing 
this and when you're just walking in. Kate then went on to introduce another 
request for advice -  the apology, in other words, was used in this case 
to ‘legitimise’ an extension of the interaction beyond the brief request for 
assistance first requested. At a later point, however, Anne diverged from 
their work talk and introduced personal talk, and Kate was captured; in the 
circumstances she could not politely avoid listening to an account of Anne’s 
personal problems (see discussion of Example 5.16 below). Again, the im
portance of taking account of the wider context of workplace talk is apparent 
in attempting to interpret ‘what is going on’.

Social talk inside work talk

The boundaries between work talk and social talk were by no means rigid 
and social talk regularly infiltrated business or on-task talk in the workplaces 
in our corpus. Most obvious and easiest to identify were spells of social talk 
between workers on the job in contexts where talk was not a component of 
the core business. The distinction was usually clear between talk about hanging 
out the washing in a day-care centre versus an after-work party, or talk 
about cleaning the work equipment versus putting a house on the market or 
holiday plans. Shifts between such different discourses could generally be 
easily identified, as in Example 5.6, where Ginette and Jim shift back and 
forth between social chat and task-oriented talk (in bold).

Example 5.6
Context: Two factory workers on a production line are gossiping about a mutual 
acquaintance.

1 g i n : she’s n o t  married eh
2 j i m : she has been . . . she’s got a partner ++
3 think his name’s Willow ++ it’s not what I would try .. .
4 g i n : oh no I wouldn’t even think you would do something /like that\
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5 jim: /oh (to hell) with you\
6 gin: [laughs] (12)
7 gin: [voc] + two more sets of four. . .
8 jim: I’ve got a sort of like I’ve got a ( ) weekend
9 you know Saturdays Sundays and stuff

10 so four days get the four days off
11 gin: four days off ++ all you need / is \  +
12 jim : /sweet man\
13 gin: all you need is one day’s overtime and you’re sweet eh
14 on four by four

Ginette and Jim gossip about an acquaintance between lines 1 and 3, 
followed by a typical (for this team) exchange of jocular abuse (lines 4-6).3 
There is then a 12-second pause while they monitor machinery which is 
interrupted by the work-focused utterance two more sets of four (line 7). The 
discussion next shifts to the relationship between overtime and time off 
(lines 8-13) and this time the discussion is cut off by the demands of the 
production line which dictate on-task work talk (line 14).The distinction 
between social talk (lines 1-6) and work talk (lines 7 and 14) is crystal clear. 
However, note that the discussion in lines 8-13 illustrates a fuzzy category, 
namely work-related talk, rather than on-task talk. This is clear when it is 
interrupted by strictly on-task talk at line 14. Social talk, as well as work- 
related but off-task talk, serves as light relief from the repetitiousness and 
predictability of the job (cf Pilkington 1998).

Within contexts where talk was more central to the organisation’s 
business, people also digressed from the official topic and social discourse 
sometimes totally displaced task-oriented discourse for a period. Participants 
introduced personal information (‘gossip’) about people whose names came 
up in the course of a business-oriented discussion, for example, or intro
duced ideas for recreational activities while planning a business trip (see 
Example 5.10 below). While not necessarily addressee oriented in focus, 
these instances of social talk typically served the function of building solidar
ity through the sharing of personal information. These digressions provided 
temporary relief from the more serious core business topics and were usually 
light-hearted and often humorous.

People typically moved very skilfully from discourse which was clearly 
‘core business’ to talk which was social in its motivation, and back again. 
While the transitions are reasonably clear cut in Examples 5.1 and 5.2, with 
the managers explicitly indicating it is time to start the meeting (Example 
5.1, lines 33-34; Example 5.2, lines 6, 8), the transition is often less abrupt, 
with business talk at the end of an encounter shifting after a mutually nego
tiated completion to social interpersonal discourse as in Example 5.4, or 
small talk at the beginning of an encounter gradually shifting to work talk, 
as in Example 5.7.
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Example 5.7
Context: Two young women meeting to discuss a joint project.

1 ils: so how are things amongst your um +
2 your holiday how was your holiday?
3 mar: oh it was really fanny the holiday was like really really awesome
4 ils: right
5 mar: and then my first day back I was just like kicking back +
6 in my desk just just still really relaxed /and I\
7 ils: /trying to get back into it [laughs]\
8 mar: yeah and a girl from my- a woman from my section came up and said
9 oh [inhales] do you want to do this horrible speech that I have to give

10 in front of students for work day they had career work day thing
11 and the students have to come in to the building /and I said\
12 ils: /yeah\
13 mar: yeah yeah sure I’ll do it and she goes [surprised tone] really
14 I thought I’d have to get down on my knees and BEG
15 and I was going oh no no it’s cool
16 and I’m sure it was because I was just you know still in holiday mode
17 cos I don’t normally like speaking in front of anyone [laughs] but
18 ils: yeah
19 mar: yeah I agreed (to) and it was fine
20 ils: so you might have um taken er a while
21 mar: so [laughs]
22 i l s : longer t- to come to the decision (would you) [laughs]
23 mar: yeah oh yeah I would have gone no no go away
24 but yeah it was really good
25 ils: it was a good trip oh (okay)
26 mar: yeah bu t now  back into it again

27 ils: yeah things are pretty full on here
28 mar: yeah I can imagine
29 ils: mm sort of working I just did my first submission + for the minister

This extract illustrates very nicely both in form and, as it happens, in 
content, the gradual shift from polite formulaic small talk in which Usa 
enquires about Mary’s holiday and pays attention to her face needs, to 
discussion of a submission for the Minister, a topic which is firmly in the 
work domain. It is accomplished in this case via a discussion of the effects of 
a holiday on Mary’s attitude to a work request. The ending of the interac
tion, in particular, illustrates the conversational skill with which the two 
negotiate the transition back to work talk. Mary’s evaluative comment (line 
24) but yeah it was really good marks the end of her answer to Ilsa’s question 
(line 2) how was your holiday} Ilsa’s reformulation (line 2 5) it was a good trip, 
indicates agreement to the topic closure. Mary acknowledges the closure
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yeah (line 26) and then (literally) moves the topic to work but now back into it 
again. The topics of their talk thus mirror the chronological progression 
holiday and then back to work. Ilsa then picks up the topic and starts to 
bring Mary up to date with where things are at. Polite social talk serves as 
a bridge to the main business of the encounter. There are many examples 
where the transition from small talk to the business of the meeting is 
similarly skilfully accomplished. As Coupland, Coupland and Robinson note, 
small talk is flexible and malleable; social exchanges have ‘unique bridging 
potential -  relationally and interactionally’ (1992: 226).

This discussion of the distribution of small talk and social talk at work has 
indicated some important discourse functions served by such talk: (i) as 
boundary marker, easing transitions between phases of workplace interaction; 
(ii) as time-filler and source of tension-relief, or informality, during more 
task-oriented workplace activities.4 The elasticity, flexibility and adaptability 
of social talk make it ideal for these purposes: it can expand or contract 
according to need. The length of social talk exchanges in our data reflected 
a wide variety of factors. The place and time were obvious influences. Where 
it occurred in passing, small talk was typically brief, performing its canonical 
function of creating and maintaining social relations within a broader con
text in which the primary avowed goals of the organisation predominated 
(see Examples 5.8 and 5.9 below). Small talk is undemanding in terms of 
topic and intellectual content and infinitely flexible in terms of length. It can 
be picked up and dropped with minimal discoursal effort.

Where it occurred at morning tea or lunch breaks, small talk provided a 
natural bridge to more extended social talk, as well as to the work-related, 
‘shop talk’ which dominated many tea and coffee breaks.5 Office-based social 
talk tended to reflect the influence of other factors, such as how well the 
participants knew each other, the relative status of participants and how busy 
they were, as well as the norms of the organisational culture. Some of these 
factors are discussed in the next section which focuses on the more global 
social functions of non-task-oriented talk at work.

Social functions of non-task-oriented talk at work

While small talk clearly serves the discourse function of marking boundaries 
and transitions in workplace interaction, it also performs important social 
functions by constructing, expressing, maintaining and reinforcing inter
personal relationships between those who work together. In the workplace, 
this not only involves the positive politeness or solidarity oriented functions 
discussed by Laver (1975, 1981), it also involves attention to the way people 
‘do power’ at work. This section illustrates ways in which apparently peripheral
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and innocuous phatic exchanges can serve pivotal roles in furthering the 
interpersonal and sometimes instrumental goals of those involved.

Doing collegiality in the workplace

Paying attention to the face needs of others is a crucial component of ‘doing 
friendship’ (Holmes 1995; Coates 1996). In the workplace, the equivalent 
activity can be described as ‘doing collegiality’ or ‘doing solidarity’. Small talk 
is an obvious example of discourse which is oriented to positive face needs. 
In the workplace the exchange of greetings, complaints about how busy life 
is, promises to get in touch for lunch, coffee, and so on, are examples of 
small talk tokens that serve this positive politeness function.

Example 5.8
Context: Joan and Elizabeth pass in the corridor.

1 e l i : hi Joan
2 joan: hi how  are you

3 eli: oh busy busy busy
4 joan: mm terrible isn’t it

Example 5.9
Context: Jon and May pass on the stairs.

1 jon: hello hello /haven’t seen you for a whileX
2 may: /h i \

3 well I’ve been a bit busy
4 jo n : must have lunch som etim e

5 may: yeah good idea give m e a ring

In these examples, workmates use small talk to ‘do collegiality’. They indicate 
mutual good intentions as they construct, maintain, repair or extend their 
collegial relationships. Jon’s use of sometime (line 4) in his invitation, is an 
indication of the largely symbolic status of the interchange, and this is ratified 
by May’s equally non-specific suggestion that he ring her (line 5); no precise 
time or date is mentioned (cf Wolfson 1983 on invitations). Among workers 
who, at least superficially, accept their organisation’s objectives, reference to 
how busy one is serves as an ideal small talk token. It indicates an orientation 
to the ‘proper’ goals of the workplace, while also providing an acceptable 
account of why social relationships receive less attention than might be 
expected of good colleagues: in other words ‘busyness’ is an acceptable excuse 
for perfunctory attention to interpersonal relationships at work.6

Nevertheless, doing collegiality at work often entailed making time within 
the demands of the workplace routine for talk about non-work topics, and
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some workers were more inclined to do this than others. Small talk tokens 
for these workers more typically related to time off than to ‘time on’ at 
work. Example 5.7 illustrated workers warming up for the day’s work inter™ 
actions. Talk about holidays and leisure activities typically provides a gentle 
introduction to work talk. It warms people up socially, oils the interpersonal 
wheels and gets work started on a positive note (cf Laver 1975: 221; Tannen 
1994: 65).

Within an interaction, too, social talk can serve the politeness function of 
oiling the interpersonal wheels, as Example 5.10 demonstrates. The official 
topic of talk between Esther and Paddy, two policy analysts in a government 
ministry, is the necessary preparations for a business trip to Korea. At one 
point, however, the discourse moves to a discussion of Esther’s plans for a 
weekend in Japan on the way to the business meeting in Korea.

Example 5.10
Context: Esther and Paddy are planning the details of an overseas business trip 
on which Esther will accompany a senior member of the Ministry.

1 e s t : um and also then he gets there on a Tuesday afternoon or something
2 I think and we’d have the Monday then we thought we could
3 perhaps look at some [word deleted for reasons of confidentiality]
4 protection stuff in Japan /before\ he turns up
5 p a d : /mm\ o k a y

6  e s t : i t  a l s o  g a v e  u s  a  w e e k e n d  i n  b e t w e e n  in  w h i c h  w e  c o u l d  j u s t  s o r t  o f

7 go [exhales] [acts out collapsing] [laughs]
8  p a d : y e a h

9 e s t : s o  for a day and a half or so and then pick up when AJ came back
10 p a d : mm and Japan is an interesting place
11 e s t : and I got a really good I mean it’d be ideal for me in terms of
12 I’ve a really good friend who left and is living there at the moment
13 I haven’t seen her for months
14 p a d : w h i c h  e r  w h i c h  e r  a r e a

15 e s t : um she’s in + in Nagata or some it’s you know where Tokyo is
16 p a d : mhm
17  e s t : i t ’s s o r t  o f  s t r a ig h t  u p  . .  .

18 so I mean if I got a chance to go and see her that would be ideal
19 p a d : y e a h  y e a h

20 e s t : and I’ll perhaps do that over a weekend

In lines 11-20, by offering Paddy personal information in the midst of the 
work discussion, Esther is helping build their interpersonal relationship. 
Another example occurs in the middle of an interaction between a manager
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and her PA who has been away for a period. The manager is recounting 
some of the problems that she had experienced in explaining the filing 
system to the temporary replacement, and she then says with a sigh of relief 
oh ifs  nice to have you hack. This appreciative comment inserted in the middle 
of task-oriented talk, has the function of providing social oil, reasserting the 
importance of the sound and effective working relationship which has been 
developed between the two women.

The end of a workplace interaction is another important position for 
social talk which attends to the addressee’s politeness needs. It mitigates a 
possible sense of rejection and ‘consolidates’ the relationship (Laver 1975: 
232). It eases the transition from transactional, work-focused, on-task talk 
about a particular topic to more relational talk. Example 5.4 above illustrates 
this point and Example 5.11 provides another instance. Although it looks 
superficially like a greeting, this occurrence of welcome back in fact comes at 
the end of a concentrated interaction focusing on what Hana needs her PA 
to do, an interaction in which she says several times that it is nice to have 
Beth back.

Example 5.11
Context: Hana, a manager, is briefing her PA, Beth, on jobs to be done.

1 bet: and the election briefing
2 han: yeah oh ++ I think we’ve cancelled that ++ you might need to check
3 bet: yeah
4 han: I’m fairly sure that’s been cancelled ++ the panel on Friday afternoon’s
5 been cancelled so everyone will just have to + cope on their own
6 bet: pardon
7 han: well it’s nice to have you back welcome back
8 bet: yes had a very good holiday [tut]
9 han: and feel well rested? so where did you go?

Hana finishes the ‘work’ talk and then shifts to interpersonal social talk via a 
formulaic small talk greeting (line 7) ifs  nice to have you back welcome back. In 
the absence of the evidence that such authentic data provides, one would 
never predict that a greeting such as welcome back would occur at the end of 
an interaction. Its positioning suggests it is a signal of relaxation at the end 
of the task. Hana switches from a style associated with managing the task 
to paying more attention to the personal relationship between her and her 
interlocuter, which until this point has taken a back seat. The small talk 
serves as a bridge to more extended social discourse. Hana’s questions (line 
9) and feel well rested? so where did you go} provide the addressee with an 
opportunity to elaborate and extend the social talk well beyond formulaic 
phatic communion.
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Small talk is, then, an obvious means of ‘doing collegiality’ in the workplace. 
It enables people to pay appropriate attention to the positive face needs of 
their colleagues. Where it must be brief, it serves as an acceptable, formulaic 
nod towards collegiality. Alternatively, where time is not so pressing, more 
extended social or interpersonal discourse is an important means of con
structing and maintaining collegial relationships in the workplace.

Doing power in the workplace

Small talk at work can contribute to the construction not only of collegiality 
but also of power relationships, as mentioned above in relation to the 
management of small talk in meetings. A CD A approach is particularly 
useful in analysing small talk from this perspective. As outlined in Chapter 1, 
Critical Discourse analysts assume that people habitually enact, reproduce 
and sometimes resist institutional power relationships in the ways they 
talk and write. From this perspective, those in power may adopt ‘oppress
ive’ and/or ‘repressive’ discourse strategies to elicit conformity from sub
ordinates. ‘Oppression’ is the open expression of power, while ‘repressive 
discourse’ is a more covert means of exercising ‘top-down’ or coercive power, 
in which superiors minimise overt status differences and emphasise solidar
ity in order to gain their interlocutor’s willing compliance and goodwill. 
Fairclough notes that it is those in positions of power who decide what is 
correct or appropriate in an interaction. He comments that they also have 
‘the capacity to determine to what extent. . . [their] power will be overtly 
expressed’ (1989: 72), and that in recent years the overt marking of power 
has been declining. Along with this decline has gone a reduction in formality 
(Fairclough 1992) and a process of ‘conversationalising’ public discourses 
(Fairclough 1995). Similarly Ng and Bradac (1993: 7) discuss strategies for 
‘depoliticising’ the message in order to exercise covert influence over the 
attitudes and behaviour of others. Power, it is suggested, is increasingly 
expressed covertly and indirectly -  it is hidden.

In Chapters 3 and 4 we outlined a variety of ways, both overt and covert, 
in which people ‘do power’ and get things done at work. So, for example, 
particularly in meetings, the senior participants generally set the agenda, give 
direct orders, express explicit approval of the actions of others and sum
marise decisions. But they also employ a variety of less direct, less overt 
and more subtle means of ‘doing power’, one example of which is the way 
they generally ‘manage’ small talk and social talk at work. The egalitarian 
work ethic of many New Zealand workplaces seems to have resulted in a 
situation where, rather than being relinquished, power has gone underground 
(Sollitt-Morris 1996). The management of small talk and social talk at work 
can be regarded as one example of subterranean power construction.
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Apart from the first contact of the day, small talk is usually optional But 
it is generally the superior in an unequal interaction who has the deciding 
voice in licensing small talk and social talk (cf Hornyak cited in Tannen 
1994: 223-4). In unequal encounters the senior person typically sets the 
agenda and this includes how much small talk and social talk is permitted or 
considered acceptable during workplace interaction. The extent to which 
the discourse of work may be de-institutionalised, the extent to which the 
world of leisure will be permitted to encroach on the world of work is 
largely in the hands of the superior. In the following extract Carol, Ruth’s 
PA, uses as a small talk token the topic of the tape recording (lines 2, 4) 
which has become routinised in this workplace. Ruth, however, does not 
allow the topic to develop, but instead moves quickly to business.

Example 5.12
Context: Ruth walks in to give her PA some typing which needs correcting.

1 ruth: hello
2 car: hello missus- Ms Tape [laughs]
3 ruth: huh?
4 car: I said hello Ms Tape
5 ruth: who’s Ms Tate?
6 car: TAPE
7 ruth: TAPE oh yeah yeah I’ll drive everyone up the wall

[Pointing to the typing Carol has done for her]
8 is that a space or not + it is a space
9 car: [quietly] no it’s not a space it’s not a space

The superior has the right to minimise or cut off small talk and get on to 
business, and Ruth here resists attempts to use small talk as a bridge to an 
extended session of social talk. Because of the routine character of small talk 
it is possible to use it equally as a transition to work talk or to social and 
personal discourse. By responding formulaically and minimally, Ruth keeps 
the small talk to a ritual function. In another workplace, the manager’s good- 
humoured warning to meeting participants to settle down, during a digression 
which had become a bit raucous, had the same function of indicating to her 
team that it was time to switch from off-topic talk to business.

It is also possible for those in more powerful positions deliberately to use 
small talk to ‘manage’ or influence the behaviour of others. So, for example, 
because small talk is associated with the peripheries of interaction, a senior 
person can use small talk as a strategy for bringing an interaction to an end. 
In Example 5.13, the manager, Hana, signals to her PA that the business 
of the interaction is completed by switching to small talk. This leads to
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more extended interpersonal social talk, but Hana keeps it relatively brief 
by introducing (via the discourse marker now listen) a related issue involving 
work arrangements.

Example 5,13
Context. Beth is Hana’s PA and she has just returned from holiday.

1 beth: so no it was good I didn’t have to worry about meals
2 I didn’t have to worry about bills or kids or um work or anything just
3 me
4 h a n a : j u s t  a h o l i d a y  f o r  y o u

5 b e t h : yeah + [tut] it was UNREAL [laughs]
6 hana: now listen are you going to be wanting to take time off
7 during the school holidays

By contrast, in a similar interaction with Jocelyn, an equal in the organisational 
hierarchy, the off-topic social talk is more extensive and the transition to a 
closing is carefully negotiated between the two women. Jocelyn’s extensive 
account of her 'time out’ is not cut by Hana and, as illustrated in Example 
5.14, she responds to Hana’s potential pre-closing tbafs neat by indicating 
she is ready to go.

Example 5.14
Context: Hana and Jocelyn, two managers, are finishing a planning meeting. 
They have been chatting about Jocelyn’s non-work activities.

1 h a n a : e x c e l l e n t

2 j o c : i t  w a s  g o o d  +  v e r y  g o o d

3 h a n a : o h  e x c e l l e n t  o h

4 j o c : y e a h

5 h a n a : g r e a t  J o c e l y n  t h a t ’s  n e a t

6 j o c : m u s t  g o

7 h a n a : m m  o k a y

8 j o c : a ll  r ig h t?

9 h a n a : o k a y  th a n k s

By suggesting that those in positions of power tend to manage and often to 
limit small talk and social talk during work interactions, this discussion has 
assumed that subordinates have a greater vested interest in developing such 
talk with their superiors than vice versa. This interpretation is supported by 
American research using a questionnaire to study small talk in two business 
organisations (Levine 1987). The results suggested that while employees 
appreciate the opportunity to engage in social talk with their bosses, the 
employers preferred to restrict such talk to non-personal topics. There was 
extensive evidence in our data that subordinates responded very positively to
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off-topic digressions and to social talk initiated by superiors. Such topics 
were generally extended and developed by subordinates in a variety of ways 
(see Chapter 6 on humour).

On the other hand, the ways in which superiors managed small talk and 
social talk were much less uniform than Levine’s research suggests, perhaps 
because our data was drawn from a wider range of workplaces and from 
recorded interaction rather than responses to a questionnaire. While it is 
true, as illustrated above, that superiors often took the initiative in bringing 
off-topic talk to a close, it was also the case in a number of work teams that 
superiors frequently initiated such talk and were willing participants in social 
talk initiated by others. This was particularly true in teams where there was 
an emphasis on solidarity and good team relationships, and at points where 
tensions needed releasing. Leila, for instance, the manager in Case Study 2 
in Chapter 4. allowed off-topic social digressions to take their course at 
points in a meeting where tensions were running high. The CEO of another 
organisation permitted extensive digressions at certain points during an in
tense three-day strategic planning meeting. Example 5.15 illustrates Ginette, 
the manager of a factory team, recounting how she handed out Easter eggs 
to her team.

Example 5.15
Context: Ginette, team manager, is talking to mates in the control room.

1 g i n : [laughs] I gave one Easter egg I gave
2 you know those little coin- chocolate coins
3 gave Russell a five cent [laughs] chocolate coin + ( )
4 get this you fucking give it back
5 ?: ( )
6 g i n : [laughs] [mimics Russell] can I have a egg no
7 p e t : he came here yeah /he\
8 r o b : /yeah\ yeah
9 p e t : did he

10 r o b : you gave him a Easter egg when he came runnin- running down
11 g i n : I gave him a whole heap .. . [laughs]
12 t o n : cheeky bastard
13 g i n : I gave him a whole handful
14 r o b : oh [laughs] yeah
15 p e t : I says to him go g- go and get some
16 he says Ginette told me to fuck off

This is clearly off-topic talk, initiated by Ginette and it continues for some 
time. The Easter break is approaching and work takes a back seat for a 
while; social talk is tolerated and even encouraged. The same pattern was 
identified in a plant nursery at the end of the week’s work. Superiors were
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more likely to license social talk at such times, especially in contexts where 
work involved physical labour.

The workplace data also provided evidence that subordinates in an inter
action do not always accept their superior’s construction of a situation. The 
very permeability of the boundaries between social talk and work talk means 
that managing social talk may be problematic for those in power. Talk is a 
potential site of resistance and challenge (Bergvall and Remlinger 1996); 
some kinds of talk can be characterised as ‘resistant political activity’ (King
fisher 1996: 536). So there was sometimes a suggestion of resistance to a 
superior’s repression of social talk, especially if the subordinate had reason 
to feel exploited or manipulated, a victim of ‘repressive discourse’. The 
interaction between Kate and Anne, introduced in Example 5.5 above, illus
trates this point. Kate, the superior, initiates the interaction pretty much 
head-on without any small talk to ease into her request for assistance (which 
is also an indirect complaint). Anne is faced with a problem when she has 
scarcely settled back to work after some time away. As mentioned above, 
Kate later apologises, but uses the apology as a licence to introduce a second 
problem. Once she has responded to both problems, Anne asserts her right 
to some consideration and uses small talk as a channel to social talk which 
enables her to air her personal problems.

Example 5.16a
Context: Anne, computer adviser, talking to Kate, a more senior policy adviser 
beside Kate’s desk.

1 a n n e : yeah it was a real bummer me not coming in yesterday
2 /but I was absolutely wrecked\
3 k a t e : /oh don’t worry I worked it out\ for myself and I didn’t need to use it

Kate responds to the first part of the comment and overlaps the more per
sonal discourse. Effectively, she focuses on the transactional aspect of the 
utterance. Anne persists:

Example 5.16b

1 a n n e : I got up and 11 just was so exhausted and I thought
2 gee I just wanted to cry
3 kate: oh you poor thing

At this point Anne has moved from small talk to very personal self
disclosure. Kate is faced with the option of being overtly and explicitly rude, 
or of listening to Anne -  the price, perhaps, of trying to obtain advice more 
speedily than if she had booked Anne’s time. She responds sympathetically
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to Anne’s self-revelation. Anne then continues with her story of stress. She 
has effectively resisted Kate’s attempts at repressive discourse and asserted 
her own interests. The interaction ends only when Kate’s PA Interrupts.

Example 5.16c

1 nan: would you like to speak to Mr D?
2 kate: oh yes I would
3 anne: okay
4 kate: thanks

The interaction then winds up with references back to Kate’s problem and 
Anne offers to come round and check it later. Other similar examples in
volve small talk used by a subordinate as a precursor to a request for a day’s 
leave (see Example 5.17), small talk leading into a request for support for a 
promotion, and small talk as a preliminary to seeking permission to leave 
work early one day. The subordinate uses the small talk to reduce social 
distance and emphasise their good relationship with their superior, before 
requesting a ‘good’ that only the superior can bestow. Superiors vary in the 
ways they respond to such talk. Finally, they have the right to cut it short 
and proceed to business, as illustrated in Example 5.17.

Example 5.17
Context: Tom enters Greg’s office to request a day’s leave.

1 tom: can I just have a quick word
2 greg: yeah sure have a seat
3 tom: [sitting down] great weather eh
4 greg: mm
5 tom: yeah been a good week did you get away skiing at the weekend
6 greg: yeah we did + now how can I help you
7 tom: I was just wondering if I could take Friday off and make it a long
8 weekend

Greg effectively resists the small talk with his brief responses, suspecting 
perhaps that Tom ’s reference to skiing is not entirely disinterested phatic 
talk, but may involve a strategic component too. In a meeting in a different 
organisation, the chair says firmly after an extended social digression we're 
going to go on now, and she returns the discussion immediately to the next 
topic on the agenda.

Though we have focused in this section on the relationship between 
differential status and the management of social talk, there are obviously 
many other relevant factors which account for the precise ways in which 
interactions progress, and the degree of explicitness with which people ‘do
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power’ in interaction. So, for instance, the urgency of the task at hand may 
override all social niceties, or the closeness of the relationship between two 
people may reduce the relevance of status differences. Conversely, people 
may dispense with social talk when they are not concerned to nurture or 
develop social relationships. Contextual factors must always be considered.

The analysis has suggested that the management of social talk can be 
regarded as an undoubted but generally indirect and polite manifestation 
of workplace power relations. Superiors typically determine whether and 
to what extent there will be social talk within an interaction, and they may 
explicitly use small talk and social talk as a means of managing a variety of 
aspects of an interaction.

Conclusion

The distinction between work talk and small talk is often difficult to draw. 
There is a continuum from one to the other, with many different kinds of 
‘off-topic’ workplace discourse functioning in interesting ways in between.7 
This ambiguity provides a rich resource which may be exploited by particip
ants in workplace interaction. Off-task talk at work ranges from narrowly 
defined formulaic greeting and parting exchanges to more expansive personally 
oriented talk. Crucially, it must be identified in context, defined by the way 
the participants orient to the discourse and the often subtle and ambiguous 
functions they achieve through its strategic use.

The first section of this chapter explored some of the distributional 
characteristics of social talk at work, as well as their related discourse and 
politeness functions. Boundary-marking small talk tends to occur at the 
openings and closings of social encounters and at transition points within an 
interaction, easing the entrances and exits of participants and bridging the 
gaps between different discourse events at work. Social talk also occurs within 
workplace interaction. In some work contexts it provides relief from boredom; 
in others it provides light relief from the intensity of the workplace talk, or 
the tension of a disagreement, or a brief social intermission in a ‘full-on’ 
work session. Small talk in the workplace functions like knitting; it can be 
easily taken up and just as easily dropped. It is a useful undemanding means 
of filling a gap between work activities. Social talk oils the social wheels. At 
the beginning of an interaction, it assists the transitions from interpersonal 
or social talk to work or task-oriented talk. At the end, it provides a means 
of finishing on a positive note, referring, however briefly, to the personal 
component of the relationship following a period when work roles and 
responsibilities have dominated the interaction.

There are many alternative ways of filling silences and providing light 
relief at work -  singing, daydreaming, fantasising, and so on. What broader
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functions does social talk in particular fulfil? W hy do workers choose this 
particular method of filling gaps and relieving tension? In the second half of 
the chapter, we discussed some of the complex functions of social talk in the 
workplace, demonstrating how apparently peripheral and innocuous phatic 
exchanges can serve pivotal roles in furthering the interpersonal (and some
times transactional /instrumental) goals of those involved. Small talk is flexible, 
adaptable, compressible and expandable. It can be as formulaic or as per
sonal as people wish to make it. These characteristics make small talk emin
ently attractive as a tool in managing workplace relationships. It expresses 
and reinforces solidarity; it is a way of ‘doing collegiality’. But it may also 
serve as an overt or covert expression of power relationships. People use and 
respond to small talk as one strategy for ‘doing power’ in the workplace. 
M anagement of small talk is one way in which superiors constitute their 
organisational control, though of course subordinates may challenge, resist 
or subvert the discourse.

Small talk has much in common with humour, the topic of Chapter 6. 
Both are predominantly other oriented and affective in function, and their 
importance in workplace interaction is frequently underestimated. New
comers often find that learning how to contribute appropriately to interac
tion at work breaks, getting the tone right and knowing how much or how 
little small talk to contribute, and when, are among the biggest challenges 
in fitting into a new workplace. Because of its complex functions and its (typ
ically overlooked) importance as a component of workplace culture, similar 
problems often arise in managing humour. T he contribution of humour to 
manifestations of power and politeness in workplace interaction is the focus 
of the next chapter.

Notes

also Laver (1981). and Coupland (2000).
2. The data collection method is described in Chapter 2. As indicated there, in

most cases we gave control over what was to be recorded to the contributors :
and in all workplaces people were free to delete embarrassing or confidential
material (though in fact they rarely did so). One of the consequences of this
methodology is that observations about the distribution of small talk and
social talk at work must be treated with some caution. Although we empha
sised that we were interested in all types of workplace talk, including social
talk and personal talk, it is clear that some contributers assumed that we
were most centrally interested in the talk they classified as ‘work talk'. Hence,
especially in the early stages of the project, contributers sometimes did not
turn on their recorders until what they considered the ‘real’ beginning of a

See, for example, Malinowski's (1949) discussion of ‘phatic communion*5
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meeting, for example, and stopped the tape at what they assessed as the end 
of a work interaction. Nevertheless, we did collect a good deal of social talk 
in the workplace, especially in the meetings which we videoed, but the 
inevitable limitations of the data represented in our sample should be borne 
in mind, particularly in relation to comments on the distribution of such
«lILi

3. See Chapter 6 for a discussion of the functions of jocular abuse in this work
team.
See Laver (1975) for further discussion of these functions in everyday:
discourse* Linde (1988) also describes how helicopter crews pick up and
drop soda! chat as the demands of work ebb and flow.

5. I t  csi-i be sv m tà  d m  sock* èwlh ar,d thv. n t ^ v / o s . h a s :  k  feciiit-jtes, Is hist.

T:3 *n;porta.uf to di':: ^chievciy^-K or die o rpai^ ikovs ^y;th as business r
though this is not always acknowledged. See Fletcher (1999) on the

concept of ‘relational practice’, the invisible support work that facilitates
a |tood  deai o f eitecàv*:: basises«: ia  ilie vc,, fo&ice.i
The culturally specific nature of the underlying values reflected in Examples
5,8 and 5.9 is worth noting: e.g. in some cultures such invitations would
be considered genuine rather than symbolic and ‘busyness’ would not be
permitted to displace attention to interpersonal relationships and face needs.
The continuum from on-task business talk through work-related social talk
to off-task social talk and small talk is discussed in some detail in Holmes
(20G0c).

?

6.

4.



6
Humour in the Workplace

Example 6*1
Context: Regular meeting of a work team. The team have been discussing a 
complicated issue arising from a document provided by another section of their 
organisation. Finally, Yvette, the team leader sums up.

1 y v e : okay clear as mud 
[general laughter]

Like small talk, humour is a valuable multifunctional resource In workplace 
Interaction. In discussing the structure of meetings in Chapter 4, we men
tioned that many meetings are punctuated by bursts of humour, which tend 
to occur at strategic points. The opening and closing phases of meetings are 
obvious sites for humour. Like small talk, humour also occurs within meet
ings, often at topic transition points, but more distinctively, as illustrated in 
Example 6.1, following a difficult or complex discussion.1 Humour releases 
tension, reaffirms group solidarity when it has been tested or challenged and 
provides what Max Eastman (1936) calls a ‘momentary mental vacation’.2

Example 6.1 is a typical tension-releasing one-liner: it involves a simple 
and even conventional verbal twist to a familiar phrase (clear as a bell), and 
while it is not particularly funny to an outsider, it is greeted with laughter by 
co-participants. Most workplace humour is inextricably context bound in 
this way so that utterances which generate hilarity among work colleagues 
often appear obscure and opaque to outsiders. This is a reflection of one of 
the most basic social functions of humour -  it serves to create and maintain 
solidarity, a sense of belonging to a group (e.g. Hampes 1992; Hay 1995; 
Morreall 1991; Ziv 1984).

But humour is also a relevant resource in the construction and man
agement of power relationships in the workplace (e.g. Coser 1960; Brown 
and Keegan 1999; Pizzini 1991). Humour typically constructs participants as 
equals, emphasising what they have in common and playing down power
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differences. It is therefore a useful strategy for softening face™threatening 
acts such as directives and criticisms. It Is equally available as a sweetener for 
even riskier speech acts such as Insults and challenges; humour can license 
a challenge or provide an acceptable vehicle for contesting authority (cf 
Kotthoff 1996; Holdaway 1988). The first section of this chapter identifies 
and illustrates some of these functions of humour in workplace interaction.

The second section of the chapter uses a community of practice frame
work to focus in more detail on the actual practice of ‘doing humour’ 
at work. Three teams from different organisations provide case studies, 
illustrating the different ways in which humorous exchanges are constructed 
and the different styles of interaction which develop among different work 
groups. Humour provides one way of characterising contrasting workplace 
cultures, as well as insights into different attitudes to power and politeness, 
or more specifically, different ways of doing power and solidarity at work.

Functions of humour in the workplace

The obvious function of Yvette’s remark clear as mud (Example 6.1) was 
to lighten the atmosphere and re-establish group harmony. It also served, 
however, at a more specific level, as a critical comment on the writing style 
of those who had produced the document which the team was discussing. 
At yet another level, it constructed or reinforced a boundary between 
intra-organisational sections, while simultaneously aligning Yvette, the team 
manager, with her team members, rather than with the wider organisation. 
Such multifunctionality is typical of almost every instance of authentic 
discourse (e.g. Holmes 1982; Tracy and Coupland 1990), but it is perhaps 
especially characteristic of humorous comments. So although we attempt to 
disentangle distinct functions for the purposes of analysis, it is important to 
remember that any particular utterance or discourse sequence is typically 
multifunctional, simultaneously expressing meaning at a number of differ
ent levels. W ith this caveat in mind, we examine how humour functions to 
construct harmonious workplace relations, as well as the uses of humour in 
relation to various aspects of ‘doing power’ at work.

Nurturing harmonious work relationships 

Amusing workmates

The primary function of talk at work is avowedly the furtherance of the 
organisation’s objectives. Humour is thus an interesting discourse strategy in 
workplace interaction, since its relationship to the achievement of workplace 
goals is typically indirect. Its most obvious contribution is in the construction
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of good relationships or solidarity between work colleagues. To the extent 
that an attempt at humour succeeds in amusing workmates, it contributes to 
social cohesion at work (e.g. Blau 1955; O ’Quin and Arnoff 1981; Holdaway 
1988). Example 6.2 is a very clear illustration of humour functioning to 
construct and strengthen harmonious workplace relationships. It is a short 
excerpt from a conversation during an afternoon tea break, most of which 
consisted of light-hearted banter of this kind.

Example 6.2
Context: Three colleagues discussing the problems which arise when someone is 
unexpectedly summoned to see the Minister.

1 eve: I think we need a ministry suit just hanging up in the cupboard
2 /[laughs] \
3 lei: /you can just\ imagine the problems with the length /[laughs]\
4 eve: /it would have\ it would have to have an elastic waist so
5 /that we [laughs] \  could just be yeah
6 lei: /[laughs] yes that’s right [laughs]\
7 e v e : b u n c h e d  in  f o r  s o m e  a n d  [ la u g h s ]  l e t  i t  o u t

8  lei: / l a u g h s \

9 e v e : / o u t  f o r  others \
10 les: and the jacket would have to be /long to cover all the bulgesX
11 lei: /no Pm quite taken with this\
12 les: / s o \

13 eve: / [ l a u g h s ] \
14 l e i: / n o w  t h a t \  t h a t  is  v e r y  n i c e

The three colleagues construct a humorous ‘fantasy’ sequence (cf Hay 1995), 
an imaginary scenario describing an all-purpose suit which could be used 
by anyone unexpectedly summoned to see the Minister. All three particip
ants contribute, though Leila’s role is largely supportive, providing com
ments which indicate enjoyment and endorsement of the idea. These women 
are clearly ‘doing collegiality’, developing a humorous sequence for mutual 
amusement.

Shared humour emphasises common ground and shared norms. A 
humorous comment which elicits a positive response (such as a laugh or 
a smile), as illustrated in Example 6.1, indicates that the speaker shares 
with others a common view about what is amusing -  thus creating or main
taining solidarity, while also enhancing the speaker’s status within the group. 
A collaborative, interactively constructed sequence of the kind illustrated 
in Example 6.2, indicates even more clearly that colleagues are on the same 
wavelength. Example 6.3 is a similar example from a meeting in a differ
ent organisation, but here the humour emerges from the business of the 
meeting.
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Example 6 3
Context: Planning meeting of a group of colleagues. They are discussing the need 
to coordinate the taking of annual leave to ensure minimum negative impact on 
the work project.

1 h e l : people might have to take some leave b y  that stage as well with this
2 sort of panic before the end of November
3 w i l l : oh I’m saving u p  all mine [laughs]
4 s e l : well people could panic early [laughs]

[general laughter]
5 h e l : n e v e r  h a p p e n s

[general laughter]
6 s e l : well the HR coordinators might crack the whip /so that people
7 p a n i c  e a r l y  y e s \

8 toni: /I  planned to panic early by taking\ the school holidays off but that
9 didn’t work [laughs]

People’s problems with getting prepared ahead of time elicit the suggestion 
from Selene that they need to panic early (line 4) -  something of a contradic
tion in terms since the notion of panic is almost inextricably tied to last- 
minute pressures. The group clearly share a common reaction to the notion 
and this is a good example of them ‘doing collegiality’ through humour. The 
humorous scenario is interactively achieved or jointly constructed: Helen’s 
comment (line 5) and Toni’s contribution (line 8) both build on Selene’s 
humorous suggestion, and she herself elaborates it further (line 6). This is 
also a nice instance of what Fletcher (1999) labels ‘relational practice’, i.e. 
strictly irrelevant talk which nonetheless contributes both to the smooth 
running of the team and to the achievement of its objectives.

In our data, there are many sequences of witty repartee between colleagues 
and workmates which serve this function of constructing and strengthening 
social cohesion. Discussing funding problems, for instance, a group from 
one government department began with flippant humorous suggestions such 
as run a cake stall; another group discussing the same problems facetiously 
suggested levies on cage fighting as a source of funding. (More typically such 
sequences require extensive explanation to be fully appreciated by readers.)

Shared criticisms of others can also serve to cement solidarity between 
work colleagues; a criticism endorsed by others indicates common values 
and attitudes. Critical comments were often a source of amusement for 
coworkers, as illustrated by Example 6.4.

Example 6.4
Context: Two young Maori men are discussing plans for a formal presentation 
which will involve the use of the Maori language by another Maori colleague. 
Maori is a second language, acquired after childhood by all three men.
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1 tom: Sam’s probably the fellow who’s had the most experience of them all
2 but god his pronunciation it’s [laughs]
3 kit: • [laughs]

Sam’s pronunciation of Maori is clearly beyond description; indeed it is so 
embarrassing that it is a source of shared humour for Tom and Kit. The 
inexplicitness of this exchange is typical of much workplace humour; it 
reflects shared background knowledge, experience and understandings. Tom 
and Kit reinforce their shared in-group status with such exchanges.

Similarly, in Example 6.5, Marlene uses transparent understatement to 
amuse the group by referring openly to what was a major disagreement 
between her and Sandy.

Example 6.5
Context: Marlene is reporting to a regular meeting of a project group in a 
commercial organisation.

1 mar: [drawls] um Sandy and I had our status update meeting
2 and I’d have to say it was um it got a LITtle bit heated /[laughs]\
3 san: /[laughs] \
4 mar: but we still love each other

[general laughter]

This is skilful bridge-building as evident from the fact that Sandy laughs 
first, indicating appreciation of the diplomatic way Marlene has reported 
their disagreement. Marlene then overstates the warmth of their reconcilia
tion but we still love each other (line 4), providing amusement and tension 
relief, and in the process explicitly strengthening group cohesion.

Self-criticism or self-deprecation is another potential basis for workplace 
humour which typically enhances social cohesion. In Case Study 2, in Chap
ter 4 (Example 4.21), Leila, the team manager humorously claimed that her 
workplace skills were limited to making coffee. In this example, Leila used 
humour to lighten the tone and, in particular, to put herself down at the end 
of a long and difficult meeting in which she had at times expressed herself 
authoritatively. This self-deprecating humour contributed to team collegiality 
by appealing to shared attitudes and beliefs in a workplace where modesty 
was highly valued.

Example 6.6 illustrates a rather different situation where self-deprecating 
humour is used by a subordinate who has made an error. The humour serves 
to excuse an embarrassing memory lapse (see also Example 6.21 below).

Example 6.6
Context: Fay, the section manager, is talking to her administrative assistant, Pam, 
who has finally located a file which she has no recollection of creating.
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1 pam: oh well I must have done it
[both laugh]

2 pam: oh isn’t that gorgeous . . .
3 fay: when did you send it?
4 pam: ++ it’s a mystery to me [laughs]

[Fay laughs uproariously]
5 pam: it really is

Pam first creates a positive context by explicitly admitting her culpability 
rather than denying it (line 1). She continues by describing her lapse as 
gorgeous (line 2), rather than, say, ‘terrible’, and by comically exaggerating -  
rather than diminishing -  her ignorance with a dramatic pause followed 
by ifs  a mystery to me (line 4). Pam thus preserves her positive face by 
amusing Fay, and the successful humour strengthens the sense of camar
aderie between the two, in an interaction which could have turned out very 
differently.

Because it is intended to amuse, humour almost always has an element of 
solidarity among its many meanings (though solidarity with whom is a factor 
considered further below). But constructing collegiality is not typically 
its pre-eminent function in much work-oriented, as opposed to socially 
oriented, interaction.3 Leila’s self-deprecation (Example 4.21) created social 
cohesion, not only by causing amusement, but also by de-emphasising status 
and power differences between participants in the interaction. Humour thus 
also serves a strategic purpose within a meeting where tensions have some
times run high, and where Leila has needed to emphasise her authority at 
times. Similarly, Pam’s honest admission of her incompetence amuses Fay 
and appeals to her sense of solidarity, but since Fay is Pam’s boss, it also 
serves a strategic function of disarming criticism. Interestingly, in work 
contexts involving people of different levels of authority, instances such as 
Example 6.6 were less frequent than instances where the superior initiated 
the humour (cf Pizzini 1991; Sollitt-Morris 1997). Clearly, the mediation of 
power relations is an important function of humour in workplace interac
tion, as illustrated in the next section.

Maintaining good work relations

Humour makes a major contribution to workplace harmony, and hence 
indirectly to work efficiency, by virtue of its mitigating or hedging effect on 
‘controlling’ speech acts, such as directives and criticisms. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, directives are canonical instances of face threatening acts (FTAs) 
(Brown and Levinson 1987): They impinge on the autonomy of others. By 
softening the force of a directive, a speaker pays attention to the face needs 
of the addressee(s), recognising and respecting the addressee’s basic ‘want to 
preserve self-determination’ (Brown and Levinson 1987: 70). There are many
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means of mitigating a directive, as illustrated in Chapter 3, including lin
guistic hedges (e.g. perhaps, maybe), modal verbs (e.g. might, could), pragmatic 
particles (e.g. sort of, you know) and prosodic devices such as a rising intona
tion contours. Humour is another such device.

In our workplace data, humour was more often used to soften directives 
between equals than by bosses to subordinates, while directives upwards 
were relatively rare and typically treated as humorous per se (cf Mooney 
1980). The very idea of a subordinate giving the boss a direct order was 
regarded as intrinsically humorous (see Chapter 3). The boss or the manager 
has a right to give orders, but directives from one colleague to another, 
where there is no formal institutional basis giving one person the right to 
direct the other’s behaviour, clearly needed to be carefully phrased to avoid 
causing offence. Between status equals or near equals, then, humour proved 
a popular strategy for attenuating the force of a directive. Softening with 
humour simultaneously expresses concern for the addressee’s face and 
signals goodwill and positive cooperative intent; in other words, humour 
serves to maintain good relations and negotiate respect between particip
ants, as Example 6.7 illustrates.

Example 6.7
Context: Two policy analysts, Kate and Melanie, are discussing a proposal. Kate 
suggests Melanie should take away the proposal and work on it further.

1 kate: well we’ve just about done it to death I think
2 it’s about ready for you to give give it mouth-to-mouth
3 resuscitation do you think 

[both laugh]

Kate attenuates her directive to Melanie with metaphoric humour based 
on the notion of the document as a living entity. The use of we (line 1) 
emphasises the collegiality at the basis of Kate’s relationship with Melanie, 
while the incongruity of the metaphor provides the humour attenuating 
the directive, which might otherwise threaten that collegiality. Between 
close colleagues, humour used in this way sometimes developed into good- 
natured banter, a jointly constructed humour sequence, where the person 
on the receiving end of the directive challenged its initiator, as shown in 
Example 6.8.

Example 6.8
Context: Vince and Aidan are working through a proposal.

1 vin: you’re not on page four yet?

2 aid: yes

3 vin: [laughs] /[laughs] \  [laughs]
4 aid: / I ’ve been there and come back\ [laughs]
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Vince wants Aidan to speed up, but in the interests of maintaining good 
relations, he does not want to be overtly directive. He conveys his message 
by an indirect strategy, using a high pitched incredulous and humorous tone 
for a comment which could be interpreted as a criticism of Aidan’s slowness. 
Aidan retaliates, however, with a humorous challenge to Vincent’s implica
tion about his speed. Thus complex messages are conveyed in an acceptable 
way. Humour enables Vince to convey a directive which recognises Aidan’s 
face needs, while Aidan preserves his dignity as well as responding appropri
ately to Vince.

When superiors mitigated their directives, most used standard politeness 
strategies or epistemic devices such as tags, modal particles and indirect 
structures, rather than humour (see Chapter 3), suggesting that humour may 
typically function as a particularly ‘strong’ hedging device. This suggestion 
finds support from the fact that superiors sometimes used humour to soften 
an implied criticism, as in Example 6.9.

Example 6.9
Context: Manager, Beth, to administrative assistant, Marion, who is chatting to a 
secretary.

1 beth: okay Marion I’m afraid serious affairs of state will have to wait
2 we have some trivial issues needing our attention 

[all laugh]

There are several indications that Beth’s utterance is motivated by politeness 
and oriented to Marion’s face needs. The use of the pronouns we and our 
function to align the manager and the administrative assistant, expressing 
solidarity; and the source of the humour itself -  the ironic downgrading of 
their on-task work to trivial compared to the social talk or work gossip in 
which the other two women were engaged -  also serves this purpose. How
ever, in addition to the directive, there is also an implicit criticism of Marion. 
She should be getting ready for the meeting and instead she is chatting. This 
kind of context greatly favoured the use of humour in our data; i.e. humour 
functions to attenuate the explicit or bald enactment of power by a superior 
over a subordinate.

Examples 6.10 and 6.11 provide further brief illustrations of the same 
pattern -  humour used by a superior to a subordinate to mitigate criticism -  
but in two very different work contexts. In both cases the criticism is overt 
and there is a large audience. W ithout the humour such public reprimands 
would be harsh indeed.

Example 6.10
Context: 9am meeting of white-collar group from commercial organisation is 
well under way when Rob Blair arrives late.
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1 s a n : however it’s a service we’ve provided for our customers
2 good afternoon Mister Blair
3 rob: I forgot it was on

[general laughter]

Example 6.11
Context: 6am briefing meeting of factory team is well under way when Sue 
arrives late.

1 x m : there’s ran upon run upon run so that’s I’d do at least five or six
2 gin: good afternoon Sue
3 l e s : good afternoon Sue
4 sue: hi everybody I’m here

In both these examples, the manager used humour to maintain good rela
tions, while nevertheless conveying the message ‘you’re late!’. The require
ments of Institutional roles at work often make face-threatening acts 
unavoidable; in such contexts, humour provides an acceptable attenuation 
strategy. It is coopted as a ' strategy for mediating between competing dis
courses -  those of politeness and power.

Licensing a professional challenge

The examples discussed so far illustrate ways in which humour is used to 
construct and preserve good workplace relations, to indicate positive Intent 
and concern for the feelings of addressees and to mitigate overt realisations 
of power -  in other words, to express politeness. We turn now to Instances 
of humour used as a subversive strategy: e.g. to mask risky negative messages 
to an equal or superior; to challenge another’s point of view; or to contest a 
superior’s authority. Humour serves in such cases as a socially acceptable 
cloak for face attack acts in the workplace.4

Jocular abuse

Jocular abuse or a joking Insult Is the simplest case where humour licenses 
a face attack act, and, at Its most benign, It serves largely as an expression 
of solidarity (Hay 1995). Jocular abuse is much more common in some 
workplaces, among some workplace groups and in some work contexts 
than others (a point to which we return below). Indeed, for some work 
groups, jocular abuse seems to be a continuous source of entertainment. 
Example 6.12 is a typical exchange between members of a factory team.

Example 6.12
Context: Two male production workers on the factory line talking during a lull 
in their work.
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1 pet: oh man I’m starving I am starving . . .
2 I might go and join the war remind me o f the old days the army
3 and the front row . .  .
4 dav: you’d be the first one to get shot
5 pet: why /what makes\ you say that
6 dav: /you’re so \ you’re so big
7 pet: [warningly] brother
8 dav: it’s very rare that a bullet will miss you

[general laughter]
9 pet: yes /that’s not o n \

10 dav: /look  at th e \ size o f your stomach
11 pet: that’s N O T  on (3)
12 dav: actually they’ll close their eyes and sh- fire a shot

[general laughter]
13 pet: [drawls] oh I see
14 dav: they got no problem missing that

As this example illustrates, jocular abuse in blue-collar workplaces often
focused on personal characteristics such as w eight or looks and functioned
primarily to construct solidarity rather than to license a challenge to an 
individual’s professional workplace skills.

More obviously subversive in their intent are the following examples of 
jocular abuse between team members.

Example 6.13
Context: Team members interacting in a variety of organisational contexts.

• Barry hasn’t read the reports
• Callum did fail his office management word [laughs] processing lessons
• [blokes] can’t multi-task . .. it’s in the genes
• the heart was there but the mind wasn’t
• you don’t have enough work to do Barry
• you’re trying to wind up Dudley are you
• [laugh] + [yells] some time today’d be nice (i.e. ‘hurry up’)

In these cases the professional competence of the target is being impugned 
and, potentially at least, this is a relatively serious matter in the context of 
workplace interaction. The target is typically just one member of a larger 
group and the (often minimal) humour which cosmetically ‘lightens’ the 
criticism typically takes the form of overstatement, irony or sarcasm (see 
Hay 1995).

Conversely, a group member’s over-zealousness may become the target 
of jocular abuse. In Example 6.14, Celia is abused for ‘breaking ranks’. By 
finishing her work ahead of others she challenges group norms and ‘shows 
up’ her colleagues.
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Example 6.14
Context: Three women from a government department discussing proposals they 
are working on.

1 v a l: and Celia’s finished her proposals I’m sure [laughs]
2 cel: on the last one
3 val: ah you sod

[all laugh]

T he humour Is generated by the incongruity of the strong term of abuse 
sod in the professional office work context between colleagues. At one level, 
there may be an element of underlying aggression based on envy, reflected 
in the fact that an insult is the chosen response. However, insults between 
those who know each other well are also signals of solidarity and markers of 
in-group membership: i.e. Ve know each other well enough to insult each 
other without causing offence’ (cf Hay 1994; Kotthoff 1996). Humour 
encodes the criticism or insult in an acceptable form.

Jocular abuse of this kind occurs in a variety of contexts in the workplace. 
Colleagues used abusive terms such as rotter, sod, bitch and bastard in situations 
where they wished to contest the addressee’s professional actions, but to do 
so in a collegially acceptable way, for example, when a colleague passed on an 
unwelcome job, volunteered them for a task, suggested they should be the 
person to respond to a tricky client, and so on. Humour provided a socially 
acceptable ‘cover’ for their protest. In other words, jocular abuse often 
functions as a covert strategy for face attack, a relatively polite means of 
registering a veiled protest.

Challenging authority

Because it constitutes such a threat to face, jocular abuse tends to be re
stricted to those who know each other well. The examples discussed in the 
previous section focused on jocular abuse between relative equals at work. 
But people who work together at different levels of the institutional -hier
archy over long periods get to know each other well too. And though jocular 
abuse was far more common between equals, there were cases in our data 
where subordinates used humour to hedge insults to superiors.5 As men
tioned above, people sometimes protested about tasks assigned to them, or 
responded to criticisms with humorous abuse (e.g. oh shut up, what a rotten 
trick to play on a girl, bullyboy, slave-driver, unjust unjust, and so on). But these 
jocular insults have different force between status differentiated participants 
than between equals. Directed upwards they are slightly risky and, however 
jocular, there is an underlying contestive component to the message.

In such cases humour functions to license the challenge from subordinate 
to superior. Such challenges may be lighthearted and involve relatively trivial 
issues, as illustrated in Example 1.5 (you should have got it in writing) where
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Ivan used humour to lighten the tone of the exchange, while simultaneously 
conveying an implicit criticism of his superior. But humour can also serve 
as a shield for more serious criticism of a superior and as a cloak for the 
expression of ‘socially risky’ opinions by subordinates (Winick 1976). In 
Example 6.15, Bob casts doubt on his senior’s judgement.

Example 6.15
Context: Chairperson, Henry, planning with Bob, a more junior staff member, a 
strategy to trounce opposition at a meeting.

1 hen: they’re bound to fall over as soon as you present this stuff
2 i t  c a n ’t  b e  r e f u t e d

3 b o b : l e t ’s  j u s t  h o p e  t h e y ’v e  b e e n  r e a d i n g  t h e  s a m e  t e x t b o o k s  a s  y o u

[both laugh]

The humour serves as an instance of contestive discourse, attenuating and thus 
concealing what could be considered the effrontery of a critical speech act in 
such a context. Bob is effectively conveying scepticism about Henry’s views, 
and indicating he is less confident than Henry about the predicted outcome. By 
embedding his different judgement and sceptical evaluation of their chances of 
success in a humorous utterance, Bob renders it more acceptable. And, of course, 
humour also renders Bob’s implied critical judgement and different opinion 
less accessible for challenge by Henry because it is not explicitly ‘on record’.

In Example 6.16 a sarcastic comment about a report written by a manager 
from a different section of the organisation (who is not present) can be 
analysed similarly.

Example 6.16
Context: Regular weekly meeting of IT project team in large white-collar 
organisation.

1 c a l : I didn’t count the pages
2  b a r : d i d n ’t  y o u  [ la u g h s ]

3 c a l : it’s just one and a half feet high
4 bar: is it one and a half feet? that’s a better measurement

[ g e n e r a l  la u g h t e r ]

Callum conveys his criticism of the unreasonable length of the report by a 
sarcastic comment about its height, which is not a typical way of measuring 
written reports! Barry’s utterance (line 4) first expresses supportive aston
ishment and then quite explicitly endorses Callum’s adoption of a non- 
conventional measure, indicating that he shares Callum’s view that the 
report is unreasonably long. In these cases, then, humour provides an 
acceptable vehicle for expressing subversive attitudes or aggressive feelings 
(cf Rodrigues and Collinson 1995; Ackroyd and Thompson 1999).
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In a meeting of a group of women in another organisation (the focus 
of Case Study 2 in Chapter 4, as well as Case Study 1 below) a sarcastic 
comment serves as an acceptable vehicle for Indicating irritation with a 
particular style which Is Inconsistent with the group’s generally egalitarian 
approach to management.

Example 6.17
Context: Meeting of a work group in a white-collar professional organisation to 
plan changes to systems.

1 l e i : mm ++ Emma the reason I put you up there as part of the solution is
2 I think that you’re going to be quite a large part of finding out
3 just I mean you have a much better idea than any of us
4 well you’re the only person actually /knows anything about\
5 ker: / [ l a u g h s ]  \

6  e m : / a b o u t  w h a t \

7 le i: / t h e  n o m i n a t i o n s \  / [ l a u g h s ] \ \
8 e m : /well as I \
9 l e i :  a n d  / t h e  p r a c t ic a l  w o r k i n g \

1 0  e m : /subtly tried to say\ earlier Leila
11 I actually [laughs] don’t know what’s going on with it
12 z o e : what a wonderful boss you must be
13 delegate delegate delegate way to go [laughs]

/[general laughter]\
14 le i: /well it’s just been\
15 it’s a bit more of a mess than what any of us thought

Leila is the target of two critical comments in succession, one more overt
than the other. Emma first laughingly refutes Leila’s assumption that she is 
the most knowledgeable person and therefore the most suitable person for 
the task being allocated (line 11). Though this is a contestive utterance, with 
Leila and Emma competing for the floor (especially lines 6-10), both are 
also laughing throughout this exchange and the tone is friendly. By contrast, 
the tone with which Zoe’s apparently humorous compliment (lines 12-13) is 
delivered is distinctly less friendly, and the humour in fact serves as a cover 
for an implicit criticism of her superior’s authority. Zoe effectively has her 
cake and eats it too; she conveys her professionally risky message, criticis
ing Leila’s management techniques, in a socially acceptable form. As with 
jocular abuse, it is difficult for a superior to challenge criticism framed 
as a humorous comment without losing face.

To sum up, humour is used at work to construct and maintain good 
relations with work colleagues. It serves as an interesting politeness device, 
not only in establishing good relations between colleagues, but also by
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mitigating or softening less welcome messages such as directives and 
criticisms. When used to attenuate unwelcome messages to subordinates, 
humour indicates concern for maintaining good workplace relations by those 
in positions of power and authority. Humour is an effective way of ‘doing 
power’ less explicitly, a subtle device for getting things done in a socially and 
professionally acceptable manner. Used by subordinates to soften unwel
come messages to superiors, humour serves as a critical discourse device, a 
contestive strategy, providing one of the few acceptable means available to 
challenge, if only temporarily, the existing authority structures. In the next 
section, we consider in more detail the ways in which workplace humour 
contributes to the construction of power and politeness in different com-“ 
munities of practice.

Humour and workplace culture

Even cursory observation indicates that the quantity of humour (most obvi
ously evident in the amount of laughter heard) varies in different workplaces, 
in different teams and in different contexts within a workplace. Not surpris
ingly, then, a more detailed analysis of the humour produced in meetings of 
specific work groups in different workplaces identified considerable variation 
in the amount of humour produced. At one end of the spectrum, a well- 
established, cohesive factory team produced a high average of one instance 
of humour every two minutes, while at the other end a group of regional
* managers from a white-collar organisation, who met only sporadically, pro
duced less than half that amount. This distribution was also understandable 
given that the factory work was intellectually undemanding and relatively 
routine, leaving team members free to use their wits in other ways to relieve 
boredom, while the strategic planning in which the professional managers 
were engaged provided fewer obvious opportunities and incentives for 
humour. As the discussion above has suggested, however, it is not just the 
amount of humour which varies in different contexts; the ways in which 
humour is used at work is at least as important in characterising different 
types of workplace interaction. In this section we examine the ways in which 
humour contributes to the construction of a distinctive workplace culture in 
different communities of practice (CofPs).

Workplace culture comprises the knowledge and experience that enables 
people to function effectively at work or, expressed less formally, familiarity 
with ‘the way we do things around here’.6 Humour is clearly one aspect of 
workplace culture. Knowing how to participate appropriately in workplace 
interaction is an important passport to social integration and managing 
humour is one aspect of this participation. Perhaps, most obviously, not 
‘getting’ a joke brands you as an outsider.
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As noted in Chapter 1, members of a CofP regularly engage with each 
other in the service of a joint enterprise. They share a repertoire of re
sources which enables them to communicate in a kind of verbal shorthand 
which is often difficult for outsiders to penetrate. Humour is one aspect of 
this. Ways of realising ‘harmonious or conflictual workplace relationships’ 
(Wenger 1998: 125), for instance, clearly include humour, as illustrated in 
the previous section. ‘Shared ways of engaging in doing things together5 and 
‘certain styles recognized as displaying membership’ (Wenger 1998: 125-6) 
point to the relevance of different styles of humour in constructing workgroup 
membership. The number and kinds of ‘insider jokes’ provide further obvi
ous criteria for differentiating workplaces from one another. In what follows 
we focus on three work groups from different organisations as brief case 
studies, identifying relevant parameters for distinguishing the contribution 
humour makes to the contrasting workplace cultures, and in particular to the 
ways in which power and politeness are played out at work.

Case Study 1

The first case study is an office-based work unit in a relatively small, white- 
collar ‘knowledge industry’ organisation, with predominantly female staff. One 
of their meetings was used as Case Study 2 in Chapter 4. Using Wenger’s 
(1998) three criterial features for a CofP (mutual engagement, joint enterprise 
and shared repertoire), this group can be described as a relatively tightly knit, 
cohesive community of practice, with a high involvement communication 
style. They engaged with one another many times a day in a variety of ways: 
in formal meetings, informal problem-solving sessions and in social chat in 
their workspaces and at breaks. They shared a clear sense of joint enterprise 
which went beyond doing the tasks at hand to encompass the pursuit of certain 
ideals relating specifically to their organisation’s objectives. And they often 
jointly constructed a highly interactive and typically supportive communicative 
style which was particularly evident in their humour.

Sequences of collaborative humour and amusing anecdotes were com
monly interleaved with the business at hand during formal meetings and 
other discussions in this community of practice, indicating a workplace cul
ture where relationships were valued and nurtured. In the meeting used as a 
case study in Chapter 4, the group worked very hard to reach consensus on 
a controversial issue. Leila, the manager and chair, was aware that Zoe, a 
senior member of the team, was unhappy about the solution being con
sidered. In Example 6.18, Leila presents Zoe and herself as in accord on 
a related matter, and then skilfully uses humour to compliment Zoe on her 
ability to ‘mother’ new staff, which raises a laugh from the group as a whole.

Example 6.18
Context: Meeting of a work group in a white-collar professional organisation to 
plan changes to systems.
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1 lei: Zoe Zoe and I’d been talking I mean one we’re gonna need Zoe
2 um anyway to do handing over with the other librarians
3 when they come /on\ board and I think that
4 ker: /yeah\
5 lei: they’re probably going to feel a need for a little bit of mothering
6 and I think Zoe will be good at that
7 and the /other thing she’s been\
8 ker: /[laughs] \
9 lei: really good with Kerry I’ve watched her [laughs]

10 I’ve seen her doing it
11 em: mother librarian
12 lei: she’ll be sort of the great aunt librarian /[laughs]\

/[general laughter] \

Leila’s humorous compliment indicates appreciation of Zoe’s mentoring skills, 
eliciting agreement from Kerry (line 4) and a collaborative contribution from 
Emma mother librarian (line 11). The use of humour to lighten the tone and 
head off the threat of overt conflict is consistent with the team’s preference 
for a consensual style of decision making. Moreover, the characterisation 
of authority relationships in ‘familial’ terms is another typical strategy for 
defusing potential conflict and playing down power differences.

Zoe is not mollified, however, and Example 6.17 above illustrates how 
she manages to convey her dissatisfaction with Leila’s approach in a socially 
acceptable way. Her comment what a wonderful boss you must be, delegate 
delegate delegate, way to go (lines 12-13) is framed as a compliment, but it is a 
barbed one in the context of this work group where status differences are 
generally minimised, and cooperation and consensus emphasised. In the real 
world of conflicting goals, all is not sweetness and light, even in the most 
harmonious of workplaces, and sarcasm and irony are salient indicators of 
disaffection or resentment, as illustrated further in the discussion of Case 
Study 3 below.

Towards the end of the discussion in this meeting, as a solution begins to 
emerge, there is a good deal more collaborative, jointly constructed humour 
reflecting relief that a solution is in sight (Example 6.19).

Example 6.19
Context: Meeting of a work group in a white-collar professional organisation to 
plan changes to systems.

[laughter throughout this section]
1 lei: Emma you are part of the solution in that I think that ( )
2 em: I only want to be part of the problem
3 xx: really
4 lei: [laughs] [in fun growly tone] don’t you dare be part o f the problem
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5 I’ll keep on giving you vitamin c bananas [laughs] chocolate fish
6 [laughs] I gave I gave um I you know everyone had chocolate fish
7 last week but Emma had more chocolate fish than anybody
8 the only thing was she had holes in her teeth /[laughs] \
9 em: /I couldn’t eat them\

10 lei: she couldn’t eat them [laughs]

[general laughter]

The way Leila shares information about the holes in Emma’s teeth and 
jokingly threatens to feed her with various goodies simultaneously reinforces 
the supportive team culture and constructs Leila in a nurturing role. Once 
again ‘family’ roles provide a vehicle for the humour, which is collaborat- 
ively achieved. Emma plays the role of recalcitrant child (line 2) to Leila’s 
benevolent, authority figure (lines 4-8). The extent to which they are ‘in 
tune’ is indicated by Emma’s provision of the resolution to Leila’s narrative
I  couldn't eat them (line 9), which is echoed and reinforced immediately by 
Leila she couldn't eat them (line 10).

Example 4.21 also occurred towards the end of this meeting and, as 
mentioned in that chapter, the humour clearly signalled tension relief at the 
end of a complex discussion. The interaction is characterised by a great deal 
of cooperative overlapping and laughter. It is a collaborative achievement 
nicely exemplifying how the group reconstructs its valued cohesive relation
ships at the end of a meeting where goodwill has been stretched. Consensus 
is achieved on important decisions and is then literally enacted in the 
interactional style of the group at this final point. The overall effect is one 
of a high energy, friendly and good-humoured exchange, with many of the 
features of ‘all-together-now’ talk, identified by Coates (1996) as character
istic of the talk of women friends.

In their work breaks too, members of this CofP interact in supportive 
and cooperative ways, as illustrated in Example 6.2. While Eve and Lesley 
collaborate to describe features of the hypothetical all-purpose Ministry 
suit, Leila laughs and makes supportive comments yes that's right (line 6), 
I'm quite taken with this (line 11), that is very nice (line 14). Throughout 
the episode there is laughter from all three participants. Lesley seamlessly 
links her contribution to Eve’s description with a coordinating conjunction 
and the jacket would have to be long (line 10), while Leila, the group leader in 
more task-oriented contexts, here takes the role of appreciative audience, 
contributing consistently positive evaluative responses, including laughter 
(lines 3, 6, 8), which overlap throughout with the descriptive contributions 
of the other two. This example nicely illustrates the detail of the way in 
which humour functions to construct and maintain particular kinds of 
work relationships. Maximally collaborative talk of this type is a means 
of ‘doing collegiality’, while Leila’s background role in this exchange, com
pared to her role in meetings she chaired, demonstrates again how power
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and authority are played down where possible in this community of practice, 
as well as how power and politeness are constructed differently in different 
social contexts.

In terms of workplace culture, then, there is considerable emphasis on 
consensus-based decision making in this community of practice. Power and 
status differences are downplayed, and group membership is highly valued. 
The team’s use of humour reflects these priorities. There is a good deal of 
laughter in the group’s meetings, much of the humour is jointly constructed 
and collaboratively developed, and most of it is positive in its pragmatic 
effect. Where conflict arises, humour sometimes serves as a vehicle for the 
expression of dissatisfaction, or to mask a covert challenge to what is per
ceived as an overly ‘managerial’ style. Overall, however, the humour which 
characterises this workplace culture is an accurate reflection of the friendly, 
supportive work relationships of the group.

Case Study 2

The second case study is a blue-collar, multicultural, male-dominated but 
female-led, factory-based team within the manufacturing industry. On the 
three criterial features, this work group constitutes a very tightly knit and 
highly cohesive community of practice. Their level of mutual engagement 
on a day-to-day basis is not uniformly high, as the packers and manufac
turers work on different floors of the factory, and there are long intervals 
where individual team members may not need to communicate with one 
another. However, the team has daily briefing sessions, individuals have regu
lar contact with one another in the course of their 12-hour shifts, they 
see one another at ‘smoko’ (tea/coffee breaks), and there is regular social 
contact between many team members outside work hours. They are a very 
cohesive group with a real sense of joint enterprise and high motivation, 
both in terms of completing immediate tasks during each shift and meeting 
longer term goals, such as continuing to outperform other production teams. 
Teamwork is highly and explicitly valued, something which is further rein
forced by the Polynesian cultural background of a majority of the team, 
which tends to privilege the group over individuals.

One of the more noticeable ways in which these characteristics are 
reflected in the discourse of this group is in the high proportion of humour 
which pervades their talk. As mentioned above, there was a higher proportion 
of humour in the team meetings of this group than in any other work group 
we recorded. Moreover, the style of humour favoured by the group was 
sparky, contestive and competitive; i.e. rather different from the supportive, 
collaborative humour more characteristic of meetings between members of 
the team in Case Study 1. The factory team had a well-deserved reputation 
for uninhibited swearing and constantly joking around and ‘having each other 
on’. Their particular blend of verbal humour, jocular abuse and practical
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jokes contributed to a unique team culture and generally helped to create 
positive relationships within the team. These kinds of playful yet highly 
competitive and ‘in your face’ strategies for building solidarity are well docu
mented as common characteristics of all-male groups (e.g. Kuiper 1991; 
Coates 1997; Kiesling 2001).

Example 6.20 provides a typical illustration of how members embed the 
team culture and low-key humour into routine task-oriented interactions.

Example 6.20
Context: Ginette the team leader talks to Russell in the manufacturing section via 
the intercom.

1 gin: copy Kiwi copy Kiwi
2 r u s :  w hat’s u p

3 gin: stand by and I’ll give you the figures bro
4 rus: yep go
5 gin: for the line 1 acma rainbow flight we need 24 tonnes 24
6 rus: yo bro

Ginette, the manager, is participating in a longstanding team ritual when using 
the intercom, by the mock-serious use of ham radio conventions like copy Kiwi 
(line 1) and stand by (line 3) to initiate the interaction with Russell. Her use 
of his nickname Kiwi (line 1) and the familiar and friendly term of address bro 
(line 3) when addressing Russell, and his use in return of bro (line 6) are also 
characteristic of the way this team interacts.7 Example 6.21 of humorous self- 
deprecation by Sam illustrates the way such low-key humour is endemic, 
naturally woven into team members’ mundane workplace interactions.

Example 6.21
Context: Sam and Helen are working side by side on the factory line.

1 sam: I dunno w here m y I dunno where m y knife w ent (4) disappeared

2 hel: there it’s there

3 sam: oh shit see that’s what happens when you’re running around
4 like a blue arsed fly [laughs] . . . you forget where you put things

Example 6.21 above is a more obvious example of the sort of no- 
holds-barred contestive humour that is commonplace between members 
of this team. This kind of teasing, focusing on personal characteristics, was 
common currency among team members, and an obvious way in which 
they constructed and reinforced team solidarity. Ginette, the team manager 
participated fully, often deliberately initiating humorous escapades to coun
teract boredom and maintain morale amongst the team. A classic example 
occurred on April Fools’ Day when she tricked several team members into 
ringing the zoo to ask for ‘Mr Lion’, much to the mirth of their colleagues.
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Ginette’s routine use of humour to emphasise team cohesion and solidar
ity has much in common with Leila’s use of humour to release tension and 
emphasise collegiality at strategic points in the meeting outlined in Case 
Study 1. W hat is very different, however, is first the type and style of 
humour which characterises the interactions within each team. The office- 
based team’s humour is typically anecdotal, gentle and unthreatening, and 
often attracts support from others who collaborate to develop and extend 
it. The factory team’s humour is largely abusive, robust and contestive, 
with team members frequently vying competitively for the floor to top 
each other’s humorous sallies. In both cases, however, the effect is to 
reduce power differences between team members and their managers, and to 
emphasise social connection ahead of individual status (cf Tannen 1990).

A second difference is the way the factory team leader uses humour in 
conveying her more explicit face attack acts. The white-collar manager, 
Leila, is rarely overtly critical, especially in large meetings, preferring indir
ect strategies for indicating areas for improvement. Ginette, by contrast, is 
frequently extremely direct and critical, using explicit imperatives, often 
reinforced by strong expletives when addressing the group as a whole (as 
illustrated in Chapter 3). However, she is also skilled in using humour to 
ensure the team pay attention to her message. In Example 3.6 (repeated 
in part here for convenience), she begins with a no punches pulled style, 
characterised by explicit directives, and appealing to individuals not to let 
the rest of the team down, but she ends with humorous bathos.

Example 6.22
Context: Regular 6am team briefing meeting. Ginette is telling the packers that 
there have been serious delays caused by their mistakes with documenting the 
packing codes.

1 gin: check the case . .. make sure you check them properly
2 cos like I said it’s just one person’s stupid mistake
3 makes the whole lot of us look like eggs +++
4 check them properly . . .
5 gin: please fill them out properly fuck youse

[general laughter]

Ginette uses very direct forcefully expressed imperative forms (lines 1, 4), 
but she includes an amusing simile (lines 2-3), based perhaps on the idea of 
getting egg on one’s face, and she ends her long harangue (the example is 
edited) with the bathetic please fill them out properly fuck youse. The comic mix 
of imperative form and forceful expletive, alongside the formally polite please, 
and the friendly colloquial pronoun youse, an in-group solidarity signal, 
elicits appreciative laughter from the team.
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This mix of critical abuse and humour is what distinguishes Case Study 2 
from Case Studies 1 and 3. It is a distinctive interactional style which 
depends on close and trusting relationships between all group members. 
Example 6.23 illustrates Ginette in her stride at 6am at a morning meeting 
where it is quite clear that everyone is not present.

Example 6.23
Context: Regular 6am briefing meeting of factory team.

1 gin: good morning everybody it’s just lovely to see you all this morning +
2 just can’t imagine my life coming into work not seeing you every day +
3 nice to see you all well

[general laughter and a range of indecipherable responses with tone of 
good-humoured riposte]

4 gin: one one three +++ nice to see everybody’s here on time +++

Sarcasm and jocular insult is thus the normal currency of this team’s interac
tion and Ginette foots it with the best of them. As people gradually drift in, 
Ginette maintains her ironic tone to comment on their tardiness, as also 
illustrated in Example 6.11 above. She uses humour very effectively to main
tain attention, creating a sparky, engaged interactive style, while simultane
ously getting over her message that people are expected to arrive on time for 
morning meetings. She ends the meeting with a genuine but good-humoured 
challenge (Example 6.24).

Example 6.24
Context: Regular 6am briefing meeting of factory team.

1 gin: i f  you d on ’t finish it by six o clock y o u ’re staying here

2 until you do finish it ++ that a good deal
3 man: that’s good news give me the bad news now. . .
4 les: the bad news is that Russell is a liability for all of us

[all laugh]

In terms of workplace culture, then, this community of practice can be 
described as a highly cohesive and solidarity oriented workplace, with team 
membership highly valued. Team members express their close relation
ships with a wide range of teasing, practical jokes and jocular abuse. By 
contrast to Case Study 1, decision making in this team is often unilateral 
and, in such cases, decisions are conveyed downwards clearly and explicitly. 
Directives and criticisms are commonplace. In this context, humour func
tions importantly to maintain good workplace relations. The team leader 
participates fully in the team horse-play, but she also uses humour as an
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attention-grabbing device and a means of rendering her most 'In your face5 
criticisms palatable.

Case Study 3

The third case study Is another very different kind of work group. It Involves 
a team of experts In a white-collar, information technology (IT) organisa
tion, with a predominantly male workforce, brought together to work on a 
specific project with a fixed time span. The team members met weekly for 
ten weeks to work on the project. Using Wenger’s three criterial features for 
a CofP (mutual engagement, joint enterprise and shared repertoire), this 
work group can be described as a rather loosely knit community of practice, 
with a relatively low involvement communication style. Although they were 
engaged in a joint enterprise or project and they ‘talked the same language’, 
namely IT  jargon, members’ commitment to each other was temporary and 
variable. They met only once a week for a couple of hours. This group 
resembles the kind of CofP described in Wenger’s more recent work (Wenger 
and Snyder 2000), rather than the more traditional CofP illustrated by the 
previous two cases. They are a group of people ‘bound together by shared 
expertise’ (2000: 139). The length of the project defined the life span of this 
CofP and members’ degree of commitment largely depended on the extent 
of their contracted contribution and their level of responsibility within the 
project, factors of which they were very aware.

Status in the organisational hierarchy and power, including expert power, 
were salient variables for the members of this group, as their discourse 
indicated in a variety of ways, including the type of humour which occurred. 
Unlike Case Study 1, where power differences were played down using the 
discourse of negotiation and consultation, in this group responsibilities were 
frequently made explicit and members were very clear about relative rights 
and obligations. Example 6.25 illustrates this nicely.8

Example 6.25
Context: Regular meeting of a project team in a commercial organisation discuss
ing some new back-up software.

1 cal: what we’v- what we’ve actually decided to do is
2 er test it by asking by losing some data or pretending to lose some
3 something significant like everything that’s in p v c s
4 like all our documents and all our code
5 bar: [laughs]
6 eric: yeah but d-
7 cal: and then asking them to restore it
8 eric: no don’t do that
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9 c a l : we won’t really lose it
10 eric: yeah right and what you’re going to do is have a file that’s three weeks
11 old overwritten over the top of all your um stuff that’s um current
12 bar: mm
13 eric: don’t do that at all
14 cal: no we’re going to protect some
15 eric: [laughs]
16 JAC: that we’re not that we haven’t updated
17 eric: don’t do it
18 j a c : no?
19 eric: no
20 jake: you don’t tr- /you you don’t \  trust them
21 eric: /please please put it\
22 please put it in the minutes that Eric does not think
23 this is [laughs] a good idea 

[general laughter]

Clearly this is a group of experts using their own linguistic repertoire (e.g. 
lines 1-4 in particular). However, on this specific issue Eric is the one with 
the relevant expertise and he makes it very clear (lines 6, 8, 10-11, 13, 17, 
19) that he disagrees with what Callum is proposing (see Chapter 7 for more 
detailed discussion of Eric’s discourse of disagreement). W hen it appears 
that, despite his explicit on-record disagreement, his advice will be ignored, 
Eric resorts to a formal request that his opposition be recorded in the 
minutes of the meeting (lines 21-23). The formality of Eric’s request 
(emphasised by his reference to himself as Eric rather than as I) elicits laughter 
because it sounds incongruous in the context of the meeting, which is in 
most other respects relatively informal in style.

This example is a good representation of the kind of humour which 
characterises the interactions of this group. It arises very directly from the 
business at hand, it is concerned with issues of power and it takes the form 
of ironic overstatement. Eric uses humour to get his message across in an 
acceptable form, but the underlying message is deadly serious.

In keeping with their rather competitive attitudes and tendency to define 
and defend their own expert patches, the discourse style of this group is 
considerably less collaborative than the style of the other two work groups 
considered above. There are few instances of supportive, positively oriented, 
jointly constructed humorous exchanges (such as illustrated by Example 6.2 
concerning the fantasy Ministry suit). Rather, this team specialises in sarcasm 
and their preferred style of delivery is a short, pithy one-liner to the jugular. 
Most of the instances in Example 6.13 were taken from meetings of this 
group. Examples 6.26 and 6.27 are in the same style -  sarcastic one-liners. In 
Example 6.26, Eric comments on Callum’s tendency to want things explicit, 
suggesting he is unnecessarily pedantic.

131
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Example 6.26
Context: Regular meeting of project team in commercial organisation.

1 eric: [smiling voice] Callum has to ask

In Example 6.27, Callum is the instigator of the ironic humour. He is 
responding to criticism that he has left the wrong date on a memo.

Example 6.27
Context: Regular meeting of project team in commercial organisation.

I cal: I find it hard being perfect at everything
[general laughter]

This sarcastic contestive style of humour is the most characteristic pattern 
throughout the meetings of this group. Sometimes, however, like the 
members of Case Study 2, this professional team join in jocularly abusing 
each other, as illustrated in Example 6.28.

Example 6.28
Context: Regular meeting of project team in commercial organisation 
discussing a long report.

1 d u d : have you read it?
2 bar: I have
3 d u d : have you already?
4 bar: [laughs]

5 jac: and and Callum’s read it already
6 bar: [laughs]
7 dud: you don’t have enough work to do Barry
8 bar: I read it I was up till about ( ) no /[laughs]\
9 jac: / [laughs]\

10 eric: well I was up till about midnight lasc night too
II cal: surfing right?
12 eric: no

13 bar: [laughs] surfing the net

The humour takes the form of challenges to professional expertise and com
petence, a recurring theme for this team. Dudley’s jocular insult (line 7) is 
based on the assumption that a high workload is the norm for this group. 
Seriously boasting about how hard you work (lines 8, 10) is clearly accept
able and serious. In the same vein Callum challenges Eric’s claim that he 
worked late with the accusation that he was surfing right (line 11), and Barry 
supports Callum surfing the net (line 13) when Eric denies the charge.

In another interesting example, the group collaborate more construct
ively to indicate to Jacob, an American expert who has been seconded to the
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organisation precisely for this project, that he does not in some senses fully 
‘belong’ to the group.

Example 6.29
Context: Regular meeting of project team in commercial organisation. The team 
are discussing an ‘outside5 meeting they plan to attend.

1 jac: do you want me to come as well?
2 cal: um hmm /[laughs]\
3 d u d: /don’t wear a\ don’t wear a [company name] tie
4 bar: [laughs] yeah you can go incognito

[general laughter]
5 jac: hide in the back row

[general laughter]
6 bar: just don’t say anything. . .

Here the meeting participants make humorous suggestions about the condi
tions under which Jacob may accompany them to the function. In this jointly 
constructed humorous sequence, the participants are oriented to a common 
topic with a shared goal of mutual amusement. Each contribution expands 
and elaborates the underlying proposition ‘you can come only if you don’t 
identify with us’, an insulting suggestion, and an example of jocular abuse 
which is the primary source of the humour. Each participant competes to 
outdo the previous speaker with a witty contribution (lines 3, 4, 5,6). The basic 
message conveyed is that Jacob is an outgroup member. He belongs to an 
outside organisation and the team members here repudiate -  in a jocular way
-  the validity of his membership of their team. Jacob, however, knows this 
group’s membership criteria and he is able to join in the humorous sequence 
with his own contribution, using a similar grammatically minimal clause, 
hide in the back row (line 5). This is a rare example of the team working 
together to construct a humorous sequence. It illustrates that no group fits 
into a category perfectly; reality is always messy and analytically challenging.

In terms of workplace culture, then, this community of practice is relat
ively loosely knit. On the whole, membership of this particular team is not 
regarded as a primary commitment for team members. Power and status of 
various kinds (including expert status) are highly salient and a frequent focus 
of attention, including sarcastic and ironic attention. Decision making is 
thus an uneasy mix of authority based and consensual in style, which proves 
a constant source of contestation and challenge, often delivered in a superfi
cially humorous tone to render it more palatable. While the group becomes 
gradually more integrated over the weeks of the project, the predominant 
discourse style, evident in their humour in particular, is a contestive, one-at- 
a-time (Coates 1997), non-collaborative, individual style, with contributions 
typically competing for the floor.9
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Conclusion

Humour is a valuable resource in workplace interaction, a highly flexible 
discourse strategy which typically builds and maintains good relationships 
at work. Workmates use humour to amuse each other during work breaks, 
to release tension at strategic points in workplace interaction and to relieve 
boredom on the job. Humour also mitigates the impact of directives and 
criticisms and takes some of the sting out of insults. As a discourse strategy, 
then, humour is a useful means of constructing solidarity, paying atten
tion to the addressee’s face needs and ‘doing power’ in a socially accept
able way. Generally, the higher the threat to the addressee’s face, the more 
likely the message will be presented in at least superficially humorous 
packaging.

Humour can also be considered a distinctive feature of workplace culture, 
with considerable variation in the amount and type of humour which charac
terises workplace interaction in different communities of practice. Looking 
more closely at the humour of three specific work teams revealed interesting 
differences in the detailed interactional practices of each team. In the team 
in Case Study 1, where power and status were downplayed and smoothly 
attained consensus was an important goal, humour was predominantly 
supportive and positive in pragmatic effect and typically collaborative in 
style; jointly developed, supportive humour sequences were common. The 
team manager used humour to facilitate progress in areas where difficulties 
were apparent, and subversive or contestive humour was relatively rare.

A much more robust style of humour characterised the interaction 
of the team which was the focus of Case Study 2. Jocular abuse was the 
common currency and team members, including the team leader, were adept 
at ‘roasting’ each other in a variety of ways, including practical jokes. While 
jointly constructed sequences occurred, they typically involved trading 
jocular abuse. Often the boundaries between power and solidarity were fluid 
and humour was an interesting indication of this, with all team members, 
including the team leader, considered fair game. However, when necessary 
the team leader asserted her authority, skilfully using humour to convey 
unvarnished criticism and directives in attention-grabbing and acceptable 
ways.

The team who constituted Case Study 3 paid much more explicit atten
tion to status and power distinctions than the team which was the focus of 
Case Study 1, who downplayed them, or the team in Case Study 2, who 
accepted and took them for granted, i.e. power was not an issue. For the 
team in Case Study 3, power was a salient and contestable dimension and 
this was reflected in the way humour was used by group members. This 
group specialised in subversive, contestive humour, typically conveyed in 
pithy, sarcastic or ironic one-liners which often challenged the competence
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or expertise of other group members. When they collaborated to produce 
more extended sequences, these frequently functioned in similar ways, 
attacking other group members for real or concocted inadequacies.

The discussion in this chapter has illustrated the fact that humour is often 
used to reduce tension, to manage potential conflict and to contribute to the 
management of problematic situations. In the next chapter, we focus more 
specifically on problematic talk at work, including the kinds of problems that 
arise in workplace interaction when goals of the managers and the managed 
are not in perfect alignment.

Notes

1. Holmes (2000d) provides the following definition of humour, as well as a 
discussion of the literature in this area: ‘Humorous utterances are those 
identified by the analyst, on the basis of paralinguistic, prosodic and dis- 
coursal clues, as intended by the speaker(s) to be amusing and perceived 
to be amusing by at least some participants.’

2. There is an extensive literature on the functions of humour: e.g. Martineau 
(1972); Ziv (1984); Ervin-Tripp and Lampert (1992); Graham, Papa and 
Brookes (1992). Hay (1995) provides an useful summary. For discussion of 
the tension release function of humour in the workplace, see, for example, 
Consalvo (1989); Hatch and Ehrlich (1993); Adelsward and Oberg (1998).

3. By contrast in Hay’s (1995) analysis of humour in friendship groups, the 
construction of solidarity or social cohesion was the overriding and ubiquitous 
function of humour.

4. Austin (1990) provides an interesting discussion of face attack acts. Kuiper 
(1991) illustrates jocular abuse in a rugby changing room and Holmes (2000d) 
provides farther discussion of jocular abuse in workplace interaction.

5. It is interesting to note that jocular abuse was rare downwards from 
superior to subordinates, especially in white-collar workplaces. It is possible 
diat insults, even if attenuated by humour, too obviously constitute abuses 
of power in the workplace, and that they are thus avoided due to legislat
ive restraints. However, a parallel pattern was noted by Hay (1995) in 
her analysis of jocular abuse in friendship groups. Newer and less w'ell- 
established group members received less abuse than longer standing and 
well-integrated members.

6. Quote from a managing director (Clouse and Spurgeon 1995: 3).
7. x\lthough bro is an abbreviation of brother, and therefore more commonly 

used as a solidarity marker between males, it is nevertheless not unusual for 
it to be used in addressing women who are members of the in-group, 
particularly in Polynesian contexts.

8. Part of this rich example was used in Chapter 4 to illustrate the role of the 
expert in decision making. It is analysed from a different perspective in 
Chapter 7.
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9. The contrasts in the discourse style and humour used in different meetings 
illustrate the relevance of gender ss v?c)\ as workplace culture, since the 
participants in Case Study 1 were ¿'I fesrraJe, 'vhile those in Case Study 3 
were all male. We mentioned in Chapter 4 that gender sometimes surfaces: 
as a relevant social variable in workplace interaction and this is a case in 
point. It is not, however, an issue which we pursue in this, book (see Holmes 
and Mam re; Holmes, Marra and Bur as 2001; Stub be 1998b; Stubbe ec all
2000).



7
Miscommunication and 
Problematic Talk at Work

Example 7,1
Context: Jan, a branch manager, and Heke, a policy manager are engaged in a 
meeting in Heke’s office in a government organisation.

1 Jan: what- what happened to Marama? + was-
2 I presumed that Marama was going was that MY misunderstanding +
3 heke: [drawls] OH
4 Jan: to the + /[ministry]\
5 heke: /[ministry] \  + I presumed she was going as well (1.5)
6 /okay [laughs] okay so she just didn’t \  show at all
7 Jan: /[drawls] well [laughs] so\ no + and + well that’s not like Marama
8 heke: no ++ no oh well ++ I have no idea
9 Jan: okay so can you /check\ that out? I’ve just got back unfortunately

10 heke: /all right\
11 Jan: because I WAS in a bit of a situa/tion where I don’t know\the detail
12 heke: /yes\
13 jan: of the research very well
14 heke: no
15 jan: um so I couldn’t go into much
16 heke: [softly] for god’s sake
17 jan: explanation ++ BUT we did get from them um
18 they’ve got no problem in developing the proto/col\?
19 heke: /[tut]\ [high pitch] GOOD GOD okay all right sorry I’m just + a little
20 bit-
21 jan: so + can can someone get onto them and organise a meeting
22 immediately if not sooner +
23 heke: okay (4)

Miscommunication and problematic talk could be described as occupational 
hazards of organisational life. Example 7.1 provides a typical Illustration of
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the sorts of things that can go wrong and shows how, even in cases where 
a potential problem is avoided, or where a tricky discussion results in a 
constructive resolution to a particular issue, misunderstandings and dif
ferences of opinion inevitably take time, energy and relational skill to work 
through.

The actual misunderstanding Jan refers to in this example was in itself 
relatively minor. Marama had not turned up as expected to a meeting with 
another organisation and so Jan, the section manager, had been left to 
contribute to a discussion where she did not have all the information she 
needed. There are a number of possible explanations -  Marama may not 
have received the information about the meeting, she may not have under
stood that she was required to attend, or she may simply have failed to 
ensure Jan was informed that she could not come. However, whatever the 
reason, Marama’s non-appearance at an important meeting with an external 
stakeholder resulted in embarrassment for Jan, a senior manager, and had 
the potential to derail some sensitive negotiations. Although she gives Marama 
the benefit of the doubt, was that M Y  misunderstanding (line 2), Jan neverthe
less feels obliged to follow the incident up with Marama’s line manager, 
Heke, in part to prevent a recurrence, but also to get him to organise 
some ‘damage control’ in the form of another meeting. In doing so, she 
enters into problematic discourse of a different kind, a discourse where the 
interplay between the enactment of power and politeness is especially 
foregrounded, an area which is the explicit topic of later sections of this 
chapter.

However simple or complex the underlying cause, ineffective or prob
lematic communication in a workplace can have highly visible and costly 
negative outcomes, both for the individuals concerned and for the organisa
tion as a whole. The potential consequences range from relatively minor and 
easily repairable interruptions to the smooth flow of work or communication 
between colleagues, as in Example 7.1, through to more serious disruptions 
to productivity or workplace relations. In one workplace we studied, for 
example, a simple failure to clarify a message led to a costly production 
line outage when a new product was pumped through a hopper before it 
had been cleaned after the previous production run. Many employment 
tribunal cases on public record in New Zealand identify interpersonal mis- 
communication as a key contributing factor in the escalation of workplace 
disputes.1 Published communication, management and legal case studies 
also frequently report on and analyse problematic dealings with ‘difficult’ 
colleagues or clients, as well as structural problems relating to organisational 
communication processes.2

Workers clearly put a good deal of effort into communication at work 
and into the construction of workplace relationships through talk. When 
things go wrong the practical consequences are often very visible. Participants 
in our project reported that communication problems of various kinds were
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of ongoing concern, affecting relations between colleagues in the same teams, 
in different sections of an organisation, or between management and staff. 
The notion that we can and should become ‘better5 communicators also has 
wide currency (cf Cameron 2000). However, our analyses, supported by 
informants’ self-assessments of individual interactions, indicate that on the 
whole, people did a remarkably good job of communicating effectively with 
their colleagues on a day-to-day basis, as measured by the achievement of 
their stated and implicit transactional goals and the (apparent) maintenance 
of smooth working relationships during particular interactions. (See Ex
ample 7.10 below for an illustration of how appearances can be misleading.) 
Obvious instances of miscommunication, such as the one referred to in 
Example 7.1, are far less common in our data than our informants’ reported 
perceptions might lead us to expect.

Throughout the preceding chapters, we have explored the complex ways 
in which power and politeness are played out in everyday workplace interac
tions, in contexts where the explicit focus is (or is expected to be) on the task 
at hand. We have looked at how people use a range of direct and indirect 
strategies to balance their relational identities and instrumental goals in 
particular contexts such as meetings, or when trying to get others to do 
things, and how they make strategic use of ‘off-task’ talk such as humour 
and small talk to achieve both instrumental and interpersonal goals. We 
have seen how interactants constantly perform a delicate discursive balanc
ing act in their attempts to get tasks done, while at the same time manag
ing their relationships with their coworkers. This interplay between the 
imperatives of power and politeness is especially foregrounded in cases of 
miscommunication and problematic discourse -  indeed it is the tension 
between sometimes conflicting relational goals and the imperatives of the 
task at hand which often renders such talk particularly problematic in the 
first place. In this chapter, we turn the spotlight on the glitches, the hitches 
and the hiccups of workplace interaction, and we focus quite explicitly on 
the management of problematic talk at work. We first discuss examples 
where the referential or information content of the message is the source of 
the problem, and we then turn to examples of a much more frequent type of 
problematic talk, where power and politeness are the fundamental issues.

Miscommunication

Example 7.1 provided an instance where a manager was left in an embarrassing 
situation as a result of what she, diplomatically perhaps, interpreted as a 
genuine misunderstanding. In interpreting what had happened, Jan inferred 
that crucial information had not been transmitted from one person to another.
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This interaction occurred in a white-collar professional environment and 
the consequences involved inadequate communication between organisations. 
In small businesses and factories, by contrast, misunderstandings may result 
in more concrete evidence of failure to meet workplace objectives, in the 
form of a drop in the level of material outputs, as in the case of the unclean 
hopper mentioned above. Example 7.2 provides a more extended analysis of 
a similar misunderstanding which developed on the factory floor, a misun
derstanding which has been referred to in earlier chapters and one which, 
like the uncleaned hopper, entailed potential economic consequences for the 
organisation, as well as loss of face for the team responsible for the errors. 
In Example 7.2, the team manager is outlining the problem and identifying 
its basis.

Example 7.2
Context: Regular early morning briefing meeting. Ginette is telling the packers 
that there have been serious delays caused by mistakes with documenting pack
ing codes.

1 gin: the um the [product] that was packed on the other two shifts
2 line two was put on hold because the pack code was wrong
3 and that should have been picked up a lot earlier on the packing line
4 but it wasn’t
5 and that’s because the checks aren’t done properly
6 they’re done like this bullshit it’s not checked properly
7 now the day before yesterday was it the day before yesterday Lesia
8 we did the same thing we did exactly the same as the other two shifts
9 did not checking what we’re packing people just take it for granted

10 what’s on the outside on of those cases and packets are right
11 when I went over to check the line three check list
12 it didn’t have the pack code right.. .
13 when you do the checks check the case off the lay card
14 if they don’t match there’s something wrong stop the line
15 if the lay card says you’ve got five numbers on
16 you should have five numbers on the pack code
17 that’s what you put in there not four
18 just cos it’s got a zero on there doesn’t mean it doesn’t count
19 it does count so make sure you check them properly. . .
20 cos like I said it’s just one person’s stupid mistake
21 makes the whole lot of us look like eggs (5)
22 check them properly [laughs]
23 we shouldn’t blame Lesia cos he’s got a good memory. . .
24 please fill them out properly fuck youse
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As illustrated in earlier chapters, the patterns of power and politeness on 
the factory floor are very different from those of the white-collar office 
context. Ginette pulls no punches in communicating her message here; 
she is both direct and directive. In terms of directness, she identifies the 
problem very explicitly: i.e. there is a recurrent issue with the packing 
codes in that the checks aren't done properly (line 5), behaviour which causes 
production delays: line two was put on hold because the pack code was wrong 
(line 2). Next she gives very clear and detailed instructions about what ought 
to take place (lines 13-16). Then she analyses the problem further and 
identifies what she surmises is the source of the problem -  a misunder
standing of the significance of a zero in the packing code just cos it's got a 
zero on there doesn't mean it doesn't count (line 18). Ginette here moves from 
an unforgiving analysis of the team’s past errors to a very clear and explicit 
account of what needs to be done to rectify them, and why. Unlike Jan in 
Example 7.1, in identifying the problem, Ginette is not primarily concerned 
with face saving, although by laying the blame squarely at the door of her 
team and insisting that they accept collective responsibility for the mistake, 
she avoids embarrassing the individuals who were actually at fault.

Finally, however, she shifts to a different and more affective level of 
communication, in her appeal for an improvement in future behaviour (lines 
19-24). While she uses the inclusive we in her earlier analysis (lines 8, 9), 
she also clearly indicates her supervisory role and responsibilities with the use 
of I  (line 11). In the final section, she has recourse to consistent solidarity- 
oriented techniques, pointing out that one person’s error makes the whole lot 
of us look like eggs (line 21). Again she identifies as a team member (she uses 
us not you). Just as she has avoided in the earlier section pointing the finger 
at any individual, here she quite specifically, though jokingly, lets her second 
in command off the hook, we shouldn't blame Lesia cos he's got a good memory 
(line 23). She concludes with the kind of team-building jocular abuse (line 
24) which, as illustrated in Chapter 6, forms the basic currency of positive 
politeness in the interactions of this team.

This example illustrates how the dimensions of power and politeness 
are interwoven in Ginette’s handling of a serious misunderstanding in the 
factory. Here she plays the tough boss, adopting direct and explicit strategies 
which communicate the problem clearly, and which also instantiate her 
authority as team leader. At the same time, however, she pays attention to 
the face needs of team members by avoiding laying blame on any individual, 
appealing rather to their team loyalty and solidarity. She also indicates that 
she is a boss who can have a laugh with her team by engaging in the kind of 
swearing and abuse which is the team’s common currency. These are all 
strategies which reflect her strong orientation to maintaining team morale, 
and her ability to balance her management responsibilities with her con
tinued acceptance as one of the team.
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Two further examples from the factory data, also based around this 
specific problem, provide further illumination of the way workplace miscom- 
munication may be handled, and the importance of power and politeness in 
analysing what is going on.

Example 73
Context: Lesia and Sam are on the packing line discussing how to follow Ginette’s 
instructions regarding the packing codes.

1 les: but now they try to take out the zero no more zeros
2 sam: no cos the zero doesn’t mean anything the zero is a nothing
3 that there is the main one four five six seven
4 but the zero zero is only just something in front of i t . . .
5 les: but why do you think you would say that
6 when Ginette was explaining that this morning
7 sam: oh I wasn’t over here
8 I only just just realised this morning when you come over you see . ..

Lesia begins by identifying the problem as Ginette has outlined it, namely, 
people have mistakenly been deleting the zeros in the packing codes (line 1). 
Sam challenges this and provides an explicit example of the error that Ginette 
has earlier identified, by arguing that the zeros have no meaning (lines 2-4). 
At this point Lesia appeals to Ginette’s authority and cites her early morning 
lecture on the topic, at which point Sam admits not paying attention during 
the meeting, and backs down (lines 6-7).

This is an interesting example, suggesting how easily miscommun- 
ication can be compounded if a single person did not hear the explanation. 
If Sam had been more pig-headed or assertive, or if he had been in a 
position of greater power than Lesia, it is possible that his mistaken 
version would have won the day. The excerpt illustrates, in fact, how a 
misunderstanding can be rectified, but it takes more than a simple asser
tion to convince Sam. An appeal to authority is what finally convinces him. 
In another interaction involving Sam and a different team member on the 
packing line, the same effect is achieved by an appeal to the team ethic, 
and especially the notion introduced at the end of Ginette’s briefing, that 
if individuals do not make an effort to sort this problem out, then not 
only will they lose face themselves, but they are letting the whole team 
down.

In Example 7.4, used to illustrate mitigated directives in Chapter 3, we 
see Ginette in action again, this time talking one to one with Sam, who is 
very obviously still a little confused. Again, what is noteworthy is Ginette’s 
skill in combining clarity of explanation with attention to the affective 
dimensions of the interaction.
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Example 7 A
Context: Ginette, the team manager, Is talking to team member Sam on the 
packing line about the packing codes.

1 gin: what do we have on here
2 sam: four five six seven
3 gin: why have you put four five six seven
4 sam: cos I was taking it off that one but gonna take it off that one
5 gin: you don’t take it off that one
6 sam: no er well yeah I did I know I was my- that was my mistake
7 gin: yeah
8 sam: yeah
9 gin: no the way you did it this morning is good that’s what we’re supposed

10 to do (9) see how important important the checks a- are you know
11 if you do them properly
12 sam: well I yeah I’m usually pretty good on on that sort of thing now so-
13 gin: yeah
14 sam: if you go by the book you can’t go wrong
15 gin: that’s right. . .  just remember that when you’re doing the check list
16 you put down what YOU find not what it should be
17 so you’re checking against what it should be
18 if it don’t match then there’s something wrong

In this one-to-one interaction Ginette uses quite different strategies to those 
she used when talking to the whole team. She adopts a range of facilitative, 
coaching strategies to help Sam see for himself what he has been doing 
wrong (line 6) and what is right, and she gets him to the point where he 
acknowledges how important it is to pay attention to detail and do the 
checks (line 14). She asks questions (lines 1, 3), provides supportive feed
back (lines 9, 13, 15), expands on Sam’s contributions, and finally sums up 
what they have agreed (lines 13-18). It has taken all morning, but at least for 
this worker the misunderstanding has finally been resolved.

We were very fortunate to be able to track in some detail the progress of 
Ginette’s attempts to rectify a misunderstanding on the factory floor. Few 
misunderstandings are so clearly identified and explicated, and the chances 
of recording not only the original statement of the problem, but also a range 
of follow-up interactions, are vanishingly small. Our data allowed us to trace 
the negotiation of the problem through a series of interactions on the fac
tory floor between different team members throughout the day following 
the morning briefing session. As a result we were able to see the many and 
varied strategies that participants used to resolve the problem, ranging from 
very explicit and direct denunciations of incorrect behaviour, to appeals to
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authority and team solidarity to ensure the problem did not recur. It is also 
worth noting that the final resolution of the misunderstanding was not 
achieved in a single interaction. It took a series of related interactions in 
different settings with different interlocutors, using a range of direct and 
indirect strategies, and invoking affective as well as referential meaning, for 
the message to finally ‘get across’, as Ginette put it. Throughout these 
various interactions, appeals to authority or power as well as to mateship or 
positive politeness emerged as important dimensions in the analysis.

In what follows, we turn to the consideration of somewhat different and 
typically more common kinds of problematic talk, drawing out and analysing 
in more depth some of the underlying tensions and conflicts which have 
been referred to in earlier chapters. Problematic talk frequently revolves 
around issues of power and there are many ways of managing the tensions 
that such issues generate in the workplace. In what follows we focus in 
particular on strategies associated with politeness and authority in managing 
problematic talk: for example, the use of linguistic politeness strategies, and 
especially attenuating devices, the use of directness and indirectness, and 
appeals to institutional power and authority of varying degrees of explicit
ness. To illustrate the complex ways in which these strategies are invoked 
in workplace interaction, we focus on a number of problematic interactions 
in which a power differential of some kind is involved.

Negotiating with the boss

In earlier chapters we have discussed a number of situations where an indi
vidual was faced with a communicative challenge which involved negotiating 
with a superior. In Chapters 1 and 3, for instance, we provided excerpts 
from an interview in which Kerry sought permission from her acting manager, 
Ruth, to take leave to attend a conference. The analysis of the negotiation 
identified a range of vague language, hedging and information avoidance 
strategies used by Kerry to obfuscate the nub of the issue, namely that she 
was seeking leave with full pay, despite the fact that she intended shortly to 
leave the organisation. Chapter 3 also illustrated the indirect strategies people 
use to get those who are not subordinates to assist them. Example 3.21, for 
instance, showed Paula and Fay negotiating over who was going to take 
the minutes of a meeting. And in a problematic encounter, in a different 
organisation, Claire used the strategy of ostensibly seeking advice from her 
manager, Tom, in order to indirectly register a complaint about being passed 
over for the job of acting manager (we examine Tom ’s contribution to this 
interaction from a CDA perspective below). All these encounters illustrated 
the discursive skills involved in handling a problematic workplace issue.
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Example 7.5, an encounter between two individuals at different levels in a 
government department, provides some interesting similarities and contrasts 
in terms of how a problematic issue is managed by the less senior participant. 
Kelly is a policy analyst and Katie a senior policy analyst. Kelly is seeking 
Katie’s advice about possible titles for a publication. She begins by reporting 
her own negative opinion of the title that has been proposed at a meeting 
which she missed. The problem Kelly faces is that she does not know Katie’s 
views of the proposed title and she must therefore tread warily in disclosing 
her own views. Although they are on good collegial terms, Katie and Kelly 
are not especially close friends; hence this is a tricky encounter for Kelly. 
She negotiates her way through the problem by adopting linguistic strategies 
which present her views very tentatively, while attempting to establish Katie’s 
views as she proceeds. To highlight her strategies we have put the hedging 
devices Kelly uses in bold.

Example 7.5
Context: Two policy analysts at different levels in the hierarchy of a govern
ment department discuss the proposed title of a department publication.

okay it’s about the title for the [name] publication 
oh yeah
and there was a meeting to discuss the titles when I was away 
yeah
I mean you know I was supposed to be there but it’s just that I’ve 
got a little bit of a concern about this is the sort of thing that um 
[tut] is being opted for like the [title] but I sort of think that um 
that’s been used
well also you see I suppose my concept of what we want to convey 
is not something that sound we- we sort of don’t want to sound like 
it’s an agenda we’re trying to push because we’re political 
right I think what we what it needs to convey is um 
something that’s more about um how you how + 
you actually build in the differences be- you know that work 
bring about to get good quality advice 
do- do you sort of know what I mean 
like it’s cos o- I’m trying to think who we’re targeting
I just think that word goes- puts them right off 
yeah
and I was trying to think of a 
it’s a very political word
well that’s right I mean and it I just wonder if if our market 
yeah

1 kel:
2 kat:

3 kel:
4 kat:

5 kel:
6
7
8 kat:
9 kel:

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 kat:

20 kel:
21 kat:

22 kel:

23 kat:
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24 kel: . is actually policy managers and policy analysts
25 we should actually go for something different
26 do you think is that your sort of gut feeling about that
27 kat: yes I do actually I think these are all awful
28 kel: yeah [whispers] so do I
29 so I’m just trying to think of some alternatives
30 I don’t  just say look I think these are awfiul but th- that’s your
31 is that your sort of feeling about it too
32 kat: yes I do I think none of them are usable at all I think
3 3 kel: oh good okay no I don’t  think they are either
34 kat: they’re either wimpy or silly or politically misdirected
35 kel: yeah

Kelly’s propositions are heavily hedged and attenuated. They leave her 
room to escape if she finds that Katie does not agree. In other words, her 
strategies for handling this problematic situation superficially resemble those 
used by Kerry in Example 1.4, in seeking permission to obtain conference 
leave with pay. Though their motivations are very different, their discursive 
strategies have much in common, since in both cases their aim is to avoid 
placing the full facts on record too explicitly. In addition to attenuation 
devices, however, Kerry uses vagueness, introducing a good deal of appar
ently minimally relevant additional information which served to obfuscate 
the central issue. By contrast, Kelly is always on topic, but because they are 
heavily hedged, her central propositions are not always easy to identify. Her 
strategy is to play for time so that Katie can indicate where she stands on the 
relevant issue.

In stark contrast to Kelly’s discourse, Katie’s statements are expressed 
very succinctly and directly, and they are largely unattenuated: thafs been 
used (line 8), it's a very political word (line 21), actually I  think these are all awful 
(line 27), none of them are usable at all (line 32), they are either wimpy or silly or 
politically misdirected (line 34). These direct statements are reminiscent of 
Ruth’s challenges in her encounter with the evasive Kerry in Chapter 1, 
though Katie’s intent (as we know from our ethnographic interviews) is very 
different from Ruth’s, as is the effect her utterances have on her addressee. 
As the interaction develops, it becomes clear that they are functioning as 
explicitly supportive feedback, intended to reassure Kelly that Katie shared 
her reservations about the proposed title.

These examples suggest that the linguistic politeness devices of hedging 
and attenuation are important resources in managing problematic talk, and 
that is undoubtedly true. But another important resource for participants 
in handling confrontational interactions which threaten their face needs, 
is to emphasise their own status and competence. In the encounter 
between Tom and Claire, for instance, which we analyse further below, it is
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noteworthy that Claire attends not only to Tom ’s face needs but also to her 
own. As illustrated in Chapter 3, she assiduously avoids any kind of direct 
confrontation, but rather uses indirect strategies and generously hedged 
propositions which allow Tom a range of avenues with which to defend his 
position. At the same time, however, she asserts her own strengths, and 
extracts agreement about them from Tom, as illustrated in the excerpt in 
Example 7.6.

Example 7.6
Context: Claire has sought a meeting with Tom, the overall manager of the area 
in which Claire’s section is located in a government organisation.

1 cla: well I did when I was in + the old [section]
2 I used to pick up work oh for Peter all the time . . .
3 cla: I’ve been here for two and a half years now
4 t o m : m m  m m

5 c l a : so  I’m fully au fait with the internal workings of [name of organisation]
6  t o m : m m

7 c l a : w h i c h  I t h i n k  p o l i c y  m a n a g e m e n t ’s l a r g e ly  a b o u t  u m  is  is  k n o w i n g  t h a t

8 and who to go to when to go to how to go about i t . . .
9 t o m : I would’ve had no difficulties in in um er acting you into the position

1 0  c l a : m m  . . .

11 t o m : you know um had I + probably thought about it
12 or or um had this conversation you with you bef-
13 I would’ve been quite happy /um\
14 cla: [tut] right well /( ) let you know [laughs] yeah\

In these snippets from the interview we see how Claire draws explicit
attention to the fact that she has been at the organisation for a considerable
time (line 3), that she knows how it works (line 5), that she has had experi
ence of replacing those senior to her (line 2), and that she knows what policy 
management involves (lines 7-8). She is direct and clear in these assertions: 
there are no hedges, no modal verbs, and no attenuating devices. The prag
matic particle I  think (line 7) is used in a ‘deliberative’ sense (Holmes 1990b), 
to add weight to the proposition and suggest that she has relevant and 
thought through views about the job. These strategies are clearly effective 
since Tom ’s response concedes that perhaps he had not given these points 
sufficient thought (lines 11-12).

With considerable skill, then, Claire manages to elicit an acknowledge
ment from Tom that she has the necessary abilities to perform the role of 
acting manager, and a commitment that next time the opportunity arises she 
will be seriously considered for the position. Clearly, managing problematic
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talk ‘upwards5 involves a range of discursive skills, including the sophistic
ated use of a range of linguistic politeness strategies. But how do those who 
are managers handle the communicative challenges presented by those
who work under their direction? How does problematic talk look from the 
perspective of the boss?

Negotiating 'downwards'

As we have illustrated throughout this book, there are many ways in which 
individuals can present their supervisors and managers with communicative 
challenges, and these often require considerable relational skill to negotiate. 
In Chapter 1, for instance, Ruth, the manager, effectively challenged Kerry’s 
attempt to obfuscate the issue of leave with pay by adopting a very direct 
approach, and by appealing to the department’s established institutional 
procedures. These two basic strategies frequently recur as means of man
aging problematic talk, i.e. the use of discursive directness and strategic 
indirectness on the one hand, and the invoking of institutional authority on 
the other.

Consider, for instance, the interaction between Tom and Claire, men
tioned above, which was analysed from Claire’s perspective in Chapter 3. 
Claire presented Tom with a number of difficult issues in an interview 
ostensibly sought to seek his advice. In the course of the interview Claire 
indicated that she was dissatisfied with the way that she had been treated and 
implied that she felt discriminated against. This was undoubtedly problem
atic talk from the perspective of Tom, her section manager. He was faced 
with a situation where he was being subtly accused of passing over someone 
capable of being appointed to a position, for a range of reasons which, 
though never explicitly specified, inevitably reflect badly on his managerial 
integrity.3 Tom ’s main strategy for managing this problematic situation 
involved adopting a conservative line, one which subtly underlined his 
authority and his right to make decisions. As illustrated in Example 7.7a, 
Tom appeals to the institutional status quo, the taken for granted assumptions 
about the way things operate in the organisation: things have to get done, 
managers have to make the best decision in the light of their assessment of 
the situation -  that’s the way things work here, he suggests.

Example 7.7a
Context: Claire has sought a meeting with Tom, the overall manager of the area 
in which Claire’s section is located in a government organisation.

1 t o m : yeah I don’t think it’s a it’s a question of er favourability
2 I mean it was a question more practicalities more than anything else
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3 um I was in urgent need of someone to fill in
4 and Jared had done that In the past already

Tom pursues this line of argument further by stating that appointing Jared 
as acting manager provided the simplest, safest and most efficient solution, 
and one which followed precedent. Example 7.7b illustrates Tom ’s repeti
tion of this assertion at several points throughout the Interview.

Example 7.7b
(Tom’s name In the margin indicates sequential points in the interview.)

1 t o m : er so from my point of view it was simply logistics
2 and what was practically easy that would create the least amount of
3 hassles at that point in time . . .
4 t o m : and it was as simple as that
5 so it wasn’t a judgement call on were you better or he w- he better
6 I- it was simply I saw precedents
7 [drawls] and that was the safest course of action in the short time I
8 had . . .
9 t o m : it was simply going on what was the safest ground

10 in respect of what the m- policy manager had done in the past. . .
11 t o m : in lieu of a decision I’ll take probably the last decision that was made . . .
12 t o m : I’m more prone to take the least path of resistance
13 or the path that’s more known to me
14 which which which really was Joseph had set a precedent before . . .
15 well as I say I didn’t er qualify my decision
16 other than look at the precedent

Tom appeals to logistics (line 1), to what would create the least amount of 
hassles (line 2) and repeatedly to precedent, either explicitly (lines 6, 13, 15), 
or implicitly what the m- policy manager had done in the past (line 10) and the 
last decision that was made (line 11). Appealing to precedent to justify his 
decision is a very conservative response to Claire’s concerns, one that assumes 
and emphasises the inherent ‘rightness’ of the status quo. As the argument is 
elaborated by Tom, the word precedent, and its derivatives and synonyms, are 
often closely collocated with the words safe and safest (e.g. lines 7, 9). In 
other words, Tom ’s strategy for managing the problematic talk is to retreat 
to the safety of institutionalised processes and established procedures which 
embody taken for granted assumptions about the way things should be done. 
His appeal to the safest procedures, the simplest, most sensible, tried and 
true methods of dealing with a situation, namely to precedent, is a paradigmatic
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example of the way power relationships are performed and repeatedly recon
structed in interaction.

Similarly, in providing advice to Claire about how she should strengthen 
her case for future promotion, Tom quite explicitly asserts the importance 
of her using the ‘proper’ channels to make her request for consideration for 
preferment (Example 7.7c).

Example 7.7c

1 tom : the issue . .. is [drawls] probably one that um +
2 you could address directly with Joseph . . .
3 tom : you might like to raise that as a development issue with Joseph . . .
4 tom : because he’s your immediate controlling officer . ..

By explicitly referring to Joseph’s status as her controlling officer (line 4), 
Tom emphasises his point that Claire should follow established procedures. 
Indeed, at several points during the discussion, Tom refers to the way he 
himself follows proper procedures in dealing with those of different status in 
the organisation, as illustrated in Example 7.7d.

Example 7.7d

1 tom : there would be very little chance of me crossing paths
2 with the p m the policy manager . . .
3 tom : um but I’ll never override my policy manager
4 unless I thought it absolutely necessary to do that

Here we see Tom consistently asserting the importance of using the correct 
channels, namely those which the organisation provides to deal with the 
situation under discussion. His arguments presume the legitimacy of the 
existing hierarchical relationships and take for granted that Claire should act 
in an appropriately deferential manner in her dealings with her superiors; a 
nice example from a CDA perspective of how ‘discourse reproduces inequal
ity’ (van Dijk 1999: 460).

Overall then, Tom deals with the threat Claire poses by adopting a 
stance of reassurance that all is well. Skilfully responding to Claire’s framing 
of the interview as ‘seeking advice’ rather than ‘making a complaint’, Tom 
constructs his role as experienced adviser to an acolyte and conducts the 
discussion in a way that is convenient and unthreatening to the institutional 
status quo and which minimises the threat to his own managerial face. He 
negotiates his way through this problematic encounter by using the basic 
strategies of appealing to institutional authority, to the status quo and to
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established processes, drawing on the taken for granted assumptions about 
the rightness of these. This method of dealing with such problems was very 
common in our data. It was used in the encounter between Ruth and Kerry 
referred to above, for instance, though it was rarely made quite so explicit as 
by Tom in Example 7.7.

Interestingly, in the sections where Tom is asserting his right to make the 
decision he did (7.7b, 7.7d), he uses predominantly direct and clear statements, 
with relatively few mitigating or attenuating devices. Rather, the qualifiers 
are typically strengtheners and boosters, e.g. it was as simple as that (7.7b, 
line 4) sim ply (7.7b, lines 1, 6, 9) absolutely (7.7d, line 4), This contrasts 
with sections where he is more oriented to addressing Claire’s concerns 
(7.7a, 7.7c) when he provides excuses (7.7a), and uses indirect directives 
in the form of suggestions (7.7c), attenuated with hedges and mitigating 
pragmatic particles such as I  don't think (7.7a, line 1), I  mean (7.7a, line 2), 
probably (7.7c, line 1), could (7.7c, line 2), might (7.7c, line 3).

In this interaction, then, an interaction in which Claire could be regarded 
as indirectly questioning his integrity and his managerial competence, Tom 
has recourse to a range of strategies to manage the problematic talk. The 
means he adopts include strategies which index his authority by referring 
to established institutionalised procedures, on the one hand, alongside the 
strategic use of direct statements and pragmatic strengtheners (which under
line his authority), and indirect directives attenuated with pragmatic hedges 
(which mitigate the threat to his face).

Throughout our data, as mentioned above, it is common to find manag
ers appealing to institutional processes for dealing with problems, or to 
standard accepted practices and 'the way we do things around here’.4 In 
Leila’s team, for instance, as illustrated in Chapter 4, the way things are 
done, and particularly the preferred way for problems to be resolved, is to 
talk them through until consensus is reached. In the interaction between 
Jan and Heke referred to in Chapter 3, Jan first suggests indirectly that 
Heke needs to crack the whip a little with staff who have been underper
forming. When he responds by suggesting they may need to work evenings 
and weekends, Jan suggests that he should not go overboard and refers 
to the fact that they belong to an officially ‘family friendly workplace’ 
to support her point (Example 3.14). Appeals to institutional norms and 
standard workplace practices are thus one■ component in the armoury of 
discursive resources which managers draw on in negotiating through prob
lematic talk.

Example 7.8 provides an interesting and somewhat more subtle illustra
tion of the ways in which managers may negotiate their way through a 
potential problem. The problem in this case is that Hera does not want 
Tracey to proceed with work on a particular project, which Tracey has 
assumed is part of her area of responsibility.

151
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Example 7.8
Context: Manager to policy analyst in a government department.

I got thinking after that and I thought + [exhales] I- + 
you could kill two birds with one stone 
because those projects really hinge on this 
having a framework of like /Maori women eh\
/well actually \  I’ve listed that as a /separate\ project 
/yeah\ yeah
that is a project that I’ve already listed /it’s a\ fact it’s in fact some-
thing=
/so have I \
=that we’re w- again that we are to do according to our outputs 
but + looking at the current workloads of everyone 
that’s what I’ve got more or less reserved 
yeah

14 hera: for that for that for the new  bodies that are com ing in (yeah)

I mean we got two more new people coming in let’s hope 
[knocking sound]
cross fingers + and I’m looking for somebody for for the sen- 
a senior person who’s going to be able to manage that as a project 
oh I see . ..

19 hera: and you’re right in that the work to do with the Maori women’s claim 
and to some extent the um Maori women in decision making 
/yeah\
/and\ maybe even some of the other little projects to some extent + 
the issue of the framework is quite a critical one 
okay fine

1 tra:

2
3
4
5 hera:

6 tra:

7 hera:

8
9 tra:

10 hera:

11
12
13 tra:

14 hera:

15

16
17
18 tra:

19 hera:

20
21 tra:

22 hera:

23
24 tra:

In lines 1-4 Tracey suggests that she should take over a project which is 
closely related to one she is already working on. Hera lays the groundwork 
for what will basically constitute an argument against Tracey’s suggestion, 
with two standard signals of a dispreferred response, namely the hedges well 
and actually (line 5). She then proceeds to address the issue using a very 
sophisticated combination of directness and indirectness. On the one hand 
Hera asserts her authority as the person who has the right to decide how 
things will be managed in the section. This is most apparent linguistically in 
the consistent use of 7- statements’: Tve listed that as a separate project (line 5), 
that is a project that Fve already listed (line 7), thafs what Tve got more or less 
reserved for that for that for the new bodies (lines 12, 13), Fm looking for somebody 
for for the sen- a senior person (lines 16, 17). There is no doubt who is in charge 
and who makes the decisions here. This explicit assertion of Hera’s power is
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discursively emphasised through the use of repetition (lines 5, 7, 12), and 
interruption (line 5).

On the other hand, Hera never explicitly says to Tracey ‘no you can’t take 
over this project’. Rather she conveys this message implicitly by referring to 
the current workloads of everyone (line 11), and the responsibilities of the two 
new bodies that are coming in (line 14). In other words, she uses this means to 
tell Tracey that she intends to allocate this work to the new people. When she 
says she is looking for a senior person whoys going to be able to manage that as a 
project (line 17), it is clearly implied that this person is not Tracey but rather 
will be one of the new staff members. So, while she does not explicitly disagree 
with Tracey, by sketching out her plans for the project, which do not involve 
Tracey, Hera skilfully conveys the message that she does not concur with 
Tracey’s suggestion that this is an area she should absorb into her workload.

Hera ends her outline of what is to happen by paying explicit attention to 
Tracey’s face needs. She has implicitly suggested concern for Tracey’s work
load in line 10, but in concluding her response, she quite explicitly confirms 
Tracey’s analysis of the situation as accurate and youyre right. .. the issue of 
the framework is quite a critical one (lines 19-23). Tracey’s acceptance of the 
scenario that Hera outlines (line 24) suggests that Hera’s attention to the 
politeness dimension, her concern for the affective aspects of the interaction, 
makes an important contribution to the satisfactory and smooth resolution 
of this potentially problematic issue.

Though they concern very different kinds of problems, and occur in very 
different kinds of workplace contexts, there are obvious similarities between 
Hera’s strategies for addressing the problem raised by Tracey’s offer to take 
responsibility for an additional project and Ginette’s managerial strategy for 
dealing with her team’s mistake on the factory line (Example 7.2): i.e. first 
focus on sorting out the problem, while taking care to avoid undue upset; 
then pay explicit attention to face needs and affective aspects of the interac
tion. It is a pattern which we observed repeatedly throughout our data, 
though of course the transactional and affective components, the dimensions 
of power and politeness, are not always so clearly distinguishable.

In this section, as in the previous one, we have seen how people draw on 
a variety of discourse strategies to manage problematic workplace encounters. 
Those in positions of authority often use direct and succinct statements, 
sometimes to ensure there is no misunderstanding, sometimes to challenge 
another’s definition of the situation or to identify a point of disagreement. 
Superiors frequently appeal, either directly or indirectly, to institutionally 
ratified procedures, to the authority conferred by their position in the 
organisational hierarchy, to ‘proper’ processes and the assumed correct ways 
of doing things. It is also clear, however, that considerations of politeness 
and attention to people’s face needs form an intrinsic component in the 
negotiations that participants engage in to manage problematic talk.
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Problems, power and partnership

In this final section, we focus on two contrasting encounters between people 
in apparently equal relationships in their organisations in order to illustrate 
two very different strategies for managing problematic talk, and in particular 
the issue of disagreement. The first entails very direct and unmitigated dis
agreement in a relatively formal meeting context. The second involves a 
much less explicit disagreement avoidance strategy which would have almost 
certainly gone undetected if we had not had available the information collected 
in a follow-up interview with one of the participants. The second example, 
which is longer and analysed in more detail, broadens the considerations of 
institutional power raised in earlier sections of this chapter, where the 
focus was on intra-organisational institutional power, to the issue of societal 
institutional power -  the intrinsic and unquestioned institutional power of 
the dominant group in a society. In particular, this example raises for con
sideration some of the complex reasons why minority group members might 
opt for avoidance as a strategy for managing problematic talk.

On-record disagreement as a pragmatic strategy

The first example we address in this section involves a problematic issue 
which arose within a team of experts in an information technology organisa
tion. The relevant excerpt was mentioned in Chapter 4 as an example of 
expert power, and discussed briefly in Chapter 6 as an illustration of the 
ways in which humour can be used to mitigate confrontational talk. We 
repeat the example here for convenience. Eric is a member of a special 
project team discussing the trialling of some new computer software. The 
team brings together experts from several different sections in the company 
to work on one specific project; hence relations of relative power and 
authority are much more fluid and dynamic than in an established team. In 
Example 7.9, Eric makes explicit the fact that he disagrees with what the 
rest of the team is proposing.

Example 7.9
Context: Regular meeting of project team in commercial organisation discussing 
some new back-up software.

1 cal: what we’v- what we’ve actually decided to do is
2 er test it by asking by losing some data or pretending to lose some
3 something significant like everything that’s in p v c s
4 like all our documents and all our code
5 bar: [laughs]
6 eric: yeah but d-
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7 cal: and then asking them to restore it
8 eric: no don’t do that
9 cal: we won’t really lose it

10 eric: yeah right and what you’re going to do is have a file that’s three weeks
11 old overwritten over the top of all your um stuff that’s um current
12 bar: mm
13 eric: don’t do that at all
14 cal: no we’re going to protect some
15 eric: [laughs]
16 jac: that we’re not that we haven’t updated
17 eric: don’t do it
18 jac: no?
19 eric: no
20 jac: you don’t tr- /you you don’t \  trust them
21 eric: /please please put it\
22 please put it in the minutes that Eric does not think
23 this is [laughs] a good idea 

[general laughter]

Most of the members of this team could be considered as equals in the 
organisational hierarchy, yet each brings their own particular area of expert
ise to the discussion. Eric is the expert on the issue under discussion and he 
faces the problem that he disagrees with the procedure proposed by Callum 
(lines 1-4). He first indicates his disagreement with a polite yeah but (line 6). 
He is interrupted at this point, but he goes on to assert his opposition quite 
explicitly: no don't do that (line 8), followed by an explanation, indicating that 
he believes his colleagues do not understand the consequences of the proce
dures they are proposing (lines 10-11). He ends with a reinforced repetition 
of his opposition don't do that at all (line 13). At this point it is apparent that 
his very overt and explicit opposition is beginning to cause discomfort and 
his colleagues begin to attempt to address his concerns (lines 14, 16). In 
response to these attempts to provide evidence that they do understand the 
consequences of what they are proposing, Eric laughs cynically (line 15) and 
reiterates his opposition for the third time don't do it (line 17). Finally, when 
it appears that despite his repeated on-record disagreement, his advice will 
be ignored, he resorts to an explicit and formal request that his opposition 
be recorded in the minutes of the meeting (lines 21-23).

Though Eric’s statements of opposition are delivered very seriously, by 
the third reiteration his tone has an element of pseudo-dramatic warning, a 
strategy he seems to adopt in recognition of the markedness of his explicit 
opposition. This tone is sustained in the mock-serious request to have his 
opposition formally recorded, and his use of the distancing strategy of refer
ring to himself in the third person. The point is further underlined by the 
understatement of the utterance Eric does not think this is a good idea. As
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mentioned in Chapter 6 , the formality of his request, which sounds incon
gruous in the context of this relatively informal meeting, elicits laughter. 
The discomfort aroused by Eric’s formal opposition to what is proposed is 
thus resolved through his strategic use of humour. He skilfully underlines 
the fact that his disagreement stands, while simultaneously defusing the 
tension this opposition has generated.

This example illustrates a relatively unusual co-occurrence -  the expres
sion of explicit, on-record, overt disagreement in a relatively informal meet
ing of colleagues and equals in a white-collar ‘professional’ workplace. In 
accounting for this, it is important to note that although this is a team of 
equals, it is also a team of experts. In Example 7.9, Eric is the authority in 
the team on this particular topic, and hence it is less surprising that he is 
prepared to go ‘on record’ using direct and explicit discourse strategies to 
indicate his opposition to the proposal. This is a nice illustration of the 
relevance of expert power in action (Spencer-Oatey 2000). Eric’s expertise 
and authority is also linked to responsibility. Thus one reason why he needs 
his views to go on record is to protect himself from the repercussions of 
what he considers a bad decision that he opposes. The opening example in 
Chapter 1 provides a similar case. Clara was ultimately responsible for the 
project under discussion, and hence she had a strong incentive to go ‘bald on 
record’ with her veto.

It is also important to note that workplace culture is a relevant considera
tion. Some workplaces tolerate and even encourage direct expressions of 
opinion, while others tend to favour greater attention to the face needs 
of participants. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the project team involved in 
this excerpt is a particularly competitive group of individuals who belong 
to a very loosely knit community of practice which emphasises individual 
responsibility at least as much as team responsibility. Even in this work
place, however, where confrontation is well tolerated, the seriousness and 
intensity of Eric’s expression of opposition appears to require mitigation, in 
this case through the use of humour. This particular instance of prob
lematic talk is realised and resolved, then, not through overt politeness 
strategies, as illustrated in earlier examples, nor by avoidance or reticence 
as illustrated in the next example, but by a skilful combination of in-your-face 
directness and ironic humour.

Off-record resistance as a pragmatic strategy

The final example of problematic discourse which we analyse in this chapter 
is in a somewhat different category from those considered previously. It has 
been selected to illustrate why analysing power and politeness at the local 
level of a single interaction may not always provide an adequate description
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or explanation of what is going on. The interaction in question constitutes 
a one-hour meeting between Aidan, who is Maori, and Hugh, a Pakeha 
colleague. The two men are evaluating vocational training programmes for 
Maori students. Aidan and Hugh are peers within the organisation and, as 
illustrated in Example 7.10a, a typical excerpt from this interaction, there is 
little overt evidence from the discourse itself that there is anything particu
larly problematic going on here.

Example 7.10a
Context: Advisers in a government organisation evaluating proposals.

1 HUGH: yeah um the trainees finding their own so there could ++
2 and that’s a flaw with trainees finding their own
3 is that they could end up sweeping the floor for two weeks
4 aid: yeah
5 HUGH: um + and by having the trainee find it
6 the polytechnic gets no input into the the training that’s covered
7 aid: yeah well the other issue about that thing is that the they’re they’re
8 not they’re not seeking culturally safe industries places to /protect\
9 students +

10 HUGH: /yeah\
11 aid: and so all that sort of stuff
12 HUGH: yeah yep
13 aid: yep um
14 HUGH: well like there are other ways of making it culturally safe
15 aid: yeah
16 HUGH: I mean 1111 mean it’s nice to have cultural safety
17 but I think part of that is is the realisation that it’s not a
18 culturally safe environment
19 /+\ out in industry
20 aid: /no\ and yet in the cultural component they’re not teaching any of
21 that stuff about how to deal with that
22 HUGH: right okay yep + yep
23 aid: and um yeah so the other thing is so how are they supporting
24 students + into into industry you know those sorts of things
25 HUGH: yeah

While this is a very task-focused interaction, at a superficial level at least, it 
is consistently polite and friendly and overall the two men appear to be 
engaged in a relatively smooth and uncontroversial discussion where they 
meet their stated goals in terms of completing a joint task. There is little or 
no direct manifestation of conflict, problematic talk or miscommunication in
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the discourse. Nevertheless, our ethnographic data, together with comparative 
data from other interactions involving Aidan in particular, provide evidence 
of undetected subterranean problems based in general societal inequalities 
between Maori and Pakeha, which form an undercurrent to this interaction 
in a government organisation.

An interview with Aidan provided the first real indication that he per
ceived his interaction with Hugh to have been problematic, and that that 
this was part of an historical situation. (We do not have any comparable 
information on how Hugh perceived things, so this is necessarily a partial 
view.) Interestingly, it was not the practical outcome of the interaction that 
Aidan saw as the problem -  he considered that they had completed the task 
expeditiously and without major disagreement. Rather, as indicated in Inter
view excerpt 7.1, the issue was that Aidan felt uncomfortable with Hugh’s 
style of interaction and considered there to be unresolved conflict between 
them, which essentially boiled down to a kind of power struggle at both an 
interpersonal and intergroup level.

Interview excerpt 7.1

now with Hugh, there’s a history between me and Hugh, and he’s a Pakeha male 
who brings all those power elements of Maori/Pakeha into what I believe is a 
Maori process . .. and Hugh I believe was forever arguing.
I think what I’m doing here is saying, to hell with all that bullshit, I just want to get 
the job done, and I’m not going to play your game of arguing. .. he’s easy to get 
on with, this guy, he’s not ugly or anything, I’m just really conscious that he power 
plays

Aidan reported that he resented and resisted these ‘power plays’, main
taining a degree of distance between himself and Hugh, for instance, by 
refusing to be drawn into extended discussion of a topic and just focusing on 
the task at hand (Interview excerpt 7.2).

Interview excerpt 7.2

I got to the point of saying to this man, you’ve got a lot to say but there’s actually 
very little substance to what you’re saying. I don’t know if that’s a Pakeha trick in 
terms of communication, but whenever things get tough it seems to be you need a 
thousand words to explain what you could explain in five and to me it seems to be 
a disempowering language technique that if you possibly come up against an articu
late minority person, then the way to get around that is to bamboozle with words 
and jargon; and this guy was really good at that, and I got to the point of saying,
I’m not dealing with any of that, we’ve got a job to do.

The covert problem in this talk is thus a problem involving societal power 
issues, although it is never articulated overtly. Rather it is played out in the
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way the discourse is distributed and instantiated between the participants. A 
comparison of this interaction with a parallel interaction between Aidan and 
Vincent, another Maori male, provides some interesting insights into the 
discourse strategies Aidan uses to avoid overt conflict and mask his feelings 
about Hugh’s style of interaction, while at the same time indirectly resisting 
what he sees as Hugh’s ‘power games’. These interactions both relate to the 
same evaluation task and there is no overt status difference between any of 
the interactants, who are all of similar age and educational background and 
work at the same level in the organisation.5 Nevertheless, despite the con
textual similarities, there are noticeable differences between the conversational 
styles of the two interactions. As we saw above, while the interaction between 
Aidan and Hugh is at the informal end of the scale, it is very on-task and 
focused, and there are few explicit signals of solidarity or high involvement 
evident. Instead, Aidan makes assertive use of ‘one-at-a-time’ turn-taking 
strategies (Coates 1996), and consistently addresses questions and challenges 
to Hugh in a stereotypically masculine ‘one-up’ style (Tannen 1990). In 
these ways, Aidan manages to present himself both as an able and confident 
professional in his field who knows what he is talking about, especially in 
terms of Maori issues, and to consciously place himself on an equal foot
ing with Hugh. Aidan avoids as far as possible going on record with any 
disagreements, although, as we see in Example 7.10b, when he does (lines 3, 
7), he does so fairly minimally.

Example 7.10b

1 hugh: I guess to make me um perfectly happy with that sort of thing
2 I’d like to say the following w- we tutors use
3 aid: that’s words though Hugh
4 hugh: 11 know and and perhaps concreting tha t + I mean so
5 I mean every nobody could rattle off that list the crucial
6 aid: not everybody does though eh
7 hugh: yeah but and anyone could put it in there but do they do it +
8 and to make me perfectly happy
9  I’d like to see examples of um group learning

10 or a description of I’m nitpicking
11 a i d : m m

12 hugh: but (I mean) in terms of an ideal + yeah
13 I’d like to see how that that integrates into the whole teaching
14 package think this isn’t so bad but a lot of the proposals we’re
15 looking at they- they kind of skimp over it
16 and they might give it a couple of mentions
17 like that list or something (though) you’re not you haven’t got a
18 picture of + you know what (it takes)
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19 aid: is that a gap then
20 is that what something you want you’d want me to write down

This example illustrates Aidan’s strategy for dealing with Hugh. He tends not 
to elaborate or get drawn into an extended discussion. Rather he lets Hugh 
talk with only the most minimal of feedback and then changes the subject: is 
that a gap then (line 19). This appears to be a polite strategy for avoiding 
conflict, but it is one which is so subtle that it only becomes apparent by 
comparing it with Aidan’s usual style of interaction, and after being alerted 
to it via a follow-up interview (see Interview excerpts 7.1 and 7.2 above). 
Example 7.1 la by contrast, shows how Aidan and Vincent, who know each 
other very well and interact regularly outside the work context, place a high 
value on creating and maintaining solidarity through their interactional 
style.

Example 7.11a
Context: Advisers in a government organisation evaluating proposals.

1 vin: um all this stuff is in Maori bro
2 aid: oh yeah I did read it I did read it
3 vin: [laughs] I’m gonna take /photo\copies of that
4 aid: /yeah\
5 vin: well do they ask for these back do they ask for these back
6 or can we keep them
7 aid: no you can keep them
8 but that’s what good about some of these things
9 is the forms that come with them

10 vin: [laughs] yeah /[ laughs]\
11 aid: /you can rip them out eh\ like for the capability stuff and + recording
12 vin: you’re a prof bro
13 aid: yeah

Although the two men are obviously involved in a serious task, they adopt a 
very informal style and make active use of a wide range of positive politeness 
strategies designed to maximise the level of solidarity between them, and to 
reinforce the construction of this as an interaction between Maori men who 
are both friends and colleagues in a predominantly Pakeha organisation. For 
example, they address one another as bro (lines 1, 12), there is a lot of 
humour and laughter and there are frequent brief digressions into relevant 
but strictly speaking ‘off-topic’ talk.

Aidan is also motivated by a wish to help Vincent, who is a friend as well 
as a Maori colleague, ‘get up to speed’ with his new job. The discussion of 
each point therefore often takes longer than if they were focusing purely on
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the task at hand, as Aidan takes the time to explain things or provide advice. 
Aidan’s wielding of ‘expert power’ is humorously acknowledged by Vincent 
in the excerpt above when he quips you're a prof bro (line 12), but in fact, 
Aidan is careful not to dominate the discussion.

As we see in example 7.1 lb, when Aidan takes issue with something 
Vincent says, which he does regularly and vigorously throughout this inter
action, his disagreements are heavily mitigated.

Example 7.11b
Context: Vincent has just criticised a proposal for over-emphasising academic 
content.

1 a i d : the only thing that I would probably contest you about
2 the um about the university approach
3 and that I think cos it’s a bridging course to university
4 these guys hopefully gonna feed onto there
5 v i n : mm
6  a id :  so  I t h i n k  t h a t  t h e y  a c t u a l l y  d o  n e e d  a n  in t r o d u c t i o n

7 to that type of um approach
8 but I think that the crux of it is is
9 that they’re encased in [in maori] tikanga maaori

10 because they’re outside the university
11 v i n : yeah well after writing that I reflected on that and thought yeah no
12 I’m just being I’m just reacting [tut] to um academic snobbery / ( )\
13 a i d : /shall I \  take that off
14 v i n : y e a h  ta k e  i t  o f f

1 5  a i d : a p a r t  f r o m  t h a t  I’ve j u s t  g o t  w h a t  y o u ’v e  g o t  ju s t  in  a l o t  l e s s  w o r d s

16 /[ la u g h s ]  \
17 vin: /[laughs] you have to draw it up though\
18 a i d : [ la u g h s ]  t h a t ’s a d i f f e r e n t  a p p r o a c h  y o u  s u m m a r i s e  t h in g s

19 and put down your summary thoughts
20 whereas I look for evidence and and bang it out bit by bit +
21 I think that’s what I’m doing anyway [tut]
22 where you’re very good at summarising things and putting it down

Aidan’s mitigation takes the form of strategies such as hedging: e.g. I  would
probably contest you (line 1), I  think (lines 3, 6, 8, 21), actually (line 6), just
(line 15), elaboration and providing reasons (lines 1-7), and redressive posi
tive politeness strategies such as giving praise (lines 15-22). This is typical of 
Aidan’s interaction style with Vincent.

In summary, in his interaction with Hugh, Aidan uses a combination of 
positive and negative politeness strategies to keep the interaction flowing as

161
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smoothly as required In order to complete the task, but without Investing 
any great effort Into the long-term relationship as he seems to do with 
Vincent. The effort that is required to maintain a degree of social distance 
and resist Hugh’s enactment of power, while at the same time keeping up a 
show of friendliness and collaboration, Is probably one source of Aldan’s 
perception of this as an instance of problematic talk. In addition, the history 
of his relationship and previous interactions with Hugh undoubtedly also 
contribute to this perception. By comparing the strategies Aldan uses in 
these two comparable but differently constructed Interactions, we gain some 
Insight Into how people can make use of quite subtle differences in discourse 
strategies and styles to politely and constructively negotiate problematic 
issues such as power in otherwise collegial workplace relationships.

Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to draw together the complex threads of power 
and politeness, by illustrating the skilful ways in which people manage 
problematic talk at work. We began with several examples of relatively 
straightforward miscommunication -  where it appeared that the content or 
message had not been adequately conveyed from one person to another. As 
we noted, such explicit examples are remarkably rare in workplace talk. We 
then explored instances of problematic talk involving relational and power 
issues, and the management of different people’s (often competing) face 
needs in workplace interaction, a much more complex and frequently occur
ring phenomenon, as the discussion throughout this book has indicated.

The analysis has also demonstrated that the strategies adopted to manage 
conflict and other kinds of problematic discourse can vary a great deal. At 
the level of the single interaction they include hedges, attenuators, boosters 
and intensifiers of various kinds which, along with avoidance and supportive 
feedback, and positive politeness devices such as humour, serve to mitigate 
potential threats to face. But we have also indicated how speakers make use 
of the more ‘macro-level’ resources at their disposal, such as avoidance of 
face-threatening acts, variable turn design and appeals to institutional proce
dures and processes.

The strategies used by participants to avoid conflict and maintain good 
work relationships illustrated in the examples in this chapter are just as 
evident in individuals’ management of many other kinds of problematic talk. 
It is seldom a straightforward matter to locate in a stretch of discourse the 
precise point at which problematic talk or miscommunication can be said to 
have occurred. The analysis, whether from the perspective of participant or 
analyst, relies heavily on contextual information at a number of different 
levels and must always be seen in the light of wider societal discourses of
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power. Nevertheless, careful analysis of everyday workplace interaction 
frequently shows people taking pre-emptive action to prevent communica
tion breakdown and to manage potentially face-threatening situations before 
they can pose a threat to longer term working relationships.

Although, as stated in Chapter 1, ‘almost every example of authentic 
discourse has several layers of meaning’, power and politeness consistently 
emerge as important dimensions constraining the ways in which participants 
negotiate and resolve miscommunication and problematic issues at work, 
whether the issue at stake is one of the process or the outcome of a given 
interaction. Relevant cases seem particularly likely to occur where there is a 
difference in relative status between the interactants. An analysis of the 
interplay between power and politeness in such interactions has provided 
some interesting insights into the nature of problematic discourse. In the 
final chapter, we consider some of the implications of such analyses for 
workplace practitioners.

Notes

L See, for instance, four decisions of the Wellington Employment Tribunal
during 1994: Poumako vs National Bank; Caiman vs Wisharts; Smith vs Hodder
& Tolley Limited; Adkins vs Turk's Poultry Farm.

2. See, for example, Tarnien (1994); Linde (1988); Hemal, Fennell and Miller 
(1991); Gatenby and Jones (1995); Sligo, Olsson and Wallace (1997).

3. This interaction is analysed in detail from a range of perspectives in Sttibbe 
et al. (2000). The excerpts discussed here are explored in more depth from 
a CDA perspective in Holmes (fc). We thank Meredith Marra for her 
contribution to the original analysis,

4. Quote from a managing director (Clouse and Spurgeon 1995: 3).
5. However, this does not mean there are no power differences -  Aidan has 

expert power by contrast with Beth and Vince, who are relatively new to 
the job, and all three interactions take place in a context where unequal 
power relations between Maori and Pakeha in NZ society are foregrounded.:
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Conclusion: Some Implications 
and Applications

Introduction

The analysis in the different chapters of this book has demonstrated some of 
the many and varied ways in which power and politeness are inextricably 
intertwined in every workplace interaction. Despite their very different 
transactional or business objectives, commercial organisations, factories and 
government departments all use talk as one means of achieving them. And in 
the process of talking people cannot avoid involvement with the dimensions 
of power and politeness. Every interaction at work involves an individual in 
the performance of their professional status and authority relative to others, 
and equally the dynamic nature of any interaction entails constant negotiation 
of social distance or solidarity. In other words, we have tried to illustrate in 
the preceding chapters some of the complex means that workers use to ‘do’ 
power and politeness in their workplace talk.

Some chapters of this book have focused more on the transactional business 
of different workplaces, while the main focus of others has been the affective 
and social aspects of workplace talk. The discussion of directives, or how people 
get things done at work in Chapter 3, the analysis of meeting talk in Chapter 
4, and the exploration of problematic communication in Chapter 7, surveyed 
aspects of what most people would consider the core business of any 
workplace. Chapter 5 on social talk and Chapter 6 on humour, on the other 
hand, examined the contribution of types of talk that many would consider 
irrelevant or dispensable in the workplace context. Our thesis has been that 
both dimensions are important in accounting for the complexities of workplace 
interaction, and especially in accounting for the manifestations of power and 
politeness at work. The content and style of apparently peripheral small talk 
characteristic of work groups in an organisation typically make as important 
a contribution to the construction of a distinctive workplace culture as the 
norms of interaction in weekly meetings. The patterns and types of humour 
which develop within a project team are as significant in accounting for its
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distinctive interactional style as the way the manager gives directives, or the 
way problems are worked through. Moreover, every workplace interaction, 
regardless of whether its primary function seems predominantly transac
tional or social, inevitably involves the negotiation of relational meaning. As 
we have seen, workplace interactions are seldom neutral in terms of power 
and always involve some degree of face work. Spoken discourse provides a 
finely tuned interactive resource which allows workers to strike an appropri
ate balance between creating the degree of social distance required to reflect 
and enact relative status on the one hand, and to signal collegiality on the 
other, while attempting to meet the requirements of the task at hand and the 
longer term objectives of the organisation.

We have aimed to demonstrate that these aspects of workplace talk are 
not only amenable to study, but that the results of such analyses can be 
useful in understanding the dynamics of workplace interaction. In this final 
chapter, we select just two areas to illustrate this claim in more detail. We 
first briefly consider the implications of a small selection from the patterns 
of interaction that we have described in earlier chapters for one specific 
group, namely those who are joining a new workplace. Then, in the final 
section of the chapter, we outline one particular practical application of 
our analyses, an action reflection model, which, as indicated in Chapter 2, 
we have trialled with workplace practitioners.

Getting integrated at work

As reflected throughout this book, one of the most challenging aspects 
of workplace interaction is balancing the demands of the organisation’s 
transactional goals alongside the construction of social rapport with fellow 
workers. Workplace relationships are typically an important aspect of job 
satisfaction. While good interpersonal relationships generally mean things 
get done more smoothly, at times the demands may conflict so that, for 
example, maintaining good rapport with workmates may entail engaging in 
talk which distracts from workplace objectives. Alternatively, making sure 
the team meets the week’s quota, or completes an important report may 
involve paying less attention to colleagues’ face needs, at least for a period. 
We have argued that both functions of discourse, the transactional and the 
social, are simultaneously relevant in interpreting what is going on, the 
‘meaning’ of the discourse; and both are important in ensuring that an 
individual fits in at work. This is the challenge that faces any new employee 
in an unfamiliar workplace, namely, to develop appropriate ways of doing 
power and politeness in the particular community of practice they are trying 
to join. Small talk and humour are areas where this challenge is particularly 
evident and we focus on these for exemplification in this section.
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Managing small talk at work

Many researchers argue that social integration is a crucial key to workplace 
success:

Relatively subtle aspects of pragmatic language use can inhibit the develop
ment of meaningful relationships with others . . . the display of conversa
tional competence can be considered as an essential prerequisite for the 
achievement of a valued quality of life.

(Hatton 1998: 93)

Chapter 5 on small talk and Chapter 6 on humour in the workplace indicated 
some of the complexities of managing social talk at work. To take a specific 
example, the distinction between work talk and small talk is often difficult to 
draw. Experienced workers move smoothly and gradually between work talk 
and social talk, as illustrated in Chapter 5. But the distinctions are often fine 
and very context related, both in terms of what is appropriate in a particular 
interaction or setting, and in the culture of a particular workplace or a 
specific community of practice. Discerning the boundaries and avoiding over
stepping them are obvious potential pitfalls for a new employee. Small talk, 
for instance, typically extends into social talk, and as the formulaic routine 
components of the interaction reduce, the demands on the conversationalists 
increase. This is not a problem for many workers, but for those whose 
communication skills are not well developed, or for whom the workplace is 
a second language environment, it can be problematic.

This was starkly illustrated by data that we collected from workplaces 
where workers with an intellectual disability had been placed. Some could 
manage the small talk and social talk exchanges which were so crucial for 
their integration into the workplace. Others, however, found it difficult to 
carry their side of the conversation and to respond and extend social talk 
overtures appropriately, a problem which has also been identified in studies 
of non-native speaker-native speaker interactions (Holmes and Brown 1976). 
Example 8.1 illustrates a typical pattern.

Example 8.1
Context: Three women helpers in a child-care centre at the beginning of the day.

1 sue: good morning Laura how are you
2 lau: good

3 sue: very good got anything exciting on  for the weekend

4 lau: no
5 sue: you ’re not going anywhere

6 lau: um  no
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In this paradigmatic early morning ritual, Laura, the worker with an intel
lectual disability, responded appropriately with good (line 2) to the formulaic 
opening in line 1, but failed to pick up and develop the social topic initiated 
by her coworker, Sue, in line 3. As workplace conversation becomes more of 
a negotiation and less of a ritual, satisfactory participation poses more of a 
challenge for some workers, particularly for newcomers.

Another aspect of managing social talk at work is recognising the cues 
that it is time to get 'down to business’ or ‘back on track’. As illustrated in 
Chapters 4 and 5, it is typically superiors who direct discussion back to 
business after digressions, sometimes overtly (e.g. getting back to the agenda), 
but sometimes using less explicit discourse markers such as OK, right, now, 
yes well and alright. Recognising the discourse cues which provide the signal 
that it is time the discussion got back on track is an important workplace 
communication skill. On occasion, the shift back to business was very abrupt 
if the demands of work made themselves apparent before the social talk had 
been nicely rounded off. In Chapter 5, the conversation between Ginette 
and Jim on the factory line (Example 5.6) illustrated the typical rapid 
shifting between social chit-chat and on-task communication which charac
terised exchanges on the factory line. Ability to shift topic abruptly in such 
circumstances -  both backwards and forwards -  is an important aspect of 
sociopragmatic skill in interaction. In Example 8.2, a discussion of the state 
of the teeth of one of the participants has developed from the manager’s 
comment that she gave out chocolate fish as a reward in the previous week 
(see Example 6.19). The shift back to the work topic is quite abrupt.

Example 8.2
Context: Planning meeting in a government department.

1 e v e :  I’ve been putting off going to the dentist for /six months now and\
2  l e i : / o h  n o \

3 e v e :  I’ve got a hole in /my tooth\ [laughs] anyway
4  l e i : / o h  y u c k \

5 z o e :  so if we if we did if if it was Hannah then that leaves you and I in the
6 library
7 k e r : mhm
8 zoe: you’ve said that you feel that really the records thing really isn’t /too
9 bad\

10 k e r :  /I think that\ the two of us in the library’s fine actually

Zoe moves the talk back on track here quite abruptly at line 5, but the other 
participants pick up the thread promptly and smoothly, an important indica
tion that they are ‘tuned in’ and ‘work’ oriented. Management of the smooth 
integration of social talk within transactional talk, as illustrated here, is one 
area which can be problematic for newcomers to a work team.
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The frequency of small talk and humour and the amount which is 
appropriate in different contexts are further distributional aspects of social 
talk which are systematically patterned, and which can pose difficulties for 
people new to a workplace. Identifying occasions when social talk is dis
pensable as opposed to obligatory, for instance, is an important aspect of 
contributing appropriately to workplace discourse. Learning to use social 
talk to fill potentially awkward silences at the beginning of a meeting or 
humour to spice up boring stretches of work or gaps between work activities 
is another challenge to those trying to integrate into the workplace culture. 
In Example 8.3, like Laura in Example 8.1, Heath fails to pull his conversa
tional weight in an interaction where Mary is clearly trying to maintain good 
relations and to fill in time as they do a boring weeding job together.

Example 8.3
Context: Mary is working alongside Heath in a garden centre. They are between 
tasks.

1 m a r y : h o w ’s y o u r  m u m ?

2 h e a: good

3 m a r y :  is she ++ has her knee fixed u p  yet? (3)
4 h e a : no
5 m a r y : h a s  h e r  k n e e  g o t  b e t t e r  n o w ?

6  h e a : y e s

7 m a r y :  t h a t ’s g o o d

Mary is doing all the conversational ‘work’ here, carrying the conversation. 
There is a long pause at line 3, as Mary waits for a response, and when they 
do come, the responses which Heath supplies (lines 2, 4, 6) are minimal. He 
provides one word replies rather than supplying extra information to keep the 
conversation alive. Being a good companion at work entails skills in maintain
ing and contributing appropriately to social talk, as well as task-oriented skills.

The extent to which small talk on personal topics is accepted or even 
expected as a way of constructing collegial relationships also varies from 
workplace to workplace. Thus one of our informants reported feeling quite 
uncomfortable initially when she began work in a new organisation where 
people routinely shared quite intimate details of their personal lives to 
an extent that would have been deemed ‘unprofessional’ in her previous 
workplace. She eventually became accustomed to this practice, and in fact 
valued it as an important way in which members of the group provided 
support to one another, but she remained aware that it presented a potential 
barrier to the integration of new team members.

We also noted that social talk is used by superiors to maintain good 
workplace relationships. Language plays an important part in creating a
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particular kind of work environment. The boss who begins the day with 
a friendly chat establishes a very different work environment from one 
who arrives with a barrage of instructions for his or her staff. Conversely, 
responding positively, but not too minimally or effusively, to small talk is a 
social skill which workers typically develop through experience. Such skills 
often present problems to newcomers to the workplace and particularly to 
those from different cultural or linguistic groups.

Managing humour at work

Another challenging area of sociopragmatic competence is interpreting and 
understanding the context-bound and very distinctive styles of humour which 
characterise different workplaces. A sense of humour is well attested as a 
highly valued attribute of employees. Since humour is a crucial component 
of different workplace cultures, as illustrated in Chapter 6, this is another 
area where those joining a new workplace face a steep learning curve. 
Chapter 6 also illustrated the point that humour serves a range of functions 
in the workplace. People use humour to emphasise a sense of belonging to 
the group, or to express solidarity in the workplace. They use it to soften 
necessary instructions or criticisms, thus paying attention to others’ face 
needs. And they also use it, on occasion, to ‘have a go’ at coworkers or 
challenge the boss in a socially acceptable way.

The practical implications of these observations are evident from the fact 
that humour in the workplace has been big business for many years. Many 
business organisations report that humour is an important indication of a 
healthy workplace, and claim to rank a sense of humour very highly among 
the desirable attributes of employees (Nolan 1986: 28, as cited in Morreall 
1991: 360). Hence, not surprisingly, there has been a burgeoning business in 
humour consultancies offering humour seminars and training. One such 
business claimed that in the nine months following a humour workshop in 
Colorado, 20 middle managers increased their productivity by 15 per cent 
and cut their sick days in half (Moreall 1991). Similarly, the well-known 
actor, John Cleese, has built Video-Arts into the world’s largest production 
company for films on interpersonal skills training, based on the notion that 
if mistakes are presented humorously, workers can identify them without 
getting defensive.

Our analyses suggested that humour was variably distributed in different 
workplaces, in different work groups and in different work contexts. There 
was a great deal more humour, for instance, in the interactions of the soap 
factory work team than in the meetings of groups in government depart
ments. Moreover, as Chapter 6 indicated, the type of humour which pre
dominated in different workplaces was also variable. Jocular abuse was frequent 
between members of some work teams, for example, while others seemed to 
prefer witty and succinct sarcastic comments; and jointly constructed fantasy
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scenarios were a feature of some workplaces. This is another area where the 
implications of our analyses for new workers are very clear. The amount and 
type of humour characteristic of the particular community of practice you 
are joining always needs to be identified and adapted to. Learning to recog
nise, understand, and if possible, to enjoy and contribute to the humour in a 
workplace is an important aspect of fitting in.

Again we can illustrate this point with data collected from a workplace in 
which a young worker with a disability had been placed. In Example 8.4, 
Aaron, the newly placed worker, did not immediately ‘get’ the joke his co
workers were making.

Example 8.4
Context: Small talk between workers in a small business at their tea break.

1 aar: you got Sky Tom?
2 tom: nah
3 aar: oh right
4 m i k e : w e  g o t  i t

5 a a r : h -  h -  h o w  d o  y o u  w a t c h  t h e  g a m e ?

6  m i k e : he doesn’t
7 tom: well my neighbour’s got Sky so I go outside and look through his
8  w i n d o w

9 a a r : oh okay oh right [laughs] that’s quite handy
10 mike: got a telescope we go straight through
11 a a r : y e a h  t h a t ’s h a n d y  y e a h  [ la u g h s ]

12 t o m : nah it was on it was on um yesterday
13 a a r : y e a h  y e a h  y e a h

14 t o m : replayed on 3
15  a a r : o h  o h  okay o h  y e a h  i t  was t o o  y e a h  t r u e  y e a h

The three men have been discussing a rugby game. Aaron takes the initiative 
and asks Tom if he has the TV  channel Sky, since the game was first relayed 
on Sky TV. It is clear from the tape that Aaron takes literally Tom ’s joke that 
he watches it through his neighbour’s window (a joke which Mike contributes 
to with his comment about having a telescope to help). It is not clear whether 
Tom was teasing Aaron, in particular, in the first place, or whether his ‘joke’ 
was aimed at everyone (with the expectation that they would recognise the 
absurdity of his comment). But Aaron falls most obviously for the tease. 
Tom relents, however (line 12) and rescues Aaron. When he realises his 
mistake, Aaron recovers well (line 15). Being teased and made the butt of 
jokes is normal workplace experience for all workers. Indeed, the fact that 
Aaron is included in the banter is a sign of social integration in the workplace.

Handling such banter and teasing, and learning to recognise when a 
remark is intended as humorous or sarcastic, are skills which all workers
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need to develop, but the challenge represented by such Indicators of workplace 
Integration are brought Into sharp relief by young workers like Aaron. There 
is extensive research indicating that these workers often find managing social 
Interaction In the workplace a major problem:

It is an Inability to interact effectively with otherm people, rather than an
inability to operate machines or perform job tasks that often causes many
mentally retarded adults to get fired from competitive jobs.

(Greenspan and Shoultz 1981: 23)

Chadsey-Rusch (1992: 405) makes the same point: ‘A major reason for job 
loss for persons with mental retardation may be their lack of appropriate 
social skills.’ This research suggests that actual ability to perform work tasks 
is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of success at work. Social and inter
personal skills proved to be much more significant predictors of workplace 
success (e.g. Black and Langone 1997; Hatton 1998). Our research has made 
an important contribution in this area, since previous research was largely 
based on reported data or questionnaires, rather than actual observation of 
workers in the relevant workplaces. By collecting data in contexts where 
young people with intellectual disabilities were working, we were able to 
identify problematic areas and provide materials and suggestions for the 
communication skills programmes that they were concurrently attending.1

However, many of the points which have proved useful to those assisting 
workers with intellectual disabilities to successfully integrate into the work
place are just as important for all workers. Sociolinguistic and sociopragmatic 
competence is an underestimated aspect of workplace success (Clyne 1994; 
Pauwels 1989). According to a Robert Haft International 1985 survey only
15 per cent of workers are fired because of lack of competence (Sultanoff 
2002). The remaining 85 per cent are ‘let go’ because of their inability to get 
along with fellow employees. Ability to manage social talk is one important 
component of good interpersonal relations at work. Analysis of workplace 
interactions such as those illustrated in this book can provide a starting point 
in developing relevant materials to assist people to develop these important 
relational skills.

To what extent can the ability to interpret and produce the subtleties and 
complexities of everyday talk in a workplace context be taught? Is it possible 
for workers who are new to a workplace, including workers who are non
native speakers, to acquire the sociopragmatic skills outlined in this book, 
or even to identify and correctly interpret the complex meanings relating 
to the construction of power and politeness which we have illustrated? The 
many sophisticated and experienced workers that we recorded had generally 
learned, through extensive exposure, to accurately interpret the sociopragmatic 
meanings conveyed by the participants in workplace interaction, although
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even then, as we saw in Chapter 7, the potential for misunderstanding is an 
ever-present pitfall. Our experience suggests that some preparatory training, 
combined with on-the-job practice of what has been learned, can be a fruit
ful way of assisting new workers to acquire these skills. The complexity and 
richness of our data suggests that teachers and communication skills trainers 
need to demonstrate some ingenuity in providing opportunities for learners 
to observe, practise, and acquire the sociopragmatic skills involved in the 
management of areas such as small talk and humour in the workplace. In the 
next section, we describe a process which we developed in collaboration with 
several workplaces to explore one practical application of our research.

Reflection as a learning strategy for the workplace

Interview excerpt 8.1
Context: A senior manager explains how job candidates were selected for 
new positions in her section.

. . . we’ve chosen people who are really good open confident communicators at a 
business level and at an interpersonal level. . .  so hopefully we’ve moved the culture 
ahead a step further by the selection of these four people and . . .  M and C and I did 
the interviewing and largely + um obviously we met all the technical competencies 
we needed but largely we made the choice amongst a HUGE pool of really good 
applicants on on interpersonal skills . . .  and communication as being a big part of 
that + their WAY of working

As the comment from the manager quoted in Interview excerpt 8.1 suggests, 
there seems to be an increasing emphasis on the need for workers to have 
well-developed communication skills at all levels and in all occupational 
groups, a trend which has been noted by a number of commentators (e.g. 
Cameron 2000; Coupland, Sarangi and Candlin 2001; Scheeres 1998), and 
can be readily observed in a variety of organisational texts such as job descrip
tions and advertisements, performance reviews and training plans. A worker’s 
interpersonal skills and style of communication may even be given priority 
over their technical skills, as illustrated in Example 8.1.

The shift to a ‘new work order’ (Sarangi and Roberts 1999) which down
plays organisational hierarchies in favour of more egalitarian team-based 
structures provides one possible explanation. The ‘linguistic turn’ in the 
social sciences and in the field of organisational communication over the last 
two decades, which emphasises the discursive processes by which organisa
tions and their members come to be constituted, has also been influential 
in positioning communication as a key concern for practitioners involved 
in organisational change and development (Jones and Stubbe fc). As one 
manager who participated in our research commented: ‘You have to be
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more articulate about what you’re doing and why and what you w ant. . . com
munication is a lot more open in this place than it was.’

But how exactly might we define a ‘good communicator’ or ‘competence’ 
in interpersonal communication in the workplace? To what extent can indi
viduals acquire and apply the competencies involved in isolation? These 
questions are central to any attempt to evaluate and develop workplace com
munication. The traditional pattern of training in workplace communication 
tends to consist of courses which offer training in a set of discrete, rigidly 
defined ‘skills’ and tasks. The participants are then sent back to their work
places to practise and apply what they have learned. The material in this book 
has illustrated, however, that there are many different ways of communicating 
at work and that the specific context of any interaction is crucial to the choice 
of communication strategy. People adapt their communicative approach 
according to myriad social, personal and contextual factors. Moreover, we 
have also illustrated that particular work groups tend to develop their own 
particular communication strategies and patterns, and experience their own 
specific problems. No pre-packaged course can hope to prepare people for 
such communicative diversity and the associated challenges. Rather people 
need assistance in developing their observational and analytical skills, so that 
they can identify for themselves the appropriate ways of interacting in their 
specific community of practice on any particular occasion. Our data provides 
support for the position taken by critics of narrow competency-based 
approaches (e.g. Antonacopoulou and Fitzgerald 1996) and suggests that to 
be of real practical use, training and development in communication must 
go beyond a narrow focus on individual skills, to encompass a context- 
sensitive, interactive model of communicative competence.

One approach which the LW P team have developed is known as the 
Communication Evaluation Development (CED) model (Jones and Stubbe 
fc). It is based on the individual’s observation, reflection and evaluation of 
their own particular communication processes in their specific workplace. 
The process adopts a reflexive approach. Participants make observations 
about their communicative environment, identify specific aspects of their 
communicative behaviour which they would like to alter or develop and then 
devote time to practising new communicative strategies which they consider 
will improve the effectiveness of their workplace interactions. The results of 
trialling this process suggest that it can be very effective in a range of differ
ent work environments.

The model is based on the two key elements of an action learning approach, 
namely, evaluation (developing insights from reflection on past events and 
observation of current practices) and planning (applying these insights to 
future actions). It also draws on the principles of appreciative inquiry, an 
approach to organisational development which involves looking for what is 
done well with the aim of finding ways to share strengths with others and 
develop them further, as distinct from looking for ‘problems’ and setting out 
to solve them (Hammond 1996). The steps in the CED process thus entail:
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1. Identifying a problem/development issue to be addressed.
2. Analysing what happened in a specific instance of communication 

involving the relevant issue.
3. Reflecting on ways in which things might have been done differently.
4. Experimenting with ways of approaching the interaction differently.2

Exemplifying with material illustrated in different chapters of this book, the 
managers of an effective factory production team could use this approach to 
identify, for example, those elements of the team’s communicative practice 
that contribute positively to their performance, so that they can develop 
these practices and build on them elsewhere in the factory. Alternatively, an 
individual could use the approach to help work out why they were consist
ently misinterpreting the urgency of the tasks their manager was giving 
them, and thus running into trouble when the tasks were not completed 
according to the manager’s expectations. A project leader could use the 
CED approach to evaluate and address difficulties experienced in managing 
the agenda in meetings which seemed to result in too many irrelevant 
digressions. In other words, our experience with the CED model suggests 
that it can provide a strategy for helping individuals or work teams identify 
what is actually going on in the relevant interactions, checking their percep
tions and expectations with those of others, and allowing them to consider 
what steps they need to take to improve things from their perspective.

Our work with people in a range of workplaces suggests that the insights 
gained from the reflective process incorporated in the CED approach is 
beneficial to a wide variety of people in many different roles in an organisa
tion, and at different levels in the hierarchy in different workplaces. This is 
nicely illustrated by feedback from people who participated in workshops 
and follow-up interviews relating to a number of areas of the research 
discussed in this book. For instance, our research indicates that good manag
ers skilfully balance the need for action with the importance of constructing 
and maintaining rapport. This typically involves assessing the complex inter
acting demands of many different contextual factors. One manager reported, 
for instance, that she became more aware of the range of strategies that she 
used to get things done with different people in different contexts. Another 
commented that before being involved in our research she was unaware of 
the important role that humour played in maintaining good staff relations in 
her workplace.

People in workplaces also found it useful to reflect on findings from 
LW P research on interaction processes and structures in relation to their 
own experience. In one such case, two senior women, meeting to discuss a 
particular issue, initially analysed their meeting as full of irrelevant digres
sions. On reflection and after further analysis they found that almost all the 
so-called ‘digressions’ had served a valuable purpose, though not necessarily 
in relation to the immediate problem they were currently discussing. The
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digressions had in fact provided invaluable background preparation for 
further larger meetings they were to attend at a later point. On the other 
hand, after analysing a rather unfocused problem-solving discussion, another 
group came to recognise that the ability to ‘negotiate’ and reach an agreed 
understanding of what needed to be done was crucial to achieving a success
ful outcome -  as was reaching some sort of agreement as to how a meeting 
should be structured in different cases, as the comment in Interview excerpt 
8.2 illustrates.

Interview  excerpt 8.2
Context: Participant in practical workshop based on material collected in 
his workplace by the LWP team.

if you haven’t got something structured + and you’ve got two people at each end of 
the spectrum, somebody who wants a very truncated let’s get to the facts and get 
outta here meeting, and somebody else who wants to go there for a week + you’re 
going to have some problems in terms of getting a resolution

The CED approach also has very obvious advantages when a communica
tion problem is involved. Post-hoc reflection on the causes of a cross- 
cultural or interpersonal misunderstanding, for instance, can serve as a 
valuable first step in defusing tension and as useful preparation for avoiding a 
repetition of such miscommunication (cf Gumperz, Jupp and Roberts 1979; 
Littlewood 2001). Sometimes too, the insights gained from reflecting on 
habitual interaction patterns provide a way of addressing a wider personal or 
inter-group agenda in terms of power. Thus a worker who was concerned at 
the difficulties faced by Maori participants in official meetings commented 
as follows (Interview excerpt 8.3).

Interview  excerpt 8.3
Context: Maori participant commenting on material collected in his 
workplace by the LWP team.

For an indigenous people, to have access to that type of knowledge and skills 
when we’re in those type of forums so that we can actually get our messages 
across, so they are actually heard, would be a very powerful tool for us, because 
we are continually misheard, misrepresented, misinterpreted . . .  and from my 
experience, I just come home absolutely exhausted, I just feel like I’ve been sucked 
dry

Similarly, as suggested in the previous section, identifying the perennial 
topics of social talk and small talk in one’s work group or the style of 
humour may be a useful first step in facilitating integration. Again the CED 
approach may be useful. A systematic period of observation followed by the 
analysis of specific instances, and reflection on why the pattern was not
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obvious initially -  these are invaluable steps in the process of acquiring the 
relevant skills to fit into a new work team. A facilitator or mentor provides 
important support in this process (see Jones 1998), but it is managed prim
arily by the individual, or group, who identify the particular area of concern 
and work with the facilitator on improving their communicative skills in the 
specific context they have identified as problematic. The great advantage 
of this approach is its potential for sensitivity to the complex and specific 
contextual factors identified throughout this book as crucial in accounting 
for the dynamics of interaction. Developing the ability to observe, analyse 
and reflect on the communicative challenges in one’s own particular work 
environment, and especially on the complex ways in which power and polite
ness are enacted in that environment, is empowering for any individual.

Conclusion

The detailed analyses of genuine workplace interactions presented in this 
book have illustrated a range of ways in which people signal and negotiate 
their working relationships with others in terms of both power and polite
ness. Managers frequently ‘do power’ overtly and in many contexts it is 
clearly regarded by participants in the interaction as unremarkable for them 
to do so. Many of the examples we have analysed illustrate that managers 
also have less direct, more linguistically polite strategies available to achieve 
their goals in a consensual way, while still marking status asymmetries, and 
thus maintaining their authority. In certain situations they may choose to 
dispense with enacting power altogether and choose to foreground interper
sonal solidarity instead. Similarly, workers lower down the organisational 
hierarchy also make use of a wide communicative repertoire. They typically 
construct their relationships with those who have greater authority and in
fluence and with their peers in rather different ways, using a range of facework 
strategies to accede to, cooperate with, contest or resist the enactment of 
power or to construct and maintain collegial relationships. We have also 
identified some interesting and contrasting patterns in the ways in which 
groups of people enact power and politeness discursively in different organ
isations, and have examined the extent to which these differences reflect 
and help construct and maintain distinctive communities of practice.

At a more general level, by combining a fine-grained qualitative analysis 
of naturally occurring interaction with close consideration of a range of 
contextual and ethnographic data, we have been able to explore the relation
ship between the interaction order of particular workplace situations and the 
wider social and institutional structures to which they contribute across a 
range of different workplace settings. The examples presented in each chap
ter were designed to illustrate how power and politeness are instantiated in a
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range of different discourse contexts, but at the same time they served to 
demonstrate the fundamentally dynamic and intersubjective nature of 
workplace talk, and the sequential effects of the constant realignment of 
participants’ identities and goals as an interaction proceeds. We saw, for 
instance, how the same linguistic forms may be very differently motivated at 
different points in an interaction, and how particular discourse patterns may 
reflect quite different power dynamics and have varying pragmatic effects 
depending on the immediate and wider context. The richness of our data set 
has also made it possible to unravel the complexity of the ways in which 
shared understandings are built up through a series of related interactions, 
and the ways in which both transactional and social or affective meanings 
may be simultaneously constructed at a number of different levels in the 
course of an interaction.

From a theoretical perspective, examining a range of workplace data 
through the dual lenses of power and politeness has also made it possible 
to explore and evaluate alternative ways of modelling the same discourse 
structures and processes. For example, politeness theory may have the best 
explanatory power in interactions where both participants share the same 
transactional goals. But an approach which regards the workplace as a site 
for oppressive or repressive discourse (Pateman 1980; Fairclough 1989, 1992) 
may provide a better account in cases where, by virtue of their different 
positions in the organisation, or different attitudes to the management’s 
objectives, participants’ goals in an interaction conflict rather than coincide. 
Even at the level of a single interaction, a more satisfactory account of 
participants’ motivations may be achieved by drawing on more than one 
analytical or theoretical model, as individuals shift from ‘doing power’ to 
‘doing collegiality’ or even ‘doing friendship’ in the workplace. Alternatively, 
combining or comparing the insights gained from a number of different 
frameworks can make it possible to produce a richer and more compre
hensive analysis (cf Stubbe et al. 2000).

Finally, this multidimensional analysis of genuine workplace interaction 
has generated a number of practical implications and applications, as discussed 
in the first parts of this chapter. The workplace has always been a social 
context where status differences are especially salient, and one where people 
primarily interact with one another in pursuit of organisational imperatives 
rather than from personal choice. However, the modern workplace, with its 
typically flattened hierarchies and greater diversity than in the past, arguably 
places increased demands on the interpersonal communication skills of 
workers. Workplace roles and relationships have become less clearly defined 
and more open to negotiation, and with a greater emphasis on teamwork, 
talk itself increasingly is the work, not just a means to an end. In this kind 
of environment, the most effective communicators seem to be people who 
are flexible, responsive and reflective in relation to the way they interact 
with others.
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The examples in this book highlight the interactive nature of interper
sonal communication in the workplace, as well as the particular challenges 
Involved In balancing the requirements of communicating about the task 
at hand (the 'work5) with the relational demands Inherent both in a part
icular Interaction and In the workplace environment more generally. On the 
one hand, talk at work Is especially focused on the achievement of concrete, 
task-related goals. Talk is a very important way of ‘doing work’ in most 
modern workplaces and this is the way it is most often viewed and explicitly 
valued -  as a tool. However, as we have seen, talk is also the very stuff of 
workplace relationships and culture. W hether this is instantiated in iden- 
tifiably social kinds of talk such as humour and small talk, or as part and 
parcel of the way in which core business or task-oriented talk is constructed, 
considerations of power and politeness inevitably constrain the way people 
talk at work.

In conclusion, as we have seen throughout this volume, verbal exchanges 
in the workplace perform important social and interpersonal functions, as 
well as the transactional meanings to which participants often overtly orient. 
The discourse strategies which characterise a particular interaction express 
not only the specific goals of the interaction and the relative roles of each 
participant in relation to those goals; they also actively construct the particu
lar relationships between the people involved, in terms of social distance or 
solidarity -  the politeness norms -  as well as the participants’ relative power 
in the organisation. The opening example in Chapter 1 illustrated these 
points very succinctly. The group’s jointly produced humour served to 
defuse the tension created by Clara’s very direct enforcing of her decision 
over the issue of the ‘screendumps’, while simultaneously subverting Clara’s 
enactment of overt authority in the meeting. Our closing example similarly 
highlights the complex interrelationships between power and politeness in 
workplace discourse, although from a different perspective and in a very 
different context (Example 8.5).

Exam ple 8.5
Context: Ginette, coordinator of a factory production team, is doing her ‘rounds’, 
and has stopped to talk to Lesia, one of the workers on the packing line. Lesia 
keeps on working throughout the interaction, moving back and forth between a 
stack of empty boxes and the bench where he is packing.

1 gin: get up to anything funny over the weekend

2 les: [shakes head]
3 gin: did you go to church bro
4 les: no no no no well we went to our game on Saturday afternoon + practice
5 gin: you didn’t go to church bro
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6 les:
7 gin:
8
9

10 les:
11 gin:
12
13 les:
14 gin:
15 les:
16 gin:
17
18
19 les:
20 gin:
21 les:

22 gin:
23
24

25

no
[smiling, mock serious tone] very sad bro
[emphatically] how many times have I told you go to church every 
Sunday
[smiling] oh yeah [turns away]
[teasingly] you just didn't want to put any money in the offering bowl 
eh bro
[smiles and keeps moving back and forth with boxes] 
you’re broke eh bro 
I’ve spent it all already
already bro? you did heaps of overtime last week bro +
you know how your church gives ten per cent + of your earnings +
I bet you only put in two point five per cent eh bro 
[chuckles]
the rest goes on your horses eh
[smiles and mutters something under his breath as he turns away to get 
a box]
I’ll tell your wife ++
look at Joe and what’s his name [looks across at two other workers] 
what kind of conversation could THEY be having d’you think 
[shakes her head, expression of mock disbelief on her face] 
they’re doing NO work WHATsoever

This brief excerpt provides a cameo view of the way Ginette skilfully enacts 
both power and solidarity as she performs her role as manager of this close- 
knit, multicultural factory team. While Ginette often adopts a very direct, 
almost authoritarian style (humorously alluded to here with her mock serious 
berating of Lesia (line 8, how many times have I  told you go to church every 
Sunday), this is tempered and blended here with a range of both collaborative 
and contestive discourse strategies as she teases Lesia about the reasons for 
his supposed lack of generosity. In this way, Ginette works to build team 
solidarity and minimise the difference in status between Lesia and herself. 
She then neatly switches the conversation back to a business footing with 
her comment about the two workers who, unlike Lesia, are off-task while 
chatting (lines 24-25). This comment both subtly underlines her status as 
team manager and indirectly reinforces her expectations of how team members 
should conduct themselves. Ginette’s skilful management of these multiple 
meanings allows her to assert control where required, while at the same time 
paying explicit attention to the face needs of her interlocutor, and accom
modating and reinforcing the high solidarity culture characteristic of this 
particular community of practice. This closing example thus illustrates again 
the remarkable variation in the way people talk to one another in different 
workplace settings, while also underlining our theme -  whatever particular
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discourse styles or strategies people choose to achieve their goals, power 
and politeness are inextricably intertwined dimensions of their workplace 
interaction.

L See Holmes and Fillary (2000) and Fillary (1998) for more information on 
this process.

2. See Jones (1998) and Jones and Stubbe (fc) for further details of how this
model may operate in practice.!

Motes



Appendix

Transcription conventions

YES Capitals indicate emphatic stress
[laughs] Paralinguistic features in square brackets.
+ Pause of up to one second
(3) Pause of specified number of seconds
... / ..... \  ... Simultaneous speech
... / .........\  ...

(hello) Transcriber's best guess at an unclear utterance
? Rising or question intonation

Incomplete or cut-off utterance 
Section of transcript omitted 

XM/XF Unidentified Male/Female

All names used in examples are pseudonyms.
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